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Introduction to the Official Guide 

Pearson Test of English Academic (PTE Academic) is an international computer-based English 
language test. It provides a measure of test takers' language ability to education institutions, 
and professional and government organizations that require a standard of academic English for 
admission purposes. 

The Official Guide to PTE Academic is designed for anyone who wants to prepare for PTE Academic 
or learn more about the test. The guide, along with its companion Audio CD and CD-ROM, will 
help you: 

• find out how to register for PTE Academic 
• understand the features, format and scoring 
• learn how to respond to each item type 
• become familiar with the language skills assessed 
• practice answering authentic test items 
• improve your test-taking strategies 

What is in the guide? 

The guide includes six chapters. 

Chapter 1 provides an overview of PTE Academic, including a description of key features, format 
and scoring. Chapter 2 offers general test preparation guidelines, and lists other resources to 
supplement the practice in the Official Guide. This chapter also includes information about what 
to expect on the test day. 

Chapters 3-6 are divided by skill and cover the 20 item types found in PTE Academic and the 
skills assessed in each case. The item types are presented in the same order as in the test. Chapter 3 
introduces the five speaking item types, Chapter 4 the two writing item types, Chapter 5 the five 
reading item types and Chapter 6 the eight listening item types. 

In Chapters 3-6, discussion of each item type begins with a task item to help you become familiar 
with the on-screen appearance of the different parts of the actual test. Explanations of the 
scoring follow to help you understand which factors within your response to each item type are 
scored and which language skills are tested. Test-taking strategies outline steps to improve your 
performance on each item type. 

Finally, a practice item is presented, allowing you to apply what you have learned . 

Some item types are individually timed. When you see the timer icon ~ in a practice item, 
be sure to time yourself as you answer the item. 
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Remember, during PTE Academic you will 
give your response by speaking into a 
microphone at a test delivery workstation. 

Extra tips about PTE Academic and the Official Guide are 
provided in note boxes like this one. 

Each chapter concludes with a general skills section outlining key areas of the communicative 
skills needed in everyday and test situations. A checklist for skills assessment is included to help 
you understand your strengths and weaknesses. Practice activities and strategies for helping you 
develop each communicative skill are suggested. 

Answer key, glossary and appendices 

The guide also includes an answer key and transcripts, a glossary and an appendix. 

The Answer key provides correct answers and/or sample responses to the task and practice items 
included in Chapters 3-6. These sample responses are authentic responses given by test takers 
who took the PTE Academic pilot tests. 

• PTE Academic was piloted with more than 10,000 test takers in 21 countries, including China, 
Japan, India, Australia and the United States. 

• These test takers were born in 158 different countries speaking 126 different languages. They 
were university students having a similar level of English proficiency to that of the prospective 
PTE Academic test takers. A number of native speakers of English were also recruited as a 
control group. 

Explanations about the correct answers for some practice items are also included. 

When you see the Answer key icon Answer key IlIW ,check your answer in the Answer key. 

The Glossary provides brief definitions for the terms specific to PTE Academic and/or language 
testing. 

The Appendix includes information about the alignment of PTE Academic scores to the levels 
of the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEF or CEFR) and the CEF 
language descriptors. 

What is on the Audio CD? 
The Audio CD includes the audio recordings for the listening and speaking items, and sample 
responses for the speaking items presented in Chapters 3-6 of this guide. 



When you see the CD icon 0...,-__ in the guide, play the specified track on the Audio CD. 

The three sample responses provided for each speaking item are authentic responses given by PTE 
Academic test takers. These responses illustrate the CEF levels of competence Cl, B2 and Bl. See 
the Appendix for information on the CEF language descriptors. 

Use a voice recorder to record your spoken responses and compare them with these sample 
responses. 

How to use the guide and the Audio CD 
The Official Guide and the Audio CD include authentic test items taken from the PTE Academic 
test item bank. To get the most out of the test materials, we recommend that you follow these 
steps: 

• Work through each task and follow the step-by-step information about each item type. 
• Study the scoring information and pay particular attention to the language skills and test

taking strategies. 
• Do the practice item at the end of each item type section. Try to simulate the conditions and 

time pressure of PTE Academic. For example, allow yourself the exact time specified for each 
task. 

• Play the Audio CD to listen to the recordings for the listening and speaking items. Play the 
recordings only once during the practice. 

• Use the Answer key to check your responses. Read the explanations and compare your written 
responses with the authentic sample responses given by PTE Academic test takers rated at the 
CEF levels Cl, B2 and Bl. 

• Record your responses to the speaking items and compare them with the authentic sample 
responses on the Audio CD. 

What is on the CD-ROM? 
The CD-ROM is an interactive program containing over 200 additional practice items, written 
specifically to accompany the Official Guide and help you prepare for PTE Academic. The items 
included on the CD-ROM amount to three unscored tests. They are presented and responded to 
in a similar way to the actual test. 

Xl 
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Intl·oductlon 

User manual 

Item practice 

/ / . < 
Answer key 

- - -- -- ----

Exit 
- - - - -

158N: 91.·1·+09·2232·2 

The Introduction describes the content of the CD-ROM and recommends hints for study and 
practice of the CD-ROM test items. 

The User manual explains the CD-ROM interface features and functionality. It provides general 
information and instructions on operating the CD-ROM software. 

The Item practice includes three unscored practice sets with a combination of items covering each 
of the language skills-speaking, writing, reading and listening-assessed in PTE Academic. 

-. PTE ACADE-MIC-- - -- --- - - - -- . - - - - . .. 
____ •   _____ _____ __ __ _ _____ _ ___ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ '.1 

- - . 



The table below describes the contents of the Item practice on the CD-ROM. 

Skills group 

Speaking items 

Writing items 

Reading items 

Listening items 

Practice set 1 

(number of items) 
Practice set 2 

(number of items) 
Practice set 3 
(number of items) 

In the Answer key you can view or play back your responses and compare them with the sample 
responses given by native speakers of English. You can read the explanations about why the 
response options are correct or incorrect, or why the sample essays are good responses. 

The Answer key will help you understand the answers and learn how to respond to the items. 
It will also help you evaluate your performance and assess your progress. 

Xlll 





PTE Academic 
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Overview 
The ability to communicate effectively in English is crucial to academic success for university and 
college students in an English-speaking environment. The purpose of Pearson Test of English 
Academic (PTE Academic) is to accurately assess the listening, reading, speaking and writing 
ability of test takers who want to study at institutions where English is the principal language of 
instruction. 

If you are a non-native speaker of English and need to demonstrate your academic English 
language ability, PTE Academic is the test for you. The test provides an accurate measure of a 
test taker's English language proficiency to ensure success in courses and active participation in 
university and college-level education where English is the language of instruction. Institutions 
will use the results of PTE Academic to determine the actual English language skills of applicants 
when making admission decisions. 

The Language Testing division of Pearson, the world's leading education company, is responsible 
for the development of PTE Academic. Test development professionals involved in producing the 
test are based in several countries, including the United States, the United Kingdom and Australia. 

PTE Academic has been developed in accordance with the Council of Europe's Common European 
Framework of Reference (CEF or CEFR; Council of Europe, 2001), which is a widely accepted 
standard of ability or performance in language testing. Test items are also internationally approved 
to ensure that the test is representative of and measures international academic English. 
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Key featu res 

I ntegrated skills items 

As language skills do not occur in isolation, PTE Academic uses a variety of integrated skills 
item types to reveal how well you can use English language for oral and written communication. 
Integrated skills items are important for assessing English language proficiency because, in an 
academic environment, students are often required to combine several language skills to perform 
a task, for example, listening to or reading information and then responding orally. 

PTE Academic test items are task-based, representing the range of functions and situations that 
you will encounter during academic studies in an English-speaking environment. For example, 
one item type asks you to demonstrate your understanding of a passage by providing a written 
summary, while another assesses your understanding of a lecture by asking you to retell the lecture. 
A different item type tests your ability to orally describe graphical information. 

PTE Academic features 20 different item types, each assessing one language skill or a combination 
of language skills. Chapters 3-6 of the Official Guide describe each item type in terms of format, 
timing, expected response length and scoring criteria, and offer strategies to help you complete 
each item type. 

Source materials 

PTE Academic is designed to be representative of academic language demands within a university 
or college setting. Source materials used in PTE Academic are taken from real-life situations in an 
academic environment. 

Reading texts 

As a student at university and college level, you need to do a lot of skimming, scanning and critical 
reading to complete academic coursework and deal with campus situations. PTE Academic focuses 
on reading tasks across a wide range of topics and academic disciplines. 

Reading texts used in PTE Academic include those of academic interest and those related to aspects 
of student life. Texts of academic interest include historical biographies and narratives, academic 
articles, book reviews, commentaries, editorials, critical essays, science reports and summaries, 
journal articles and scientific articles written for a general academic audience. Academic disciplines 
include arts, science, social studies, humanities, economics, business administration and more. 
You are not expected to have any prior knowledge of these academic disciplines. The test assesses 
your ability to comprehend information provided in a given text. Texts related to student life 
include instructions, course outlines, grant applications, notices, timetables and accommodation 
guides. Academic reading texts may be accompanied by graphic information. 

Reading texts are taken from published sources, such as textbooks or websites containing useful 
information for academic audiences. 
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Audio recordings 

Audio recordings include characteristics of actual speech, such as accents and dialects, fillers, 
hesitations, false starts, self corrections and variations in delivery speed. In academic settings, it is 
important that you understand a wide variety of spoken language across different situations. You 
need to follow different modes oflectures such as audio, video and audiovisual, despite differences 
in accent and delivery speed. 

Recordings used in PTE Academic include audio recordings of academic interest and those related 
to aspects of student life. Recordings of academic interest include lectures, presentations, 
discussions, interviews, debates and speeches appropriate for a general academic audience. 
Academic disciplines include arts, science, social studies, humanities, economics, business 
administration and more. You are not expected to have any prior knowledge of these academic 
disciplines. The test assesses your ability to comprehend information provided in a given recording. 
Recordings related to student life include instructions, announcements and notices. A recording 
may be accompanied by visuals such as a presentation slide, providing information about the 
setting and clues about where the language is being used. Video recordings may also be included. 

Recordings are taken from sources such as websites containing useful information for students, or 
based on actual speech samples from universities and colleges. 

Test delivery 

PTE Academic is a computer-based test that is delivered through Pearson's secure network of test 
centers. For a list of test center locations, refer to the Pearson website at www.pearsonpte.com. 

You can register for PTE Academic online at www.pearsonpte.com and schedule your test at a 
time convenient for you. When you register, you will create a secure web account with a unique 
user name and password. Please refer to "Registration and scheduling" in Chapter 2 for detailed 
information. 

Accessing your score report 

After taking the test, you will be notified by email when your PTE Academic scores are available 
(normally within five business days from your test date). Using your account, you will be able 
to view your scores and send them to institutions of your choice (up to seven selections per te~t 
order). For further guidance on accessing your test results, please refer to the Test Taker Handbook 
available at www.pearsonpte.com. 

Your test results will be presented in a score report. Please refer to "Scoring" in this chapter for 
details about the PTE Academic score report. Your test scores will be valid for up to two years from 
your test date. After two years your scores will no longer be valid. 

3 
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Retaking the test 

You can take the test as often as you wish, but you can only schedule one test at a time. Subsequent 
tests may be scheduled immediately after you receive your scores. If you take the test more than 
once, you can select which score to send to an institution. For further information, please refer to 
the Test Taker Handbook available at www.pearsonpte.com. 

Structure 
PTE Academic assesses all four language skills-listening, reading, speaking and writing. The test 
will last approximately three hours. This includes an untimed introduction to the test and one 
optional break of up to 10 minutes. 

PTE Academic consists of three main parts. You will receive a general introduction to the test 
and specific instructions about what to expect in each part of the test. Each part may contain a 
number of sections. Each section is individually timed. The table below shows the test structure. 

Part of test 

Introduction 

Part 1: 

Speaking and 
writing 

Part 2: 

Reading 

Section Item type Time allowed 

Section 2 



Part of test 

Part 3: 
listening 

Section 

Multiple-choice, choose single answer 

Part 1: Speaking and writing 

In Part 1 you will be tested on your speaking and writing skills. You will have approximately 77-93 
minutes to complete this part. The table below shows the speaking and writing part of the test. 

Part 1: Speaking and writing 

Section Item type 

Section 1 Personal introduction 

Section 6 Write essay 

Time allowed 

10 or 20 minutes 

20 minutes 

PTE Academic is an integrated skills test. Some item types in this part of the test also assess 
reading and listening skills. 

5 
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Section 1 

In Section 1, before starting the scored part of the test, you will be asked to orally introduce 
yourself. You are not assessed on your performance in the Personal introduction section. Your 
response offers an additional security measure for institutions and provides some impression of 
you as a person to university admission officers. Your response will be sent together with your 
score report to the institutions you select. 

You could talk about one or more of the following: 

• your interests 
• your plans for future study 
• why you want to study abroad 
• why you need to learn English 
• why you chose PTE Academic 

You will have 25 seconds to read the prompt and 30 seconds to record your response. The 
recording status box on screen will let you know when to start recording and when to complete 
your response. You must reply in your own words, as naturally as possible. You will not be able 
to re-record your response, so make sure you are ready to speak. The image below shows the 
Personal introduction section of the test. 

• -_- .~ timer 
........ 1 I I ~ 

. t t" Rei!d tho prompt b%w.ln 25 secondl, you mlJJl ~ply In '1fWrown words. os n~ttJr.J11y .md clf;!r/y.'ll poJ~Jble. You h.JvlI J(J s, cond, 10 
~ rocordyourruponso. Yourro,ponsowllftH JCllTf toge1herwJr.hyour Jcora r.portco rholn$tfrutJonl nl«ted by you. 

L 

Please Intrndlice yourself. For example, you (ou:!:! t3lk about one Of mort! ollila folfcrwing: 

- YOLJrintereSlS 
- YOllTplansforfuturesrudy 
- W'tTfyouwaMtostu(ty abroad 
- W'tTfyounf!~to II!M)Er9ish 
- W'tTfyouchoselt»s tesl 

R.sordtd Answ.r 

I l!!!· . r=R"C" .... ========::::J, I 

PTE Academic: Personal introduction section 

recording 
... O(f-------~'_______ ________ status box 
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Section 2 

In Section 2, there is a single timed speaking section consisting of35-42 independent and integrated 
skills items, depending on the combination of items in a given test. You will have approximately 
30-35 minutes to complete this section. Different response formats are used in the speaking part 
of PTE Academic. 

Sections 3-6 

In Sections 3-6, there are three to four writing tasks, depending on the combination of items in 
a given test. Each task is in an individually timed section. Different response formats are used in 
the writing part of PTE Academic. 

Part 2: Reading 

In Part 2 you will be tested on your reading skills. You will have approximately 32-41 minutes to 
complete this part. The table below shows the reading part of the test. 

Part 2: Reading 

Item type Time allowed 

Multiple-choice, choose single answer 32-41 minutes 

This is a single timed part containing 15-20 independent and integrated skills items, depending 
on the combination of items in a given test. Different response formats are used in the reading 
part of PTE Academic. 

PTE Academic is an integrated skills test. One item type in this part of the test also assesses writing 
skills. 

7 
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Part 3: Listening 

In Part 3 you will be tested on your listening skills. You will have approximately 45-57 minutes to 
complete this part. The table below shows the listening part of the test. 

Part 3: Listening 

Section Item type Time allowed 

Section 1 20-30 minutes 
.... . ....... , .... .... . 

23-28 minutes 

Fill in the blanks 

Highlight correct summary 

Highlight incorrect words 

PTE Academic is an integrated skills test. Some item types in this part of the test also assess 
writing and reading skills. 

Section 1 

The first section in the listening part, Summarize spoken text, is an integrated skills item type 
that tests listening and writing skills. Two to three items of this type appear, depending on the 
combination of items in a given test. 

Section 2 

In Section 2, there is a single timed listening section consisting of 15-22 items, depending on the 
combination of items in a given test. You will have approximately 23-28 minutes to complete this 
section. Different response formats are used in the listening part of PTE Academic. 

Since listening takes place in real time, PTE Academic assesses your ability to process spoken 
language in real time. Each recording is played only once. You can take notes using the Erasable 
Noteboard Booklet provided when listening to the recording, and use these notes as a guide to 
complete the tasks. 



Scoring 
All items in PTE Academic are machine scored. Scores for some item types are based on correctness 
alone, while others are centered on correctness, formal aspects and the quality of your response. 

Formal aspects refer to the form of your response, for example, whether it is over or under the 
word limit for a particular item type, Or whether it contains more than one sentence for an item 
type requiring a one-sentence response. 

The quality of your response is represented in a number of additional skills called Enabling 
Skills. For example, in the item type Re-telllecture your response will be scored on skills such as 
oral fluency and pronunciation. Scores for item types assessing speaking and writing skills are 
generated by automated scoring systems. For information about automated scoring, please refer 
to www.pearsonpte.com. 

Types of scoring . 

There are two types of scoring. 

>- Correct or incorrect 

Some item types are scored as either correct or incorrect. If your responses to these items 
are correct, you will receive the maximum score points available for each item type. If your 
responses are incorrect, you will receive no score points . 

>- Partial credit 

Other item types are scored as correct, partially correct or incorrect. If your responses to 
these items are correct, you will receive the maximum score points available for each item 
type. If your responses are partially correct, you will receive some score points, but less than 
the maximum score points available for each item type. If your responses are incorrect, you 
will receive no score points. This type of scoring is referred to as "partial credit" scoring. 

Three item types in the test are scored slightly differently to the others: Multiple-choice, choose 
multiple answers (Reading), Multiple-choice, choose multiple answers (Listening) and Highlight 
incorrect words. For these item types, if you get any answers wrong, points will be deducted. For 
example, if you score two points for two correct answers and then choose two wrong answers, 
your score will be zero (2-2 = 0). This does not apply to any other item types in the test. 

The table below shows the item types that are scored as correct or incorrect, and where partial 
credit scoring applies. 
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Part of test Item type 

Part 1: 

Speaking and 
writing 

Part 2 : 
Reading 

Part 3: 
Listening 

Repeat sentence 

Describe image 

Re-tell lecture 

answers 

Re-order paragraphs 

Reading: Fill in the blanks 

Multiple-choice, choose single 
answer 

Select missing word 

' Points deducted for incorrect answers 

Types of scores 

Skills assessed Type of scoring 

PTE Academic reports an overall score, communicative skills scores and enabling skills scores. 

>- Overall score: The overall score is based on your performance on all test items. For each 
item, the score you obtain contributes to the overall score. The score range for the overall 
score is 10-90 points. 



------------------------------------ - ---li'!;m!ij,u!'mtiiTi!$1[.],. 


~ 	Communicative skills scores: The communicative skills measured are listening, reading, 
speaking and writing. The scores for integrated skills items (that is , those assessing reading 
and speaking, listening and speaking, reading and writing, listening and writing or listening 
and reading) contribute to the score for each of the communicative skills that the items 
assess. The score range for each communicative skill is 10-90 points. 

~ 	Enabling skills scores: The enabling skills measured are grammar, oral fluency, 
pronunciation, spelling, vocabulary and written discourse. The scores for enabling skills are 
based on your performance on only those items that assess these skills specifically. The score 
range for each enabling skill is 10-90 points. 

• 	 Grammar: the correct use of language with respect to word form and word order at the 
sentence level 

• 	 OraL fluency: the smooth, effortless and natural-paced delivery of speech 

• 	 Pronunciation: the production of speech sounds in a way that is easily understandable 
to most regular speakers of the language. Regional or national varieties of English 
pronunciation are considered correct to the degree that they are easily understandable to 
most regular speakers of the language. 

• 	 SpeLLing: the writing of words according to the spelling rules of the language. All national 
variations are considered correct, but one spelling convention should be used consistently 
III a gIven response. 

• 	 VocabuLary: the appropriate choice of words used to express meaning, as well as lexical 
range 

• 	 Written discourse: the correct and communicatively efficient production of written 
language at the textual level. Written discourse skills are represented in the structure of 
a written text, its internal coherence, logical development and the range of linguistic 
resources used to express meaning precisely. 

The scores for enabling skills are not awarded when your responses are inappropriate for the items 
in either content or form. For example, if an essay task requires you to discuss global warming 
and you provide a response entirely devoted to the topic of fashion design, you will not receive 
any score points for writing or any of the enabling skills assessed by the item. In relation to form, 
if a task requires a one-sentence summary of a text and you give a list of words, you will not be 
awarded any score points for your response to that item. 

Score report 

The image on the next page shows an example PTE Academic score report that you will receive 
after you have completed the test. The report shows your overall score, communicative skills 
scores and enabling skills scores. 
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Test Taker Score Report 

Example Test Taker .I:' 
Te&t Taker ID: PTE123456769 3.. 

Date of Birth: 06 January 1960 
Country of Residence: United Kingdom 
Country of Citizenship: United Kingdom 
Gender: Male 
Email Address: pltsupport@pearson.com 

Registration ID: 123456769 

Test Date: 13 September 2011 
Test Centre Country: United Kingdom 
Test Centre ID: 00001 
First-Time Test Taker: Yes 

Report Issue Date: 16 September 2011 
Scores Valid Until: 13 September 2013 

Overall Score: 90 
The Overall Score ror the PTE Academic is based on the test taker's performance on all Items In the test. The scores for 
Communicative Skills and Enabling Skills are based on the test taker's performance on only those Items that pertain to these 
skills spe<:lfically. As many Items contribute to more than one CommunlcaUve or Enabling Skill, the Overall Score cannot be 
computed directly trom the Communicative Skill scores or from ttle Enabling Skill scores. The graph below Indicates this test 
taker's Communicative Skills and Enabling Skills relaUve to his or her Ove",11 $Core. 

When comparing the OVerall Score and the scores for Communicative Skills aM Enabling Skills, please be aware that there is 
some ImpreciSion 10 all measurement, depending on a variety of factors. For mOre Information on Interpreting PTE AcademIc 
scores, please refer to Interpreting the PTE ACAdemfc Score Report whIch Is available at 
www.pearsonpte.com/pteacademlC/scores. 

Skills Profile 

Communicative Skills Communicative Skills 

listening 51 Llstenln. 

Reading 69 Reedln. 

Speaking 47 SpeakInt 

Writing 74 wrttlna 

Enabling Skills EnabllllI SkIlls 

Grammar 70 Grammar 

Oral fluency 37 Oral Fluency 

Pronunc.iaUon 47 PnInuncIation 

Spelling 61 Spelllnl 

Vocabulary 74 VocabWIy 

Written D1scourw 61 wrttt.n DIscouroe 

110 

NOTE TO INSTITUTIONS: This score report Is not valid unless authenticated on the PTE Academic Score 
Report Website: www.pearsonvue.com/ptescores. 

ALWAYS LEII.RNING PEARSON 

Example PTE Academic Test Taker Score Report 

Score scale 

The score scale on the example score report indicates that the minimum number ofpoints awarded 
in PTE Academic is 10 and the maximum is 90. 
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Commu_Skllls 

Ustentns 


Readfns 


Speeldns 

WritinS 


Enabllns Skills 


Grammar 

Oral Fluency 


PnmuncIatlan 


Spell.... 


Vocabulary 


Wrttten Dbcourse 

ScareScale 

A score of 10 indicates that you have demonstrated English at a level that is not adequate for 
communication purposes. Scores above 85 indicate an extremely high level of English, and one 
that is achieved by few language learners. 

The score scale shows increments of four score points. For example, the next score after 10 is 14, 
then 18 and so on. 

Item scoring 

The diagram below illustrates how different types of scores reported in the PTE Academic score 
report are computed at the item level. 

Integrated speaking item (assessing listening and speaking skills) : Re-telliecture 

You will hear a lecture. After listening to the lecture, in 10 seconds, please speak into the microphone 

and retell what you have just heard from the lecture in your own words. You will have 40 seconds to 

give your response. 


Your response is scored on: 

Content (if zero, no further scoring) Enabling skills scores 

+ Oral fluency -----------)~ Oral fluency score 
+ Pronunciation ) Pronunciation score 


= Total item score  ...------~ Communicative skills scores 

Speaking score 
Listening score 

Overall score 

The item is first scored on content. If you give no response or an irrelevant response, the content 
is scored as O. 

13 
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, If you provide an acceptable response (that is, you receive a score for content), the item will be 
scored on two enabling skills: oral fluency and pronunciation. 

The enabling skills scores-oral fluency and pronunciation-in addition to the content score, add 
up to the total item score. 

Each enabling skills score assessed by the item contributes to the enabling skills scores reported 
for performance on the entire test. 

The total item score contributes to the communicative skills scores for listening and speaking, as 
well as to the overall score reported for performance on the entire test. 

PTE Academic scores and the 

Common European Framework 


PTE Academic is aligned to the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEF 
or CEFR), a widely recognized benchmark for language ability. The CEF includes a set oflanguage 
levels defined by descriptors of language competencies. 

The six -level framework was developed by the Council ofEurope (2001) to allow language learners, 
teachers, universities or potential employers to compare and relate language qualifications gained 
in different educational contexts. 

The CEF describes language proficiency in listening, reading, speaking, and writing on a six
level scale, grouped into three bands: AI-A2 (Basic User), BI-B2 (Independent User), CI-C2 
(Proficient User). 

For further information on the CEF descriptors of language competencies, see Appendix. 

The explanation of this alignment is that to have a reasonable chance at successfully performing 
any of the tasks described at a particular CEF level, you must be able to show that you can do the 
average tasks at that level. 

As you grow in ability, for example, within the Bl level, you will become successful at doing even 
the most difficult tasks at that level and will also find you can manage the easiest tasks at the next 
level. In other words, you are entering into the B2 level. 

The table below shows PTE Academic scores aligned to the CEF levels A2 to C2. The dotted lines 
on the scale show the PTE Academic score ranges that predict that you are likely to perform 
successfully on the easiest tasks at the next higher level. For example, if you score 51 on PTE 
Academic, you can probably do the more difficult tasks in the CEF Bl level and the easier tasks 
at B2. 
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. If you provide an acceptable response (that is, you receive a score for content), the item will be 
scored on two enabling skills: oral fluency and pronunciation. 

The enabling skills scores-oral fluency and pronunciation-in addition to the content score, add 
up to the total item score. 

Each enabling skills score assessed by the item contributes to the enabling skills scores reported 
for performance on the entire test. 

The total item score contributes to the communicative skills scores for listening and speaking, as 
well as to the overall score reported for performance on the entire test. 

PTE Academic scores and the 
Common European Framework 

PTE Academic is aligned to the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEF 
or CEFR), a widely recognized benchmark for language abili ty. The CEF includes a set of language 
levels defined by descriptors of language competencies. 

The six-level framework was developed by the Council of Europe (2001) to allow language learners, 
teachers, universities or potential employers to compare and relate language qualifications gained 
in different educational contexts. 

The CEF describes language proficiency in listening, reading, speaking, and writing on a six
level scale, grouped into three bands: A1-A2 (Basic User), B1-B2 (Independent User), CI-C2 
(Proficient User). 

For further information on the CEF descriptors of language competencies, see Appendix. 

The explanation of this alignment is that to have a reasonable chance at successfully performing 
any of the tasks described at a particular CEF level, you must be able to show that you can do the 
average tasks at that level. 

As you grow in ability, for example, within the B 1 level, you will become successful at doing even 
the most difficult tasks at that level and will also find you can manage the easiest tasks at the next 
level. In other words, you are entering into the B2 level. 

The table below shows PTE Academic scores aligned to the CEF levels A2 to C2. The dotted lines 
on the scale show the PTE Academic score ranges that predict that you are likely to perform 
successfully on the easiest tasks at the next higher level. For example, if you score 51 on PTE 
Academic, you can probably do the more difficult tasks in the CEF B1 level and the easier tasks 
at B2. 

I 
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Preliminary alignment of PTE Academic scores to CEF levels 

Scores required 

A score of at least 36 is required for the United Kingdom Border Agency (UKBA) Tier 4 visas for 
students wanting to study on a course below degree level. 

A score of at least 51 is needed for the United Kingdom Border Agency (UKBA) Tier 4 visas for 
students who want to study on a course at or above degree level at an institution that is not a UK 
higher education institution. 

If you want to study at degree level or above at a UK higher education institution, it is the university 
that decides on the score you will need. Our experience suggests that most universities in the 
United Kingdom, United States and Australia require for: 

• undergraduate studies a minimum score between 51 and 61 
• postgraduate studies a minimum score between 57 and 67 
• MBA studies a minimum score between 59 and 69 

For the latest information on score requirements, visit www.pearsonpte.com. 

What PTE Academic scores mean 

PTE Academic alignment with the CEF can only be fully understood if it is supported with 
information showing what it really means to be 'at a level: In other words, are you likely to be 
successful with some or all the tasks, even the most difficult ones, at a particular level? The table 
below shows which PTE Academic scores predict the likelihood of you performing successfully on 
the easiest, average and most difficult tasks within CEF levels A2 to C2. 

r::::: 
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PTE Academic scores predicting the likelihood of 
successful performance on CEF level tasks 

For example, if your PTE Academic score is 36, this predicts that you will perform successfully on 
the easiest tasks at Bl. From 36 to 43, the likelihood of successfully performing the easiest tasks 
develops into doing well on the average tasks at Bl. Finally, reaching 58 predicts that you will 
perform well at the most difficult Bllevel tasks. 

You can use the table below to find out what PTE Academic scores in the range 10 to 84 (AI to Cl) 
mean. It shows the score ranges that predict some degree of performance at the next level, and it 
explains what you are likely to be able to do within those score ranges. 

PTE 
Academic 
score 

76-84 

Common 
European 
Framework 
level 

C1 

Level Descriptor 
@ Council of Europe 

Can understand a wide range 

of demanding, longer texts and 

recognize implicit meaning. Can 

express him/herself fluently and 

spontaneously without much 

obvious searching for expressions. 

Can use language flexibly and 

effectively for social, academic 

and professional purposes. Can 

produce clear, well-structured, 

detailed text on complex subjects, 

showing controlled use of 

organizational patterns, connectors 

and cohesive devices. 

What does this mean for a 
score user? 

C1 is a level at which a student 

can comfortably participate 

in all post-graduate activities, 

including teaching. It is not 

required for students entering 

university at undergraduate 

level. Most international students 

who enter university at a 82 

level would acquire a level 

close to or at C1 after living in 

the country for several years, 

and actively participating in all 

language activities encountered 

at university. 



PTE 
Academic 
score 

Common 
European 
Framework 
level 

, . ....... . ........ ", ............. .. ... 11 ... .. 

B2 

Predicts 

success on 

easiest tasks 

at B2 

Level Descriptor 
© Council of Europe 

Can understand the main ideas of 

complex text on both concrete and 

abstract topics, including technical 

discussions in his/her field of 

specialization. Can interact with a 

degree of fluency and spontaneity 

that makes regular interaction with 

native speakers quite possible 

without strain for either party. 

Can produce clear, detailed text 

on a wide range of subjects and 

explain a viewpoint on a topical 

issue giving the advantages and 

disadvantages of various options. 

Has sufficient command of the 

language to deal with most 

familiar situations, but will often 

require repetition and make many 

mistakes. Can deal with standard 

spoken language, but will have 

problems in noisy circumstances. 

Can exchange factual information 

on familiar routine and non-routine 

matters within his/her field with 

some confidence. Can pass on 

a detailed piece of information 

reliably. Can understand the 

information content of the majority 

of recorded or broadcast material 

on topics of personal interest 

delivered in clear standard speech. 

QiW!ij,ul,M!itti!!G![.ji. 

What does this mean for a 
score user? 

B2 was designed as the 

level required to participate 

independently in higher level 

language interaction. It is 

typically the level required to 

be able to follow academic 

instruction and to participate in 

academic education, including 

both coursework and student 

life. 
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PTE 
Academic 
score 

43-58 

Common 
European 
Framework 
level 

Level Descriptor 
@ Council of Europe 

Can understand the main points 

of clear standard input on familiar 

matters regularly encountered in 

work, school, leisure, etc. Can 

deal with most situations likely to 

arise whilst in an area where the 

language is spoken . Can produce 

simple connected text on topics, 

which are familiar or of personal 

interest. Can describe experiences 

and events, dreams, hopes and 

ambitions and briefly give reasons 

and explanations for opinions and 

plans. 

but it is sufficient in most familiar 

situations provided language is 

simple and clear. May be able to 

deal with less routine situations 

on public transport e.g., asking 

another passenger where to get off 

for an unfamiliar destination. Can 

re-tell short written passages in a 

simple fashion using the wording 

and ordering of the original text. 

Can use simple techniques to 

start, maintain or end a short 

conversation . Can tell a story or 

describe something in a simple list 

of points. 

What does this mean for a 
score user? 

B1 is insufficient for full 

academic level participation 

in language activities. A 

student at this level could 

'get by' in everyday situations 

independently. To be successful 

at communication in university 

settings, additional English 

language courses are required. 



I 
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PTE 
Academic 
score 

30-42 

Common 
European 
Framework 
level 

Level Descriptor 
@ Council of Europe 

Can understand sentences and 

frequently used expressions 

related to areas of most immediate 

relevance (e.g., very basic personal 

and family information, shopping, 

local geography, employment). 

Can communicate in simple and 

routine tasks requiring a simple and 

direct exchange of information on 

familiar and routine matters. Can 

describe in simple terms aspects 

of his/her background, immediate 

environment and matters in areas 

of immediate need. 

everyday expressions and very 

basic phrases aimed at the 

satisfaction of needs of a concrete 

type. Can introduce him/herself 

and others and can ask and 

answer questions about personal 

details such as where he/she 

lives, people he/she knows and 

things he/she has. Can interact in 

a simple way provided the other 

person talks slowly and clearly and 

is prepared to help. 

What does this mean for a 
score user? 

A2 is an insufficient level for 

academic level participation. 

academic level participation. 

In Chapters 3-6 of the Official Guide, you will practice PTE Academic item types and compare 
your responses with sample responses rated at the CEF levels C1, B2 and Bl. This will allow you 
to evaluate your current proficiency level and assess any progress you make by studying English. 
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Test preparation 
Test preparation includes familiarizing yourself with the test format, evaluating your proficiency 
level, making decisions about when to take the test, creating a study plan to improve knowledge 
and skills in English, and studying test-taking tips. 

Test format 

If you know exactly what to expect in advance, you will approach the test with greater confidence. 
The test format includes features such as: 

> Length and timing: How long does each part of PTE Academic last? How much time is 
allowed for each section and each item type? 

> Quantity: How many parts are included in the test? How many sections are included in each 
part? How many items are included in one section? 

> Layout: How is each item type presen ted on screen? 

> Instructions: What task needs to be completed for each item type? How are responses 
recorded? 

> Item types: How are different item types presented on screen? What tasks need to be 

completed? What skills are assessed? How are responses scored? 

21 
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Information about the test format of PTE Academic and item type practice are included in 
Chapters 3-6. The CD-ROM included with this guide offers a lot of additional practice materials. 
You can also refer to "Resources" in this chapter for information on other test preparation 
resources. 

Evaluating your English proficiency 

Before taking PTE Academic, you should determine whether you are ready to take the test. There 
are two points to consider: 

• the target or minimum test score required for your purposes 
• your current English proficiency level 

To find out the minimum test score you must achieve, consult the college or institution that you 
are applying to, as well as your sponsor if relevant. 

To find out your current English proficiency level and whether you are ready to take PTE Academic, 
you can take a PTE Academic practice test at www.pearsonpte.com. 

Deciding when to take the test 

If you attain your target score in a practice test, or if you believe that your proficiency level 
matches the score you require, you can register to take PTE Academic at your earliest convenience. 
However, if there is a considerable gap between your score in a practice test and your target score, 
you should take the test at a later stage. A summary of the steps to help you decide when to take 
the test is shown below. 

Determine target test score 

Evaluate current proficiency level 

~ 
Does current proficiency level match the target score? 

~ ~ 
Yes No 
~ ~ 

Book the test Create and follow a 

~ study plan to prepare 

Create and follow a over a longer period 

study plan to prepare ~ 
within a short period Focus on areas of 

~ weakness in language 

Focus on item types knowledge and skills 

requiring practice ~ 
~ Re-assess proficiency 

Take test level 
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CreatJng a study plan 

When you decide to take the test, you should plan carefully so that you can make the most profitable 
use of the time available to prepare. In other words, you should create a study plan. 

Preparing within a short period 

If you decide to take the test within a short period, your preparation should be test-focused rather 
than general. You should produce a study plan accordingly. 

• Use all the test-related resources listed in "Resources" in this chapter. 
• Familiarize yourself with the test format using the resources you have obtained. 
• Do the item practice in the guide and on the CD-ROM as recommended on page xi and in 

the CD-ROM Introduction. 
• Make a list of the item types which you find difficult. 
• Plan to do selective practice, focusing on each of the item types in the list. 
• Try to increase your use of test-taking strategies. Strategies for responding to each item type 

in the test are included in Chapters 3-6. 
• Create a study schedule. This could be daily or weekly, depending on how much time you 

have before the test. 
• Make a commitment and follow your study schedule. 
• Review your progress regularly and adjust your schedule accordingly. 
• Take another practice test to assess your performance, and repeat the steps above until you 

feel confident in your ability to handle all item types in the test. 

Preparing over a longer period 

If you decide to take the test at a later stage, you should aim to improve your general and academic 
English proficiency over a longer period. You can do this by self-study, or by taking a taught 
English course, or a mixture of the two. 

If you choose to do self-study, your study plan may include the following: 

• Identify your general strengths and weaknesses in language knowledge and skills. 
• Make a list of language knowledge and skills that you want to improve, in order of priority. 
• Identify and obtain the learning and practice materials you need. 
• Create a study schedule. This could be daily or weekly, depending on how much time you 

have for study. 
• Study and practice, focusing on the language skills that you want to improve. 
• Make a commitment and follow your study schedule. 
• Review your progress regularly and adjust your schedule accordingly. 
• Use general proficiency tests and PTE Academic practice tests to regularly review your 

progress. 
• Follow the steps for "Preparing within a short period" when you determine that your 

proficiency level matches your target score. 

• 
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General test-taking tips 

In addition to the test-taking strategies included in Chapters 3-6, there are some general pieces of 
advice which apply to all test situations: 

• Get a good night's sleep the night before the test. It is better to go to bed early than to do last
minute studying. 

• Make sure you have the correct documentation and ID to take to the test center as listed in 
the Test Taker Handbook. 

• Allow yourself plenty of time to reach the test center. There may be unavoidable delays. If you 
have to rush to get to the test center, you might feel anxious when taking the test. 

• Read the test instructions carefully, and follow them exactly. 
• Read ahead if possible. For example, while you are waiting for a recording to start, read the 

questions to get an idea of wha t you are going to hear. 
• Do not spend too much time on a single item. 
• Stay focused. Do not worry about other items that you have already responded to or will 

answer later in the test. 
• Spend any available time checking your answers. Remember, you cannot navigate back in the 

test to check answers later. 

Resources 
In addition to this guide, there are a number of resources available at www.pearsonpte.com to 
help you learn about and prepare for PTE Academic. 

>- Test Tutorial 

The PTE Academic Tutorial (available III Flash and PDF formats) is a free resource that 
provides you with a detailed overview of the test, guidance on how to navigate through it, and 
instructions on answering the different item types. 

PEARSON ALWAYS LEARNING 

PTE Academic Tutorial 

Test Overview 

Speaking and Writing 

Reading 

listening 

• ""if!,{!" ! 

PTE Academic Tutorial 
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~ Test taking strategies 

Test taking strategies is a set of self-study lessons that give you a three-step approach to 
successfully answering each of the 20 item types in the test. 

PEARSON ALWAYS LEARNING 

"i"litiil,iijMWW 

Read aloud 
Thi S Is a klf\9 ·answer [{tom type that '"t~rates speaking and reading skills, and requires you to read a snort tll!'xt 
aloud , using c.orrect pronunciation and Intonation. 

,--"UM_'~ _400_ ..... r-_,_ .... ....,. ..... --, .... ~ .. ,....-.I"1100_,.. __ ._ -
........... 

~'_. __ bV ... rocw_.,-vnt'~""""'" .. ,~.,.-IIr.:- ... l-'-~ _ ..., . ...... ..-..- ...... -"' __ P'-.._ ...... _____ ~I"'''''_.~., ....... 
~_ ... _IoxIlIIo.-'7-' ... <".~"'u....,, __ iUO'I.~_~~_ .. ~ .. _---

Item Type Strategies 

Strategy 1 I ::ufd~;:UJ:~~~ts:;:'~S:~9g(oO~~:~~~~~~~)(~;r::~~tc~~t;;.tly and try to hgvrc out any 

Strategy 2 I ~~~9~~~:;~;:~~;~~~~~O,:h~~~::ee;~;h~~::I;::~(~,:~tl:~~:~:;~~f~rm~l: 
words . 

Str6tegy 3 I :~na:o;;:~~i~~7 ~~'~~:;:S~:: :JII~h~~ t~~:e:c~~~:~;I~~ee.:eh~~~~~::';,m::,;~~~: 
and sound more nuenl. 

Explanation and PractICe of Each Strategy 

I " •• ,egy I I 
You will have 30-40 seconds to prepare and familiarize yourself with the text before the microphOne opens. Use 
the time to try to Hgure out and understand any unfamiliar words, as well as the content of the ~e)lt . 

Context due-s are usually any surrounding words that will give yOu hints aoout the words you do nol know. 
Word structure Clue-s are groups of letters that OC(ur frequently In words. These are prefhles {(In -, reo, m-), 
suffl)(~ (-tvl, -ness, -est), and inflectional endings (-ed, "ng, -es), AsSOCiating m eaning and sounds to these 
groups or letters will lead to qukk;er and efficient word IdentiHcation. 

fI ~Eo..o;.loOnUd2011 

a 
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> Test preparation courses 

If you want some help studying for the test, you can contact one of our professional partners 
who offer PTE Academic preparation courses. 

Prepare for PTE Academic with courses run by our professiona l partners: 

Australia 

Bangladesh 

China 

India 

Israel 

Pakistan 

Singapore 

i 
I 

I 

I 

I 

i 

: 
, UK ___________________________________________ ~.i 

US 

J - --------, 
Preparation courses 

> Practice tests 

On- and offline practice tests give you the opportunity to practice all your skills, gain full 
experience of the test format and items, and assess your progress. 

Pearson Test offingllsh AcademIc ·l(alllerine Marie Garda 
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~ Test Taker Handbook 

The Test Taker Handbook gives you all the information you need about registering for and 
booking a test, payment, ID requirements, and what to expect on the day of your test. It is 
available in eight different languages. 

ALWAYS LEARNING PEARSON 

PTE Academic 
Test Tal<er Handbook 

May 2011 
V~n.ion 4 

New resources and information are regularly added to the Pearson website at www.pearsonpte. 
com. 

Registration and scheduling 
The first step towards taking PTE Academic is registration. Before you can book a test, you must 
create a web account by registering your details on the Pearson Tests of English website. This can 
be done online 24 hours a day, seven days a week, or by calling one of Pearson's customer service 
teams during working hours. For contact details, refer to the Test Taker Handbook, which can be 
downloaded at www.pearsonpte.com. After you have registered, you will receive a user name and 
password which can be used to sign in and schedule your test. Start the registration process by 
visiting the Pearson Tests of English website at www.pearsonpte.com. 

II 
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PEARSON AlWAn l [A II.N INC 

On test day 
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You need to arrive at the test center at least 30 minutes before your scheduled test time. This will 
allow enough time to sign in and follow all the necessary procedures at the test center. 

Arriving at the test center 

Upon arriving at the test center, you will need to sign in at the main reception desk. A Test 
Administrator will confirm your details, check your identification, collect necessary biometrics 
and explain the test center rules and regulations. 

>- ID requirements 

You are required to present one valid, unexpired form of identification before taking the test. 
Acceptable 1D varies by country, and full details can be found in the Test Taker Handbook, 
which can be downloaded at www.pearsonpte.com. 

>- Biometrics 

Due to the high levels of security at Pearson test centers, test taker biometrics will be collected. 
Biometrics may include, but are not limited to, photographs, signatures, fingerprints and 
palm vein scans. 
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>- Rules and regulations 

Before entering the testing room, you will be asked to read and agree to the PTE Academic 
Test Taker Rules Agreement. This outlines the procedures and rules you need to follow while 
taking your test at the test center. Non-disclosure of information is included as part of the 
agreement, which means that you agree not to publish, reproduce or transmit the test (in 
whole or in part). You will be reminded about this agreement when you log in to a test delivery 
workstation and begin the test. Unacceptable behavior or failure to follow any of the rules and 
regulations may result in you not being allowed into the testing room, or being expelled from 
the test center. If you are not able to take your test due to a breach of the test taker rules, your 
test will be marked as a "No Show," and no refund will be given. 

You are not allowed to bring any personal belongings (such as mobile phones, pagers, coats, 
watches, wallets, MP3 players, etc.) into the testing room. The test center will provide secure 
storage facilities where you can keep your belongings during the test. You may prefer to leave some 
of these items at home. 

The Test Administrator will provide you with an Erasable Noteboard Booklet and pen so that you 
can take notes during the test. \tVhen you enter the testing room, you will not be allowed to take 
any notes until the test has started. 

Taking the test 

The testing room will contain several test delivery workstations separated by partitions and 
monitored by closed circuit television. When it is time to begin your test, the Test Administrator 
will assign you a workstation. 

The photo below shows test takers in a testing room at a Pearson test center. 

• 
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··GDimi 
The amount of time given for completing PTE Academic is approximately three hours. There is 
a timer in the upper right-hand corner of the computer screen, which shows the time remaining 
on a given section of the test. 

Q TIme Remaining 11 :20 

The timer will change to red when there are fewer than five minutes remaining for that section. 
The timer can be hidden by clicking on the clock icon with the mouse. Click on the icon again to 
bring it back. 

Pre-test checks 

Q Time Remaining 11 :20 
Item 1 of 1 

The item counter shows you the 
number of items in that section. 

There are a few procedures that you need to go through on screen before starting the test, such as 
the Non-Disclosure Agreement Reminder and equipment checks. 

> Non-Disclosure Agreement Reminder 

After logging in, you will be presented with a Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA) Reminder. 
The NDA states that you must not disclose, publish or transmit the test. These terms are 
presented to you when you book your test, and again when you sign in at the test center. The 
NDA is repeated to ensure that you understand and agree to the PTE Academic rules before 
beginning the test. 

Non-Disclosure Agreement Reminder 

ThIs is 'it IcmindCl olU1e non-discJosure ao: ~emt:Cl: Ih" t you I ccepttd when you schedlied ttisiesl and....t1en you slQnetI' k'l ladr(. 

TIus teSt t$ conldentlal and 'f1:)U must nol disdose it to 3fT'{ third party 

You arc r.ot allowed to dtsclose, pubMsh, reproduce. or It3ns~ Ulls lest, m ~e Of In PM. verbal orWl'lI\en, e\eC'fl'OOIC or mechanical, for atrt 
purpose, YIilhou( prior .... 1'i!Len permission of Pe3l"sOI1 



> Welcome and equipment check 

Following the NDA reminder, you will be presented with a welcome screen showing an 
overview of the test structure and reminding you that the test will take approximately three 
hours. The image below shows an example of a welcome screen. 

PEARSON ALWAYS ltARNING 

The lest I .. apprmamalely 3 hours )ong. including' optional scheduled break 

P." Cont~ 

InllO Intloduc.Uon 

PII"!I Spc.lkinOlIn\I~~ 

PIr1Z Rc.c:ng 

~~BrNIf 

p"", UtlcrinQ 

• .,,.bjilbii ji.%&ji.iii\!l.! 

::::l 
. ~2 - .f.l ml l'IUt., 

to.,~~ 

4S - S7 mk'1u1O't 

You will be given the opportunity to check the equipment before the test begins. The equipment 
provided includes a headset with a microphone, keyboard and mouse. 

First, you will check your headset. 

I'U/IOR Test oflSnflllsh AcIcIenK -Katherine Marie Garda 

Headset Check 

n-n is an opport\Jnrty to Check !'hal your headset isWDlklng correc\ly. 

1 PU'I your headset on and adJUst II so that II fIts comfortably CM!t your ears 

2 'Alhen you ale te3dy, cll(k on Ihe Pby bultOn . Yoo IMlI hear;l shDlt recording 

3 ; you dO nol hear an.,-thirtg In)'OUr headphone .. v.tIile the Sialus read'S Phylno. r,)ise ')'Our 
hand 10 oe1lhe anention 01 Ul(! It'St.\drrutlISlfator 

I-I St3b.s: Click Pl"l' 10 Be<l" 

: Volume~ 

~ 'J 
• Dunng the leSI you WlA nOI helve Pili' and Stop bulttlns , The audio recorULOg . ..... 11 Start pl~n!l IlUlomallcal1y 

• Please dO not rerTICM your h~dset You shouldwea.r ft throughout the test 

+3 'hA'!hi! !I.sel". 

Thll lerun Is nottl",.d 
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Then you will check your microphone. 

I'earson Test of english Academic • Katherine Marie Garda 

Microphone Check 

ills l~:m oppClftl.mity to Chttklhaf)'Our microphone ISWIlJ1Q-l{l comctly. 

, Ma~ sure your he~set Is on ar'l111hf1 rt*:rophone Is in the ttowfrWJrd pllSiUon near yolJl' rroouth 

2 IJ\Ihcnyau are re.ady. dil::ilon the Ruord button andstl'{"TestirIg. leSfina. ore, twD,three'Wo ~ 
microphone 

3 Mtryou have. spoktn,cfick on ItIe Stop bUtlol'l . Your recortfng is now~ele 

4 NC'Hdick on lIle Playback butten. You should Cltart-{hear'fO,lrsel speJklng 

5 • you C-afl not he;)(yIlllvoice clelol'tf. ~e;Jse ",ise your hand to get lIle attention 01 me TtstAdminis~tor 

• During the lest , youwll 001 have R.,ord, Pllybl(~ and Slop b\$)l\S. The voice recordinowM slafl3utomallc3\1y 

CmOlltr.e H~.tl!!t bur.UltoCOf1·1'IfoJO 

Finally, you should check that you have the correct keyboard for the test. PTE Academic tests 
should be taken on a QWERTY keyboard. You will check the top row of letters on the keyboard. 
It is recommended that you practice using a QWERTY keyboard before you take the test. 

f'ear&Oll18st ofEng\lsh Academic • Katherine Marie Glrda 

Keyboard Check 

TNs is en opponvnly l0 checklttat )'Ou have \he correct ~oard. 

I LDok lit the top row o/Ietters on tne ~Jrd 

2 The teners shoUd app,tilr In this order: Q W E R T Y 

3 "you do noI have a OWERlY\o:I!)"tIOard, raise your hand ID gl!'t !hl.' attention olllle Test Mministr31Di 

Cluon 11>1, HCl<l lttl t1ur.t.<'l rOClI'ltR\W 

Starting the test 

Thl~ sereen \1; not timed 

You will see an introduction to key information about PTE Academic. The introduction 
highlights the four key skills assessed and the three parts of the test. It also mentions the timing, 
the instructions for each part of the test and the optional break. 



H·Wlij,ul'AN@iji!uh. 

Test Introduetion 

• The ltt1 is d.:...idcd no 3 p3rtS. Each p3rl nuy (oroon a I'lI.IfT'Ibtr 01 sectrons. The sectIOns ate ~~~ tmtd 
The trn.erWill be ~ in the lop right comer oIyoor screen. The oomber fA ~e~ in the 'Section ~ A1~o hi! d,s~lJyed 

• The Dmef ~ became ~ -Mlen there is less than 5 mbur:. Il!rnaxtng for lh31 s~tion. The mwr CM be t'ldden by ckc~ng on the clock ICon W#l 
!he mouse Clltk on !he ictln OI~ 10 bring the timer back 

u 0' : 

• Allhe begirl'ing 01 each p3r1yoU Wli ~ive Instructtoos. These will prow:Ie dga~s onwhal\O ~ect 11'1 th3t PJIt 01 the feSI 

• By c1ickng on It'Ie N~ ttl) Moo althe bottom of ~ch SUH!n you codirm your ;)nswer ;Jnd move 10 the n.ecl question. l)'Qu cl'lCk on Not (t::!.l 
you will not be )tlie to rtwm \0 the previous question. You wift not be able to /"eYISII: 3rP( questions althe eM of the ttSI 

• You ~ bt offere1l a bfeak 01 up 10 10 rl'lnJ1rS after Part 2. The bleak is opoonal 

• Ttvs test molkes use 01 dift'errnt ~s 01 En¢sh. for ex:;,mp!e, BntiSh. Amenta", Australi3l'l You can 3n~f in r.ht sbndard Engnh variety 01 
youtt~e 

A final reminder warns that the test is about to begin. 

Test Introducflon 

1l'IIs test meas""es \he Readmll. WrMlg. Usterlll"l{) anel Speakif'IQ slQlls in EI'IIjIl1Sh thai you w.!1 need 11\ an academIC setting 

• Tht lest is dMded!oro 3 part'S. E"ch part m3y cortin" numbtr 01 sectIOns The stclions ale indiYIduaGy t1m~ . 
Tht timtr WQ be shOwn I'l the lOP right comer "'your screen. The m.wnber ol4ems in lhe section 'MIl "Iso be dlsPlifyed 

II IW tn r'O/lCtflDl>!Qn"",,,,",,,,._,,",V .. 1xiIDn ~. 
_1111 fib IiUIon to """" to II\oJl<O'lb.B..,....,. 

r~ !I!i 

This Hr •• n Is not limed 

• Bycllcldngoo\l'te Ncxl(!:!lbuUon 31lhe boOom of each SC11!'eflyou conltml)'OOf".,.,~r "ndrrlCM'tothened~es60n . lf)1)J tkk onNe:
4lW youwJI nOI be atlle to mum IOlht Plev.ous cp.!UlIOn. YouV'od fl OI be able to levis;, art/questions 31lht end 01 tN: te" 

• You ..... bt otftrtd abl"takofuptD IQ rTWlUIes OIIw Pan 1. The bruk is optional 

MfJi. b' [§1mb, 41gb 

During the test 

If you click on the "Next" button without giving a response, a warning will appear. Click "No" to 
return and complete the item. Click "Yes" to skip the item and move to the next screen. You will 
not be able to return to it later and you will receive zero points for the item. 

Items with an audio or video prompt require you to listen to the whole recording. If you click 
"Next" while the audio or video is playing, you will see a warning message. Click "OK" to return 
to the item. The audio will continue to play while the message/warning is displayed. 

II 
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Some very important things to remember whilst doing the test are: 

• Use correct punctuation for writing tasks: full stops, capital letters, commas, etc. 
• Answer the question. If the question asks you to write or speak about sport, write or speak 

about sport NOT science. 
• Keep strictly within the word limit given for writing tasks. 
• Respond quickly and keep speaking during speaking tasks. The microphone will close after 

three seconds of silence and stop recording. 

However, don't: 

• write ENTIRELY III capital letters. Only use capitals when needed; at the beginning of 
sentences, names, etc. 

• click "Next" before you have completed the task and are ready to move on. 

Taking a break 

During the test there is one optional break, which can be taken after you have completed Part 2 
of the test. If you decide to take the break, you must leave the testing room for the duration of the 
break. 

Allow yourself about five minutes to return and resume the test before the end of the lO-minute 
break. Any additional time taken will be deducted from the time provided for Part 3 of the test. 
You are not allowed to access study guides, make phone calls or speak to any other test takers while 
taking the break. 

FU_latoffngllsh AcadeINc: - Katherine Marfe Gan:la 

PEARSON ,IoLw".n L(AIONP'''C; 

Optlonal Break 

You may now take a break of up to 10 minutes. If you wanlla lake a break. you mllst leave the resting room. 
'(ou ,hollid :lIlow up 10 5 mlnu(.~ to sign blc:i! In ~d b, SOJ.ltd.lfyau spend more than 10 minlJles in totaJ on the bre alc, tnllttimels b.ktnfrom 
tho nexI part. 

• • you want 10 take a break raise 'tOW' h3nd 10 get the attl!ltion 01 the Test Adm!f"IIWiNor 

• If you do not want CD lake a break click on the Ne¢ llil button belOW' 10 conti l'\UtI the last 



Problems during the test 

If you experience any problems during the test, remain in your seat and raise your hand for 
assistance. The Test Administrator will come to you. The Test Administrator cannot answer any 
questions relating to the content of the test. 

Finishing the test 

At the end of the test you will be asked to click on the "End Exam" button on screen and raise your 
hand to inform the Test Administrator that you have completed the test. 

Tell: of English Atademlc -l<lItherine Marie Glrda 

PEARSON ALWMS LUdWIN(i 

End of the Test 

• you ..... recer.oe a corllrlTlatlOn pnntou: ftom Itlt TIS'! A.dnW'oittr1ltOr 

• • - :'. - , - ." I '. ..,.... -." .. , t -=- . ....... --'..! • 

Once you have completed the test, leave the testing room and return to the main reception desk. 
The Test Administrator will provide you with an End of Test Confirmation printout. This is not 
a score report or certificate, but a confirmation that you have completed PTE Academic with 
information on how and when you will receive your score report. 

Before leaving the test center, make sure that you have your End of Test Confirmation printout 
and have collected all your personal belongings from the storage facilities. 

II 
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Section 2 of the speaking and writing part of PTE Academic (Part 1) tests your ability to 
produce spoken English in an academic environment. 

Part 1: Speaking and writing 

Section Item type Time allowed 

Section 1 Personal introduction 1 minute 

Section 2 30-35 minutes 

: 20 minutes 
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Speaking skills 
The speaking skills tested in PTE Academic include the following: 

• speaking for a purpose (to repeat, to inform, to explain) 
• reading a text aloud 
• supporting an opinion with details, examples and explanations 
• organizing an oral presentation in a logical way 
• developing complex ideas within a spoken discourse 
• using words and phrases appropriate to the context 
• using correct grammar 
• speaking at a natural rate 
• producing fluent speech 
• using correct intonation 
• using correct pronunciation 
• using correct stress 
• speaking under timed conditions 

Overview 
General speaking instructions are presented before Section 2 (speaking). 

Speaking Instructions 

Some quMtion~ ~ 'j1)U (0 Ii~ ~ 10 iIIl audio c.§p and l~ record your ~r by s~aking cleartyinto lhe mcrophone. 

listening: The Currlnt SUtu~ shows how lana you hll'o'le 
I.KIbllhe ~UdIO clip starts. . 

Speaking: The CUrnn! S1"ru$ shu.vs how long you ~ 
untillhe microphone o~ns. Slall $lH!a~ng 
v.tt~ the status changes ttl Ruotolo\!. 

A b!ue bJ( shows !he progress 01 the al.dio clip. VY'hen It re~ches liIe nghI 
handsldetheaud:ocfpWlDsfOPP~. 

v~ . . ..... • . r, Volurne~. " ••• , . ......... --L-________ ~~ ________ ~l --

You must rflush before the prOl)'es$ bar rexhuthe ri;hI hand side. "you 
rema:n sienl 'arlonger than 3 reconds , lhe fl!coning wi'l stop. YouvWI n OI 

be able to re-reCOfd. 

audio 
~ status box 

recording 
status box 

There are one or two status boxes on screen, depending on whether the item type involves 
listening. The audio status box shows how long until the audio or video recording starts and the 
progress of the recording while you are listening and/or watching. You can adjust the volume of 
the recording by moving the slider on the volume control. The recording status box lets you know 
when to start recording and when to complete your response. You are not able to re-record your 
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response. In addition, if you remain silent for more than three seconds, the microphone will close 
automatically. 

Speaking item types require you to respond orally using fluent speech, correct intonation, stress 
and pronunciation that are easily understandable to most regular speakers of the language. PTE 
Academic recognizes regional and national varieties of English pronunciation to the degree that 
they are understandable to most regular speakers of the language. 

Five item types appear in the speaking section of PTE Academic. The total time to complete the 
speaking section of the test is approximately 30-35 minutes, depending on the combination of 
items in a given test. Some of the item types are integrated and assess both speaking as well as 
listening and reading skills. 

Section 2 (speaking) total time: 30-35 minutes 

Item type Task 

Read aloud A text appears on screen. Read the 
text aloud. 

Repeat After listening to a sentence, repeat 
sentence the sentence. 

Describe An image appears on screen. 
image Describe the image in detail. 

Re-tell After listening to or watching a 
lecture lecture, retell the lecture in your 

own words. 

Answer short After listening to a question, answer 
question with a single word or a few words. 

Skills 
assessed 

reading and 
speaking 

Text/ 
Recording 
length 

Time to 
answer 

varies by item, 
depending on 
the length of text 

... , ........................................ , .... .. 
15 seconds 

40 seconds 

40 seconds 

10 seconds 

The recordings for the item type Re-telllecture focus on academic subjects in the humanities, 
natural sciences or social sciences. They contain characteristics of actual speech, such as accents 
and dialects, fillers, hesitations, false starts, self corrections and variations in delivery speed. 
Although you may not be familiar with the topics presented, all the information you need to 
answer the items is contained in the recordings. 

Each recording is played only once. You may take notes using the Erasable Noteboard Booklet and 
pen, and use these notes as a guide when answering the items. 

Speaking item types are not timed individually. You can refer to the timer in the upper right-hand 
corner of the computer screen, "Time Remaining," which counts down the time remaining for the 
speaking section. 
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Read aloud 

Read aloud is a long-answer speaking item type . It tests your ability to read a short text aloud using 
correct pronunciation and intonation. It assesses both speaking and reading skills. The image 
below shows the item type. 

Pearson Test of English Academic· ICatherine Marie Garda 

instructions ......-------. (.O¢~ Jt In< tel't be.lcw.I,,40 ItcOrWl you mUll ~Jd rh l , rur JlOudJ I flJtlJ/J/IyJnddufty.U po" ible YovhJ\le40 I~Ond, fO re"d 
~ J/oud. 

[ 

R . ..... .;, ... , 

recording eunm . ... . 
status box ~-----------'.~ 8_~'O_ •. 

I 

PTE Academic : Read aloud 

Below are the features of Read aloud. 

1 Instructions are presented at the top of the computer screen. 

status 

recording 
progress indicator 

Look at the text below. In 40 seconds, you must read this text aloud as naturally and clearly as 
possible. You have 40 seconds to read aloud. 

2 In the recording status box, the status will count down from 40 seconds. 

Recorded Answer 

Current Status: 

Beginning in 40 seconds. 



The amount of time you have to prepare will vary by item. The time will be stated in the 
instructions. In the case of the current example, you have 40 seconds to prepare. 

3 A reading text follows. 

The development of easy-to-use statistical software has changed the way statistics is being taught 
and learned. Students can make transformations of variables, create graphs of distributions of 
variables, and select among statistical analyses all at the click of a button. However, even with these 
advancements, students sometimes still find statistics to be an arduous task. 

4 After 40 seconds, you will hear a short tone and the microphone will open. In the recording 
status box, the status will change to "Recording." 

Current Status: 

Recadhg 
111 __ 11 

: The recording progress indicator 
: represents the entire duration the 
: microphone is open. So if the text 
: is short, the bar moves faster. If the 
: text is long, the bar moves slower. 

The recording progress indicator features a blue bar that will gradually move to the right. If 
you stop speaking for more than three seconds, or if time runs out, the status will change to 
"Completed." The amount of time you have to respond will vary by item. The time will be 
stated in the instructions. In the case of the current example, you have 40 seconds to give your 
response. 

You should not read punctuation marks aloud. For example, if a phrase is set off by quotation 
marks, do not say, "quotation mark." Only read aloud the words in the text. A comma may 
require a short pause. Read the text naturally. 

5 Click on the "Next" button to go to the next item. The timer for the speaking section will 
continue running. 

The reading texts for this item type are up to 60 words in length. There are six to seven Read 
aloud items in PTE Academic, depending on the combination of items in a given test. They are 
presented together in a single block. The amount of time you have to respond to each item will 
vary. The time will be stated in the instructions. 

• 
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Scoring 

Your score on Read aloud is based on three factors: 

>- Content: Does your response include all the words in the reading text, and only these words? 

Content is scored by counting the number of correct words in your response. Replacements. 
insertions and omissions of words will negatively affect your score. 

>- Oral fluency: Does your response demonstrate a smooth, effortless and natural rate of 
speech? 

Oral fluency is scored by determining if your rhythm, phrasing and stress are smooth. The 
best responses are spoken at a constant and natural rate of speech with appropriate phrasing. 
Hesitations, repetitions and false starts will negatively affect your score. 

>- Pronunciation: Does your response demonstrate your ability to produce speech sounds in 
a similar way to most regular speakers of the language? 

Pronunciation is scored by determining if your speech is easily understandable to most regular 
speakers of the language. The best responses contain vowels and consonants pronounced in a 
native-like way, and stress words and phrases correctly. Responses should also be immediately 
understandable to a regular speaker of the language. 

PTE Academic recognizes regional and national varieties of English pronunciation to the 
degree that they are understandable to most regular speakers of the language. 

Partial credit scoring applies to Read aloud. No credit is given for no response or an irrelevant 
response. This item type affects the scoring of the following: 

Overall score 
Communicative skills 

Listening 

Reading tI' 

Enabling skills 

tI' Written discourse 

Speaking and reading skills 

Read aloud is an integrated skills item type that tests both your speaking and reading skills in an 
academic environment. Below are the key skills tested: 



Speaking 

• speaking for a purpose (to repeat, to inform, to explain) 
• reading a text aloud 
• speaking at a natural rate 
• producing fluent speech 
• using correct intonation 
• using correct pronunciation 
• using correct stress 
• speaking under timed conditions 

'3ft
.
II
". 

• identifying a writer's purpose, style, tone, or attitude 
• understanding academic vocabulary 
• reading a text under timed conditions 

Your listening and writing skills are not tested by this item type. 

Strategies 

Before speaking 

• Read the text before the microphone opens. You have between 30 and 40 seconds to do this. 
• Focus on the content of the text. Some features of speech, such as phrasing and intonation, 

convey overall meaning. You can only deliver them correctly if you understand what you are 
reading. 

• Briefly rehearse any unknown words, following normal spelling and pronunciation 
conventions. 

• Speak when you hear the tone. Sit up straight and take a deep breath-this will help you speak 
clearly. 

While speaking 

• Imagine that you are reading to an audience that is interested in what you are saying. Speak 
in such a way that you help the imaginary audience to understand. 

Speak clearly and at a normal speed. Avoid speaking too quickly as there is plenty of 
time. 
Speak at a normal volume. If you speak too softly, it may be difficult to score your 
response. 
Use the punctuation, such as commas, semi-colons and periods, as a guide for pauses and 
sentence stress. 

• Make an attempt at unknown words and then move on. 
• Do not go back to correct yourself or hesitate. If you make a mistake, continue reading. The 

microphone will close after three seconds of silence. 

• 
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• Give a single response demonstrating your best ability. You will not be able to re-record your 
response. 

• Go on to the next item if you finish speaking before the recording progress indicator reaches 
the end. 

Practice 

Below is a Read aloud item for you to respond to. 

I'eIrson Tat of~sh kademlc ·l(all1erlne Marie Garda 

LocI! J' rho ru t 1M/ow. In 35 u cond l . you muHffl:,dlhh rut JlQud.u nJtv/Jlly iJndc~.:JfIy .u po l,Jblo. You h.Jve 35 U ('Ondl to n.Jd 
,,/<wd 

CumnlStatus: 
~ i1 35seconds. 

PttotoQl'''Phy's gu t Wldent'd dumg ItIt t¥1y ~i!N"S of IN' rwtrDtth cerdury and , ~s the snbPshot cO)mera ~c .,~ 
I"Cre-as1nrjy popl.Ailf , tJ'\e malc1nQ ~ phOtographs beCarTle Incrt1lS1nt;{ iJ'V.lilaik 10 ;J ...,de cross.-s ecoon of the pOOl" The 
81lb$h people grew acc ustomed to. and wert hungry lor . the pl'lolog.-aph.c rmage 

~ Read the text aloud as naturally and clearly as possible. To simulate the test 
conditions, give yourself only 35 seconds to respond to this item. 

Photography's gaze widened during the early years of the 
twentieth century and, as the snapshot camera became 
increasingly popular, the making of photographs became 
increasingly available to a wide cross-section of the public. 
The British people grew accustomed to , and were hungry for, 
the photographic image. 

':'-5 ,',~' .", [mI Now check the Answer key. 



Repeat sentence 

Repeat sentence is a short-answer speaking item type. It tests your ability to understand 
and remember a sentence, and then repeat the sentence exactly as you hear it using correct 
pronunciation. It assesses both speaking and listening skills. The image below shows the item type. 

Pearson Test of English Academic· Katherine Marie Garcia 

audio [ 'S""" ~n3S«a'ds. · - ~ 
status box ~---------~. I V<iflne ~ . f__----------________ volume control 

I 1 ·0( \ audio 
progress indicator 

Correne StaNs: 
recording 

status box I
I R • .., .. , . ..... " I 
~~8~ ... 0(f__-~------------ status 

l ei ========:::::JI ... i--------~\~ing 
progress indicator 

PTE Academic: Repeat sentence 

Below are the features of Repeat sentence. 

1 Instructions are presented at the top of the computer screen. 

You will hear a sentence. Please repeat the sentence exactly as you hear it. You will hear the 
sentence only once. 

2 There are two status boxes for Repeat sentence. The first is the audio status box. In the 
audio status box, the status will count down from three seconds. Then a recording will play 
automatically. 
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Status: Beginning in 3 seconds. 

Volume , , , , , ~ , , , , , 

The audio progress indicator 
represents the entire duration of 
the recording. So if the recording is 
short, the bar moves faster. If the 
recording is long, the bar moves 

slower. 

The status will change to "Playing." To adjust the volume of the recording, move the slider left 
to decrease and right to increase. You can adjust the volume at any time while the recording is 
playing. The audio progress indicator features a blue bar that will gradually move to the right as 
the recording continues. When the recording finishes, the status will change to "Completed." 

Recorded Answer 

Current Status: 

Beginning .n B seconds . 

In the recording status box, the status will start counting down at the same time as the audio 
status box. The status will count down while the recording is playing. When the recording 
finishes, the status will count down one second-the time you have before you respond. 

3 After one second, the microphone will open. There is no tone before the microphone opens. 
In the recording status box, the status will change to "Recording." 

Recorded Answer 

Current Status: 

Reccrdhg 

11I1I_UgnN 

: · T·h·~ ·~~·~~·;d ·i ·~·g · p;~g;~~~· · i·~di~~·i~; · ·· · 

: represents the entire duration 
: the microphone is open. So if the 
: sentence is short, the bar moves : 
: faster. If the sentence is long. the bar : 

: moves slower. 
: . .................................................... : 

The recording progress indicator features a blue bar that will gradually move to the right. If 
you stop speaking for more than three seconds, or if time runs out, the status will change to 
"Completed." You have 15 seconds to give your response. 

Play the CD to listen to the recording that goes with this item. 

4 Click on the "Next" button to go to the next item. The timer for the speaking section will 
continue running. 
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The recordings for this item type run for approximately three to nine seconds. Each recording 
will play only once. There are 10 to 12 Repeat sentence items in PTE Academic, depending on the 
combination of items in a given test. They are presented together in a single block. You have 15 
seconds to record your response to each of these items. 

Scoring 

Your score on Repeat sentence is based on three factors: 

>- Content: Does your response include all the words in the sentence, and only these words? 

Content is scored by counting the number of correct word sequences in your response. Having 
almost nothing from the prompt in your response will negatively affect your score. 

>- Oral fluency: Does your response demonstrate a smooth, effortless and natural rate of 
speech? 

Oral fluency is scored by determining if your rhythm, phrasing and stress are smooth. The 
best responses are spoken at a constant and natural rate of speech with appropriate phrasing. 
Hesitations, repetitions and false starts will negatively affect your score. 

>- Pronunciation: Does your response demonstrate your ability to produce speech sounds in 
a similar way to most regular speakers of the language? 

Pronunciation is scored by determining if your speech is easily understandable to most regular 
speakers of the language. The best responses contain vowels and consonants pronounced in 
a native-like way, as well as words and phrases stressed correctly. Responses should also be 
immediately understandable to a regular speaker of the language. 

PTE Academic recognizes regional and national varieties of English pronunciation to the 
degree that they are understandable to most regular speakers of the language. 

Partial credit scoring applies to Repeat sentence. No credit is given for no response or an irrelevant 
response. This item type affects the scoring of the following: 

Overall score 

Communicative skills 
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Listening and speaking skills 

Repeat sentence is an integrated skills item type that tests both your listening and speaking skills in 
an academic environment. Below are the key skills tested: 

Listening 

• understanding academic vocabulary 
• inferring the meaning of unfamiliar words 
• comprehending variations in tone, speed, accent 

Speaking 

• speaking for a purpose (to repeat, to inform, to explain) 
• speaking at a natural rate 
• producing fluent speech 
• using correct intonation 
• using correct pronunciation 
• using correct stress 
• speaking under timed conditions 

Your writing skills are not tested by this item type, and your reading skills are only used to read 
the instructions. 

Strategies 

While listening 

• Try to remember the sentence or take notes. If you want to take notes, write key words and 
phrases. There will not be time to take complete notes. 

• Focus on the meaning of the sentence. This will help you remember the sentence better, and 
help you use the most appropriate stress and intonation. 

• Speak when the status changes to "Recording." There is no tone before the microphone opens 
on this item type. Sit up straight and take a deep breath-this will help you speak clearly. 

While speaking 

• Speak clearly and naturally. 

Do not try to copy the speaker's accent. Speak naturally. 
Speak at a normal speed. Avoid speaking too quickly as there is plenty of time. 
Speak at a normal volume. If you speak too softly, it may be difficult to score your 
response. 

• Make an attempt at unknown words and then move on. 
• Do not go back to correct yourself or hesitate. If you make a mistake, continue speaking. The 

microphone will close after three seconds of silence. 
• Give a single response demonstrating your best ability. You will not be able to re-record your 

response. 



H'mm,ul"i¥Mi,u" 

Practice 

Below is a Repeat sentence item for you to respond to. 

FUlSOIIlat of&1gllsh Audllllic - *lherine Marie Gaida 

You wll/ he"",) sontoncCI. PINs" fOpe.)t tho semone" ox;)clly')s you he.), If. You will Molr rho scnrencCI only once. 

Status; ~n3sew"ds. 

VW",,~--Q-- I . . .... ', ! 

-' 

Record,d Arllw.r 

~ Listen to the recording only once. Then repeat the sentence exactly as 
you hear it. To simulate the test conditions, give yourself only 15 seconds to respond to this 
item. 

AlhW(,1 I<I'Y IlIW Now check the Answer key. 

II 
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Describe image 

Describe image is a long-answer speaking item type. It tests your ability to describe an image from 
an academic source. It assesses speaking skills. The screen below shows the item type. 

instructions /' ): Look,)f th.~r(jph bd/ow. ln 2.5 ftll:Ort(lJ. ple.ue J~(j.""1o tlte mkrophono ortddo,crib& I" dliLifl ~t rho QTo2ph (, ,howlng. You w/fl h,lve 
40 ~olld. to glvo your ,upon,cr. 

Currert Sl:Mus. 
image ~~~~~. ~~~-+-----~ 

PTE Academic: Describe image 

Below are the features of Describe image. 

1 Instructions are presented at the top of the computer screen. 

timer 

recording 
progress indicator 

recording 
status box 

Look at the graph below. In 25 seconds, please speak into the microphone and describe in detail 
what the graph is showing. You will have 40 seconds to give your response. 

2 An image follows. 
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What is your overall 
job satisfaction? 

The type of image will vary by item. The image may be a graph, picture, map, chart or table. 
The type of image will be stated in the instructions. In the case of the current example, the 
image is a graph. 

3 In the recording status box, the status will count down from 25 seconds. 

Recorded Answer 

Current Status: 

Beginning In 25 seconds. 

l+ After 25 seconds, you will hear a short tone and the microphone will open. The status will 
change to "Recording." 

:' T 'h~ ' ;~'~~rd ing pr~g~'~'~~" i' ~di '~~'t~~"'" , .... ' 
Recorded Answer j represents the entire duration the 

: microphone is open . . 
Current Status: ...................................................... , ........ . 

Reccrdhg 

IlpliIIIiIHnulllll1 

The recording progress indicator features a blue bar that will gradually move to the right. If 
you stop speaking for more than three seconds, or if time runs out, the status will change to 
"Completed!' You have 40 seconds to give your response. 

5 Click on the "Next" button to go to the next item. The timer for the speaking section will 
continue running. 
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The images for this item type are authentic images related to academic subjects in the humanities, 
natural sciences or social sciences. There are six to seven Describe image items in PTE Academic, 
depending on the combination of items in a given test. They are presented together in a single 
block. You have 40 seconds to record your response to each item. 

Scoring 

Your score on Describe image is based on three factors: 

~ Content: Does your response accurately and thoroughly describe the image? 

Content is scored by determining if all aspects and elements of the image have been addressed 
in your response. Your description of relationships, possible developments and conclusions or 
implications based on details from the image is also scored. The best responses deal with all 
parts of the image, contain logical and specific information and include possible developments, 
conclusions or implications. Mentioning just a few disjointed ideas will negatively affect your 
score. 

~ Oral fluency: Does your response demonstrate a smooth, effortless and natural rate of 
speech? 

Oral fluency is scored by determining if your rhythm, phrasing and stress are smooth. The 
best responses are spoken at a constant and natural rate of speech with appropriate phrasing. 
Hesitations, repetitions and false starts will negatively affect your score. 

~ Pronunciation: Does your response demonstrate your ability to produce speech sounds in 
a similar way to most regular speakers of the language? 

Pronunciation is scored by determining if your speech is easily understandable to most regular 
speakers of the language. The best responses contain vowels and consonants pronounced in a 
native-like way, and stress words and phrases correctly. Responses should also be immediately 
understandable to a regular speaker of the language. 

PTE Academic recognizes regional and national varieties of English pronunciation to the 
degree that they are understandable to most regular speakers of the language. 

Partial credit scoring applies to Describe image. No credit is given for no response or an irrelevant 
response. This item type affects the scoring of the following: 

Overall score 
Communicative skills 

Pronunciation 



-------------------------------------- . ...... i'.Iij,,!I,i.!OOIij"Ie. 
Speaking skills 

Describe image tests your speaking skills in an academic environment. Below are the key skills 
tested: 
• speaking for a purpose (to repeat, to inform, to explain) 
• supporting an opinion with details, examples and explanations 
• organizing an oral presentation in a logical way 
• developing complex ideas within a spoken discourse 
• using words and phrases appropriate to the context 
• using correct grammar 
• speaking at a natural rate 
• producing fluent speech 
• using correct intonation 
• using correct pronunciation 
• using correct stress 
• speaking under timed conditions 

Your listening and writing skills are not tested by this item type, and your reading skills are only 
used to read the instructions. 

Strategies 

Before speaking 

• Study the image. You have 25 seconds to do this. If necessary, take brief notes. 

First familiarize yourself with the general topic and the type of information conveyed by 
the image. Check the title, the axes (graphs and charts), the headings and sub-headings 
(tables) or the labels (maps and pictures). 
Make sure that you know the units of measurement (US$, kilograms, etc) and the reference 
points (years, entities, etc) being used. 
Determine the significant information conveyed by the image. For example, graphs, 
charts and tables often highlight trends. Maps and pictures usually highlight important 
features. 

• Speak when you hear the tone. Sit up straight and take a deep breath-this will help you speak 
clearly. 

While speaking 

• Speak dearly and naturally. 

- Speak at a normal speed. Avoid speaking too quickly as there is plenty of time. 
- Speak at a normal volume. If you speak too softly, it may be difficult to score your response. 

• Describe the general content of the image, then summarize the most significant points, 
referring to details for support. 

Include all the main points conveyed by the image. 
- Try not to repeat information. 

• 
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When describing developments, conclusions or implications, support your response with 
details from the image. 

• Do not go back to correct yourself or hesitate. If you make a mistake, continue speaking. The 
microphone will close after three seconds of silence. 

Practice 

Below is a Describe image item for you to respond to. 

Look Jt rho gr.lph b%w.ln 25 ,oC()nds, plo.Jrc SpO.JK Into the mlcrophono lind doscribo In dfll.Jllwh.Jllho Qr.Jph h showing. You wiIJ h.JWI 
40 seconds to 81vo yovrroJPonso. 

Population Growth in More, Lei. Developed Countries 

BllI lom 

~ lenOt .. 'oprdA(g<>n~ -
, M . ... O.u~1'"4R.,M', ,--1 

o 
1D~O U90 

Currfnc Stabls: 
Begirv'ingi'\25 seconds , 

I 

~ look at the graph below. Describe in detail what the graph is showing. To simulate 
the test conditions, give yourself only 40 seconds to respond to this item. 

Ans .... er key IlIW 

Population Growth in More, Less Developed Countries 

BIllions 

10 ,------------------------------------, 

9r-------------------------------~ 
8~------------------------_= 
7i-------------------~ 

sr---------------_= 
5 r-----------= 
4 r---------= 

2 

1970 1990 2010 

Now check the Answer key. 

2030 2OS0 

give yo ur response 

by speaking in to a 

microp hone at a test 

de livery wo rkstat ion. 



I 

Re-telliecture 

Re-teillecture is a long-answer speaking item type. It tests your ability to give a presentation on 
information from a lecture on an academic subject. It assesses both speaking and listening skills. 
The lecture may also be accompanied by an image. The screen below shows the item type. 

I'uIIOII Test ofEng!lsh Academic - Katherine Marie Garda timer 

instructions / .. You wllf ho,u a laCflJro. Aftorllstcnlng to tho /celu,,,, In 10 seconds, ploase spc,J/( Inro tM mlcrophornt.::mdffIfcllwhatyou ~1I0JUH hc,,,d 
(rom tho lecrtlro II) youfown wore/f. You will havc40 socondJ to glllo yourroSponJo. j _________ audio status box 

I Participation positives for women 
UnlSA 

image 

PTE Academic: Re-teillecture 

Below are the features of Re-teillecture. 

t t 

~~. ~ ~.r-----------~~~ 

V<bne ,}-------- ... «;------~ _________ volume control 
!I ... 

audio 

l . 
progress indicator 

fbicorod Answv 

CUlTentSllrus: 

.. _n87 seconds. +----------- status 
1 ----I ... II ;------~ ~ 

recording 
progress indicator 

recording 
status box 

1 Instructions are presented at the top of the computer screen. 

You will hear a lecture. After listening to the lecture, in 10 seconds, please speak into the 
microphone and retell what you have just heard from the lecture in your own words. You will 
have 40 seconds to give your response. 
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2 An image may follow. 

I 
UniSA 

3 There are two status boxes for Re-telllecture. The first is the audio status box. In the audio status 
box, the status will count down from three seconds. Then a recording will play automatically. 

Status: Playing 

Volume ----)f--, ---

\ ...... . 

The audio progress indicator 

represents the entire duration of 
the recording. So if the recording is 
short, the bar moves faster. If the 

record ing is long, the bar moves 

slower. 

The status will change to "Playing." To adjust the volume of the recording, move the slider left 
to decrease and right to increase. You can adjust the volume at any time while the recording is 
playing. The audio progress indicator features a blue bar that will gradually move to the right as 
the recording continues. When the recording finishes, the status will change to "Completed." 

Recorded Answer 

Current Status: 

Beginnong In 73 seconds . 

In the recording status box, the status will start counting down at the same time as the audio 
status box. The status will count down while the recording is playing. When the recording 
finishes, the status will count down 10 seconds-the time you have before you respond. 

4 After 10 seconds, you will hear a short tone and the microphone will open. In the recording 
status box, the status will change to "Recording." 
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Recorded Answer 

Current Status: 

Recordh;) 

HIII.nggnH 

The recording progress indicator features a blue bar that will gradually move to the right. If 
you stop speaking for more than three seconds, or if time runs out, the status will change to 
"Completed." You have 40 seconds to give your response. 

~_ Play the CD to listen to the recording that goes with this item. 

5 Click on the "Next" button to go to the next item. The timer for the speaking section will 
continue running. 

The recordings for this item type run for approximately 60-90 seconds. Each recording will 
play only once. There are three to four Re-telilecture items in PTE Academic, depending on the 
combination of items in a given test. They are presented together in a single block. You have 40 
seconds to record your response to each of these items. 

Your score on Re-telilecture is based on three factors: 

>- Content: Does your response accurately and thoroughly retell the information in the lecture? 

Content is scored by determining how accurately and thoroughly you convey the situation, 
characters, aspects, actions and developments presented in the lecture. Your description of 
relationships, possible developments and conclusions or implications is also scored. The 
best responses retell all the main points of the lecture and include possible developments, 
conclusions or implications. Mentioning a few disjointed ideas will negatively affect your 
score. 

>- Oral fluency: Does your response demonstrate a smooth, effortless and natural rate of 
speech? 

Oral fluency is scored by determining if your rhythm, phrasing and stress are smooth. The 
best responses are spoken at a constant and natural rate of speech with appropriate phrasing. 
Hesitations, repetitions and false starts will negatively affect your score. 

>- Pronunciation: Does your response demonstrate your ability to produce speech sounds in 
a similar way to most regular speakers of the language? 

Pronunciation is scored by determining if your speech is easily understandable to most regular 
speakers of the language. The best responses contain vowels and consonants pronounced in a 

II 
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native-like way, and stress words and phrases correctly. Responses should also be immediately 
understandable to a regular speaker of the language. 

PTE Academic recognizes regional and national varieties of English pronunciation to the 
degree that they are understandable to most regular speakers of the language. 

Partial credit scoring applies to Re-telliecture. No credit is given for no response or an irrelevant 
response. This item type affects the scoring of the following: 

Overall score 
Communicative skills 

Listening 

Reading 

Enabling skills 

listening and speaking skills 

Re-telilecture is an integrated skills item type that tests both your listening and speaking skills in 
an academic environment. Below are the key skills tested: 

listening 

• identifying the topic, theme or main ideas 
• identifying supporting points or examples 
• identifying a speaker's purpose, style, tone, or attitude 
• understanding academic vocabulary 
• inferring the meaning of unfamiliar words 
• comprehending explicit and implicit information 
• comprehending concrete and abstract information 
• classifying and categorizing information 
• following an oral sequencing of information 
• comprehending variations in tone, speed, accent 

Speaking 

• speaking for a purpose (to repeat, to inform, to explain) 
• supporting an opinion with details, examples and explanations 
• organizing an oral presentation in a logical way 
• developing complex ideas within a spoken discourse 
• using words and phrases appropriate to the context 
• using correct grammar 



• speaking at a natural rate 
• producing fluent speech 
• using correct intonation 
• using correct pronunciation 
• using correct stress 
• speaking under timed conditions 

Your writing skills are not tested by this item type, and your reading skills are only used to read 
the instructions. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Strategies 

Before listening 

Scan the image, if one is included, quickly. The image will provide the general context for the 
lecture. You have only three seconds before the recording starts to play automatically. 

While listening 

Pay attention to the content of the lecture. It is important that you understand what you hear, 
because you will have to retell the lecture including all key elements. 
Take notes using the Erasable Noteboard Booklet and pen. Focus on key words. Do not 
attempt to take notes word-for-word. You may miss important information if you try to write 
too much. 
Review your notes when the recording stops, and decide how to organize the information. 
You have 10 seconds to do this. 
Speak when you hear the tone. Sit up straight and take a deep breath-this will help you speak 
clearly. 

While speaking 

Speak clearly and naturally. 

Speak at a normal speed. Avoid speaking too quickly as there is plenty of time. 
Speak at a normal volume. If you speak too softly, it may be difficult to score your 
response. 

Retell the lecture using your notes as a guide. You will have 40 seconds to give your response. 

- Include all of the key points presented in the lecture. 
- Try not to repeat information. 

Do not go back to correct yourself or hesitate. If you make a mistake, continue speaking. The 
microphone will close after three seconds of silence. 
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Practice 

Below is a Re-telliecture item for you to respond to. 

F'urson "li!st ofEnglI"" Academic - Kati1edne Marie Gartia 

You will h~~(" feoturo. AhWr lIuonlrtg to tho fotfUNI. In 10 seconds, pftJ.Jlo IpOJ~ Into thll m/"ophono.Joo rOt'tlfwh,n you hJVoJust hC.Jrd 
from rho fecwro In your own word" You will hlJve 40 socond, to glvo your response. 

StaQJS: ~n2seoc:nds. 

V"'me 91-,- ,----

CurrtnCStalus 
BcgMing in 58 secnnds. 

~ Listen to the lecture only once. Then retell what you have just heard 
from the lecture in your own words. To simulate the test conditions, give yourself only 40 
seconds to respond to this item. 

'!iiiMJ4'kN p.176 1 Now check the Answer key. 
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Answer short question 

Answer short question is a short-answer speaking item type with a single correct response. It tests 
your ability to understand a question presented in a recording, and provide a brief and accurate 
response. It assesses both speaking and listening skills. The question may also be accompanied by 
an image. The screen below shows the item type. 

Pearson Test of english Academic - Katherine Marie Garda 

instructions /' ... Youw/JIlwI.Jr.J qlJosfJon. P/I).l'CgIVO;l limp/a .JndJho1t.Jnlwor, OfrtJnjUJtonoor.J ftJwwordr Is enough. 

[~
"'Piayn;j« I i ~ 

audio 
status box /~--------~. ':::I~'-' -' --'-'I"'~'------------~ _________ volume control 

l .. I \aUdio 
progress indicator 

recording 
status box c .. , . ... "", ... «f----+----------~~ 

". ....... ~, seconds. 

PTE Academic: Answer short question 

Below are the features of Answer short question. 

1 Instructions are presented at the top of the computer screen. 

recording 
progress indicator 

You will hear a question. Please give a simple and short answer. Often just one or a few words is 
enough. 

2 An image may follow. 

3 There are two status boxes for Answer short question. The first is the audio status box. In the 
audio status box, the status will count down from three seconds. Then a recording will play 
automatically. 

.. 
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Status: Playing 

Volume '" 2), , , , , 
II ••••••• 

The audio progress indicator 

represents the entire duration of 

the recording . So if the recording is 

shOrl, the bar moves faster. If the 

recording is long, the bar moves 

The status will change to "Playing." To adjust the volume of the recording, move the slider left 
to decrease and right to increase. You can adjust the volume at any time while the recording is 
playing. The audio progress indicator features a blue bar that will gradually move to the right as 
the recording continues. When the recording finishes, the status will change to "Completed." 

Recorded Answer 

Current Status' 

Beginning In B seconds. 

In the recording status box, the status will start counting down at the same time as the audio 
status box. The status will count down while the recording is playing. When the recording 
finishes, the status will count down one second-the time you have before you respond. 

If. After one second, the microphone will open. There is no tone before the microphone opens. 
In the recording status box, the status will change to "Recording." 

Recorded Answer 

Current Status: 

Recadhg 

''''-1''111 

The recording progress indicator features a blue bar that will gradually move to the right. If 
you stop speaking for more than three seconds, or if time runs out, the status will change to 
"Completed." You have 10 seconds to give your response. 

Play the CD to listen to the recording that goes with this item. 

5 Click on the "Next" button to go to the next item. The timer for the speaking section will 
continue running. 

The recordings for this item type run for approximately three to nine seconds. Each question will 
play only once. There are 10 to 12 Answer short question items in PTE Academic, depending on 
the combination of items in a given test. They are presented together in a single block. You have 
10 seconds to record your response to each of these items. 
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Your response is scored as either correct or incorrect based on the appropriacy of the words in 
your response. No credit is given for no response or an incorrect response. This item type affects 
the scoring of the following: 

Overall score 
Communicative skills 

Answer short question is an integrated skills item type that tests both your listening and speaking 
skills in an academic environment. Below are the key skills tested: 

Listening 

• identifying the topic, theme or main ideas 
• understanding academic vocabulary 
• inferring the meaning of unfamiliar words 

Speaking 

• speaking for a purpose (to repeat, to inform, to explain) 
• using words and phrases appropriate to the context 
• speaking under timed conditions 

Your writing skills are not tested by this item type, and your reading skills are only used to read 
the instructions. 

White listening 

• Listen carefully to the question and determine the type of information your answer requires. 
• Speak when the status changes to "Recording." There is no tone on this item type. Sit up 

straight and take a deep breath-this will help you speak clearly. 
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While speaking 

• Speak clearly and naturally. 

- Speak at a normal speed. Avoid speaking too quickly as there is plenty of time. 
- Speak at a normal volume. If you speak too softly, it may be difficult to score your response. 

• Respond with a single word or a short phrase. Do not say more than necessary. You will not 
get credit for extra words. 

.. Practice,.:; 

Below is an Answer short question item for you to respond to. 

Pearson 'RIst of English AI:ademIc· Kadledne Mine Gardl 

You will he;},,} quo.r/on. P/O.JfC g/VO.l s/mple.Jnd short .lnswo'r. OltcnjuiC ono or';} few WOrcJf It ftnough. 

V""""' ~ ' , ! 

Recorded Answe, 

CurrentSlaCus: 

gegiooing n 5 seconds. 

' I 

, ...tJ :", ',~ • ',~ • I •. I • 

__ ~ Listen to the recording only once. Then answer the question with one 
or a few words. To simulate the test conditions, give yourself only 10 seconds to respond to 
this item. 

An swer key ImlD Now check the Answer key. 
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Improving general speaking skills 

. Effective speaking 

Effective speaking, in both everyday and test situations, requires attention to the five areas listed 
below. Although not all of these areas will be tested in PTE Academic, improving your skills in 
each area will help your general language proficiency and improve your overall performance in 
the test. 

>- Organization 
• State the purpose clearly. For example, at the beginning of a presentation, explain what the 

main aims of the presentation are. "Today, I will talk about the importance of adopting the 
research procedures." In a discussion, clearly state your point of view and give reasons. "We 
will decide first on how to enhance our study forum since doing so will benefit students 
significantly." 

• Use appropriate signposts to indicate changes in topic or point of view. For example, 
"Now let's go on to the next point." or "That may be true. However, .. .. " 

>- Listeners' needs 
• Make your point or goals clear from the beginning, so that your listeners understand your 

purpose for speaking. For example, "I'd like to discuss the plans for the research project." 
• Give clear signposts so that your listeners can follow what is being presented or discussed. 

For example, "I am going to present three options for development." or "Let's compare the 
past with the present." 

• Check your listeners' reactions to ensure that they can understand your pronunciation, 
word stress and intonation. Watch their facial expressions or listen for clarification 
requests. 

• Give your listeners opportunities to interrupt or clarify to ensure correct understanding. 
For example, "Do you have any questions?", "Does that make sense?" or "Is that clear?" 

>- Fluency and cohesion 
• Pronounce words and expressions intelligibly, with appropriate stress, intonation and 

attention to the articulation of word endings. For example, pronounce the ending "s" 
clearly in "The student~ need to have copie~ of all document~." 

• Link ideas appropriately, using linking words and expressions such as "so:' "because," 
"then" to produce a smooth flow of connected speech. 

~ Control of language 
• 

• 

• 

Ensure the range of vocabulary and choice of words appropriately convey the intended 
meaning. For example, use "concerned" rather than "upset" to convey that someone has 
raised a possible problem, rather than an immediate problem. 
Use a variety of expressions to make your speech interest ing. For example, use the 
synonyms "tired" and "exhausted" to express the different degrees of tiredness. 

Use correct grammatical forms and structures to convey the intended meaning. For 
example, use the correct tenses in complex structures such as "The head of research asked 
whether the transcripts had been updated in the database." 

II 
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~ Strategies 
• Use appropriate register for the situation. For example, use "kids" when talking 

informally with a friend or classmate, but use "children" when formally discussing a plan 
for educational sponsorship. 

• Follow appropriate turn-taking conventions for interrupting, volunteering information 
or changing the subject without causing offence. For example, say "Excuse me, can I add 
something?" to interrupt and add information. 

• Use tentative expressions appropriately to convey politeness. For example, say "Yes, thank 
you. I'd like ... " instead of "Yes, I want. . .. " as a response to "Would you like something to 
drink?" 

• Use clarification techniques to ensure understanding. For example, ''I'm sorry, what was 
that figure?" or "Can I just check that ... " 

• Use appropriate intonation and stress patterns to convey feelings and views. For example, 
stress the word "extremely" in "This is extremely important" for emphasis. 

Understanding your strengths and weaknesses 

Improving your speaking skills starts with an understanding of your own strengths and 
weaknesses. This will allow you to concentrate on the areas which need to be improved in general, 
or specifically as preparation for taking PTE Academic. Use the checklist below to assess your 
current speaking skills and to decide on priority areas for improvement. 

Effective speaking 

Organization 

I can state my purpose clearly, whether in an 
informal or formal situation . 

I can use signposts to indicate a change in 
topic or point of view. 

Listeners' needs 

I can make my point or goals clear from the 
beginning . 

I give clear signposts to help my listeners follow 
what I am presenting or discussing. 

I pay attention to my listeners' reactions 
to check understanding in face-to-face 
communication . 

I pause between points to give my listeners a 
chance to interrupt or clarify. 

My current proficiency level 

High Low 
Priority for 

improvement 
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Effective speaking 

Fluenc and cohesion 

I can use a dictionary to learn the pronunciation 
of unfamiliar words and the correct word 

I can link my ideas with appropriate linking 
words and expressions. 

Control of language 

I can choose appropriate words and 
expressions to convey the intended meaning. 

I can use a range of grammatical structures 
correctly. 

Strategies 

I understand the difference between informal 
and formal speech and can adjust my language 
accordingly. 

I can use appropriate intonation and stress 
patterns to convey feelings and views. 

Developing your speaking skills 

My current proficiency level 

High Low 

Follow the suggestions below to improve your general speaking skills. 

~ Speak more. Look for opportunities to speak English. 

Priority for 
improvement 

• Take an online or classroom-based speaking course. This will allow you to get speaking 
practice that is tailored to your proficiency level and needs. 

II 
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• Join English speaking clubs either online or in your community, and get involved in the 
activities. 

• Join special interest groups in your community that have English-speaking members, for 
example, theatrical societies or sports groups. 

• Join or set up an English-speaking community in your area with friends or colleagues and 
organize English speaking social events. Choose activities for each session and make it a 
rule that only English is spoken. 

• Sign up to online English forums that focus on topics that you are interested in. 
• Invite friends or colleagues to have debates on different topics in English, for example, 

current affairs. Prepare points to discuss. 
• Learn some English songs. For example, use the lyrics pages on a CD booklet or from 

the Internet to practice reading and singing a popular song. Or join some friends for an 
English karaoke session. 

• Call in to your local English radio stations during call-in programs to express your 
opinions or ask questions. 

• Travel to a country where English is widely spoken. This will provide an opportunity to 
use English for a number of different purposes in authentic contexts. 

~ Practice pronunciation, word stress and intonation. 
• Listen to short audio recordings with transcripts. Listen again and read the transcripts of 

the recordings aloud together with the speakers. 
• Read aloud the dialogues in novels or short stories to dramatize the stories. Aim to express 

the feelings of the characters as you read, using appropriate stress and intonation. 
• Read simple poems and rhymes to improve your pronunciation and rhythm. Exaggerate 

your speaking performance to have some fun and enhance your pronunciation. 

~ Develop a checklist of useful words, expressions and structures. 
• Keep a record of useful words and phrases that you hear or read. Note these words and 

expressions, with the meaning, in a place where they are easily accessible. Refer to them 
regularly, aiming to memorize and use them appropriately when you speak. 

• Use a dictionary to check the pronunciation and stress of the words that you are not sure 
of. 

• Use a thesaurus to find synonyms for common words, so that you can increase your range 
of expressions. Check back with a dictionary to ensure that you understand any specific 
differences between the original word and its synonyms. 

• Improve the accuracy of your use of grammatical structures. Make a list of the structures 
you want to improve and look for information and practice materials in grammar books 
or on the Internet. 

~ Read more. 
• Read English in different formats, such as short stories, novels, magazine or e-zine articles, 

blogs and so on. This will expand your range of English expressions and your knowledge 
of conventions in speaking. 

• Refer to "Sources of reading material" in the section "Improving general reading skills" in 
Chapter 5 of the Official Guide for other useful reading materials. 
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Speaking strategies 

~ Be prepared to start a conversation. 
• Use conventional openings in different situations. For example, in a formal situation such 

as attending a meeting with people you do not know well, introduce yourself by saying 
"How do you do?" or "Hello, how are you?" 

~ Keep the conversation going. 
• Ask questions, but not as if you are interrogating the person. For example, asking a lot of 

personal questions such as "Where do you live?", "Are you married?", "How many children 
do you have?", "What is your job?", "Do you like it here?" one after the other, can make 
other people feel very uncomfortable. Instead, comment on what the person has told you 
or ask a little more about what they have said. For example, if someone says they live in 
a particular country, you could ask what they think you should see if you visit that area. 

• Elaborate a little to add information or extend the discussion. For example, if someone 
asks you how you got to the meeting, you might say "I took the bus." Then follow up with 
a comment about the convenience of public transportation. 

~ Use verbal and non-verbal strategies. 
• Pay attention to other people's body language, including facial expressions and gestures. 

These will help you determine what they are thinking and feeling. 
• Use clarification techniques to check your understanding or ask for repetition of the 

information you have missed. For example, ''I'm sorry, I didn't quite catch that.", "I'm not 
sure that I understand" or "Can I check again-when will we meet next week?" 

~ Prepare for formal presentations. 
• Rehearse presentations so that you feel confident. Memorize your opening and closing 

sections to start and end fluently. 
• Use sign posting phrases to indicate changes in topic. For example, "Now I'll move on 

to .... " 
• Think of questions that you might be asked, and try answering the questions by speaking 

aloud to yourself. 

Sources of spoken English 

• Online English courses or textbooks with accompanying CDs or DVDs provide samples 
of authentic or adapted spoken English. These courses or textbooks often provide speaking 
practice activities or grammar practice exercises. 

• English-speaking groups offer the opportunity to practice both speaking and listening skills. 
Search for global groups on the Internet and find out about local clubs in your area. 

• The Internet offers the opportunity to listen to a wide range of spoken English including 
presentations, lectures, descriptions, stories, commentaries and more. 

• Television programs offer a range of situations in which authentic and scripted language is 
used. Some programs are subtitled, which can be helpful for overall comprehension and for 
exposure to a wide range of topics and language. 
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• Radio broadcasts provide samples of spoken English on a wide range of topics. News 
broadcasts provide exposure to short, well-organized presentations on a number of topics. 
Stories provide samples of character description and dialogue. 

• Face-to-face public lectures or short talks are usually well-structured and are sometimes 

accompanied by written outlines, which can be helpful for both listening and speaking 
practice. 

To prepare for PTE Academic, you should practice the speaking skills that you will be assessed on 
in the test: 

• Read Chapter 3 of the Official Guide to obtain information on all aspects of the speaking item 
types in the test and practice responding to the example items. 

• Use the CD-ROM included with the Official Guide to gain further practice in responding to 
speaking items. 

• Use the PTE Academic Tutorial available at www.pearsonpte.com to learn how to respond to 
these items in the actual test. 

• Take a practice test available at www.pearsonpte.com. 

Refer to the section "Resources" in Chapter 2 of the Official Guide for further information. 
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Sections 3-6 of the speaking and writing part of PTE Academic (Part 1) test your ability 
to produce written English in an academic environment. 

Part 1: Speaking and writing 

Section 

Section 1 

Section 2 

Section 6 

Writing skills 

Item type 

Personal introduction 

Read aloud 

, Answer short question 

The writing skills tested in PTE Academic include the following: 

• writing for a purpose (to learn, to inform, to persuade) 
• supporting an opinion with details, examples and explanations 

Time allowed 

1 minute 

30-35 minutes 
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• organizing sentences and paragraphs in a logical way 
• developing complex ideas within a complete essay 
• writing a summary 
• writing under timed conditions 
• using correct grammar, spelling, mechanics and words and phrases appropriate to the context 
• taking notes while reading a text 
• taking notes while listening to a recording (in Part 3 Listening) 
• synthesizing information 
• writing from dictation (in Part 3 Listening) 
• writing to meet strict length requirements 
• communicating the main points of a reading passage in writing 
• communicating the main points of a lecture in writing (in Part 3 Listening) 

Overview 
Writing item types require you to write a response in standard academic English using correct 
grammar and spelling. PTE Academic recognizes English spelling conventions from the United 
States, the United Kingdom, Australia and Canada. However, one spelling convention should be 
used consistently in a given response. 

Two item types appear in the writing sections of PTE Academic. The total time to complete the 
writing sections is 40, 50 or 60 minutes, depending on the combination of items in a given test. 
You could be required to write two summaries and one essay (40 minutes), three summaries and 
one essay (50 minutes), or two summaries and two essays (60 minutes) . Summarize written text is 
an integrated item type that assesses both writing and reading skills. 

Sections 3-6 (writing) total time: 40, 50 or 60 minutes 

Item type 

Summarize 
written text 

Task 

After reading a passage, 
write a one-sentence 
summary of the passage. 

Write an essay of 200-300 
words on a given topic. 

Skills 
assessed 

Text/Prompt 
length 

reading text up to 
and writing 300 words 

Response 
length 

Time to 
answer 

10 minutes 

Authentic passages for the item type Summarize written text about academic subjects in the 
humanities, natural sciences or social sciences are presented. You may not be familiar with the 
topics presented but all the information you need is contained in the passages. 

You may take notes using the Erasable Noteboard Booklet and pen, and use these notes as a guide 
when answering the items. 

Writing item types are timed individually. You can refer to the timer in the upper right hand 
corner of the computer screen, "Time Remaining," which counts down the time remaining for 
each item. 
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Summarize written text 

Summarize written text is a short-answer writing item type. It tests your ability to comprehend, 
analyze and combine information from a reading passage, and then summarize the key points in 
writing. It assesses both writing and reading skills. The image below shows the item type. 

instructions ,...-/ ,. Rc"drho PUIJIgo b¢low "nd sU'"'"~rtm If using OI7Cl JonknCO. Type your fefPOflJo/fl 1110 OoK ~tlhe bottom orChe JCNU1n. You "JlW 10 
mlnutG. to nn/rh rhh t..lJIc.. Yourro,ponfo will bojudgad on rhtJ qu"flt)' ofyourwrlrJno.2M on how well your roJponlo proJontr tho key 
polnu In rho ~IfDgO. 

• 'Just-In-TlfTle' i5 01 mt tl10d 01 n'I.YII.4aetlJmg prQducts ....nth 3ims to 111IrWnlSa production time, produc;boo costs, and [he amount 01 stock htJd in the 

reading passage ~ ~~:9~oI~;::!~=~$:r;;,!::~~~~%asthe~~~:~~=:~~!r~~rylh~~::~fs~':~~r::C~~' 
~WIth a JUSI .in-lIm l! ' pmduttion system, the II:MI of prO<b:bon is reta terl 10 the demand ftw' the outDIA (i.e . the number 01 orders) ra~r t.h¥l Sl'npiy 

producing finished goods 31"d waiIINjI fOf Onfm . This means thar r.m malerois and stock oriy ntelt fD blJ ordered from svppIiers as reql.lred 

I
~""~I rl 

responsebOX~~==~ ________________ ~====~ ________________ ~==~~ _ 
~ ~ ~ 

word count /" • Tot.1 w..-d Co..nt : 3 

PTE Academic: Summarize written text 

Below are the features of Summarize written text. 

1 Instructions are presented at the top of the computer screen. 

timer 

Read the passage below and summarize it using one sentence. Type your response in the box at 
the bottom of the screen. You have 10 minutes to finish this task. Your response will be judged 
on the quality of your writing and on how well your response presents the key points in the 
passage. 
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2 A reading passage follows. 

'Just-in-Time' is a method of manufacturing products which aims to minimise production time, 
production costs, and the amount of stock held in the factory. Raw materials and supplies arrive 
at the factory as they are required, and consequently there is very little stock sitting idle at anyone 
time. Each stage of the production process finishes just before the next stage is due to commence 
and therefore the lead-time is significantly reduced. With a 'Just-in-Time' production system, the 
level of production is related to the demand for the output (i.e. the number of orders) rather than 
simply producing finished goods and waiting for orders. This means that raw materials and stock 
only need to be ordered from suppliers as required. 

3 A response box follows. 

Total Word Cou1t: 3 

Use this space to type your summary. You can select text within the response box with the 
mouse, and use the "Cut," "Copy" and "Paste" buttons to edit your response. The "Total Word 
Count" keeps track of the number of words written and updates as you type. 

4 The timer will count down from 10 minutes for this item type. Click on the "Next" button to 
go to the next item. 

The reading passages for this item type are up to 300 words in length. There are two to three 
Summarize written text items in PTE Academic, depending on the combination of items in a 
given test. They are presented together in a single block. This item type is individually timed. 
You have 10 minutes to answer each Summarize written text item. After 10 minutes, the test will 
automatically move on to the next item. 

Scoring 

Your response for Summarize written text is judged on the quality of your writing and on how well 
your response presents the key points in the passage. Your score is based on four factors: 
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>- Content: Does your response summarize the main points in the passage? 

Content is scored by determining if all key points of the passage have been addressed without 
misrepresenting the purpose or topic. If your summary misinterprets the topic or the purpose 
of the passage, you will not receive any score points for your summary on any of the four 
factors. Your summary will be scored zero. The best responses clearly summarize the main 
idea and condense essential supporting points. They focus on the topic, including only key 
information and essential supporting points. 

>- Form: Does your response meet the requirements of a one-sentence summary? If your 
summary contains fewer than five words or more than 75 words, you will not receive any 
score points for your summary on any of the four factors. Your summary will be scored zero. 

>- Grammar: Does your response demonstrate correct grammatical usage? 

Grammar is scored by determining if the basic structure of the sentence is correct. The best 
responses usually consist of a main clause and subordinate clause. 

>- Vocabulary: Does your response demonstrate correct and appropriate word choice and 
usage? 

Vocabulary is scored according to its relevance to the passage and its appropriateness in an 
academic environment. The appropriate use of synonyms is also scored. The best responses 
use words from the passage appropriately, demonstrate an understanding of the context and 
use synonyms effectively to show variety in language use. 

Partial credit scoring applies to Summarize written text. No credit is given for no response or an 
irrelevant response. This item type affects the scoring of the following: 

Overall score 

Communicative skills 

Reading and writing skills 

Summarize written text is an integrated skills item type that tests both your reading and writing 
skills in an academic environment. The key skills tested are on the next page. 
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• reading a passage under timed conditions 
• identifying a writer's purpose, style, tone, or attitude 
• comprehending explicit and implicit information 
• comprehending concrete and abstract information 

''''Mj,J. 
• writing a summary 
• writing under timed conditions 
• taking notes while reading a text 
• synthesizing information 
• writing to meet strict length requirements 
• communicating the main points of a reading passage in writing 
• using words and phrases appropriate to the context 
• using correct grammar 
• using correct spelling 

Your listening and speaking skills are not tested by this item type. 

Strategies 

Before writing 

• Read the passage carefully, focusing on the content. Try to infer the meaning of any unknown 
words and phrases. 

• Re-read the passage and take note of the topic sentences and key words if necessary. 

While writing 

• Focus on the key words. Your summary should include the main ideas presented in the 
passage. These are usually indicated in the topic sentences. 

• Do not include background knowledge or your own ideas. Remember that all of the 
information you need to write your summary is contained in the passage. 

• Do not refer back to the passage in your summary. Imagine that you have to do this for a 
person who has not seen the passage. 

• Use grammatical structures that you feel confident about. You will make fewer mistakes. 

After writing 

• Check the content of your summary. 

- Does it convey the main ideas in the passage? 
- Does it include essential supporting points? 

• Check the length of your summary. 

Is it expressed in one single complete sentence? Do not write more than one sentence. 
How many words does the sentence contain? Do not use more than 75 words or fewer 
than five words. 

• Check grammar, spelling and punctuation, and make corrections where necessary. 



Practice 

Below is a Summarize written text item for you to respond to. 

Pearson Test of english AI:ademIc ·lCtIhedne Marie GarO. 

RO;Jd tho P"ff~ bolow Olnd , umm.21"1'At ;ruling 0'"' IClnton<:ct. Type your ro,ponto In tho box .lttho borromot tho 'croon. Yo u h.JVo 10 
mlnlltvl to " nffh !hI, tuk YtJur (O'p<Jnfo...,/11 be JlJdgw o n tho q(JJfity of your wrlll()fJ .ltld o n how WI lt your III '"o,U 0 pre,ontJ tho b y 
palmi In tho ~ uO{lc. 

Why are the citiuns a' SGmt nallOns rich wue the inhablLlnts of oU'lC'fS are poor? II: IS surety lIue lh3t ample endO'M"nenu 01 energy. timber. 
3nd ~rtile land 3H help r.Jise wea!th. However ~ IUIll"i out !hal nal\ffi11 re sources are ont)' a very small part Qf I~ an~(. Far man: impol1lJn1ln 
determining the . ...earth 0/ the crtilenrv ;lre the fundamental polItlc a\ and Legal inS1JtutJons 0/ a natioo.lnstMons I!:uch as poIOCal St3bolty. S(!CUl"t: 
private property rights, and legll systems basea' on me rule of taw create the IncentIVes thai encourage people to mal«' long-LWd IfIvestments In 
improvinllland, and athtr forms 01 phySICal and human capital Thes e irMstmt nls raISe Ihe c ap~al stock. -...tuc h In lurn pfO'o'Ides lor more 
afO'Mh long ,n!O Iht 1'utIJ~ . Tht C\jmulawe cll tcts 01 U'lIS gllJV'oth ~r time eventualty y.t!i(l much higher siandards oIlMng. Ihc:..,. make Ihe 
C1trIensriCh. 

TotZll Word CotJ'It : 0 
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c- Read the passage. Then summarize it using one sentence. Write your response in 
the space provided below. To simulate the test conditions, give yourself only 10 minutes to 
respond to this item. 

Why are the citizens of some nations rich while the inhabitants of others are 
poor? It is surely true that ample endowments of energy. timber. and fertile 
land all help raise wealth . However it turns out that natural resources are only 
a very small part of the answer. Far more important in determining the wealth 
of the citizenry are the fundamental political and legal institutions of a nation. 
Institutions such as political stability. secure private property rights. and legal 
systems based on the rule of law create the incentives that encourage people to 
make long-lived investments in improving land. and other forms of physical and 
human capital. These investments raise the capital stock. which in turn provides 
for more growth long into the future. The cumulative effects of this growth over 
time eventually yield much higher standards of living: they make the citizens rich. 

e''W'§i@'¥p.17s l Now check the Answer key. 

: Remember. 

: during PTE 

: Academic you 
: will type in your : 
: response at a 
: test delivery 
: workstation . 
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Write essay 

Write essay is a long-answer writing item type. It tests your ability to write a persuasive or 
argumentative essay on a given topic. It assesses writing skills. The image below shows the item 
type. 

Pearson Test of~sh AcademIc - Katherine MM. GaIda 

'. You will n,J~e 20 mln~s [0 piJn, 'film. :Jnd revl,e oJn eU.::IY.Jb<lIItUle ffJP/c be/ow. Your rolponJC' wl/l c.. )udgedon how weI/you d, .. olop oJ In st ru ct ions .......------. poshion, OI'g'.Jn.ize your Idaas, pruonr lupportlng datlllJ, .Jnd control tho clements 0' rund.ul1 wrJUM Engll.h. You should wm. 200.JOO 
~ 

word •. 

'EducilltiOfll!O a rntical element 0( the p~sp~rrty ofarTi nation. The more e1fl./C'olled the people in 21 caun~ ilIr!:, the ma~ successrul thelf natiOil 
pro m pt . .....------. becomes ,' DI$~usS the ex1ent to . ....trich you 3Qrt:e or disagree v$ this statement Support your pornl 0/ view "'Ilth reasons and/or ex3mples flom 

~ 'fOurOVoTlexpenencl1orob~eIV3Dons 

QEJ 
~ TotalWorcieot.lt: 0 

PTE Academic: Write essay 

Below are the features of Write essay. 

1 Instructions are presented at the top of the computer screen. 

timer 

You will have 20 minutes to plan, write and revise an essay about the topic below. Your response 
will be judged on how well you develop a position, organize your ideas, present supporting 
details, and control the elements of standard written English. You should write 200-300 words. 

2 A prompt follows. 

"Education is a critical element to the prosperity of any nation. The more educated the people in a 
country are, the more successful their nation becomes." Discuss the extent to which you agree or 
disagree with this statement. Support your point of view with reasons and/or examples from your 
own experience or observations. 
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3 A response box follows. 

Total Word COU1t: 0 

Use this space to type your essay. You can select text within the response box with the mouse, 
and use the "Cut," "Copy" and "Paste" buttons to edit your response. The "Total Word Count" 
keeps track of the number of words written and updates as you type. 

4 The timer will count down from 20 minutes for this item type. Click on the "Next" button to 
go to the next item. 

There are one to two Write essay items in PTE Academic, depending on the combination of items 
in a given test. They are presented in a single block. This item type is individually timed. You have 
20 minutes to answer each Write essay item. After 20 minutes, the test will automatically move on 
to the next item . 

. Scoring 

Your score on Write essay is based on seven factors: 

>- Content: Does your response address the topic? 

Content is scored by determining if all aspects of the topic have been addressed in your 
response. The appropriateness of the details, examples and explanations used to support your 
point of view is also scored. If your essay does not address the topic, you will not receive any 
score points for your essay on any of the seven factors. Your essay will be scored zero. The best 
responses are on topic, contain logical and specific information and answer any questions 
asked. They also support any arguments with details, examples and/or explanations. 

>- Development, structure and coherence: Does your response demonstrate good 
development of ideas and a logical structure? 

Development, structure and coherence are scored according to the organization of your 
response. A well-developed response uses a logical organizational pattern, connects ideas and 

• 
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explains these connections. The best responses contain multiple paragraphs and have a clear 
introduction, body and conclusion that relate to the topic of the essay. Within paragraphs, ideas 
are clearly presented and supported with details, examples and/or explanations. Transitions 
between paragraphs are smooth. 

>- Form: Does your response meet the length requirement of between 200 and 300 words? 

Form is scored by counting the number of words in your response. You will receive full credit 
if your essay is between 200 and 300 words. Writing less than 200 words or more than 300 
words will decrease your score. If your essay contains less than 120 words or more than 380 
words, you will not receive any score points for your essay on any of the seven factors. Your 
essay will be scored zero. 

>- General linguistic range: Does your response use language that precisely conveys your 
ideas? 

General linguistic range is scored by determining if the language in your response accurately 
communicates your ideas. This includes your ability to provide clear descriptions, change 
emphasis, eliminate ambiguity, express subtleties in meaning, and use stylistic features to 
communicate meaning. You are more likely to receive full credit if you use complex sentence 
structures and vocabulary correctly, rather than consistently using simple sentence structures 
and vocabulary. This is because complex ideas are often expressed with complex sentence 
structures and vocabulary. The best responses use language that highlights key ideas, creatively 
expresses opinions and ensures clear communication. 

>- Grammar usage and mechanics: Does your response demonstrate correct grammatical 
usage and consistent control of standard written English? 

Grammar usage and mechanics are scored by examining sentence structure, punctuation and 
capitalization. The best responses contain high proportions of grammatically correct complex 
sentences that clearly communicate the intended meaning. 

>- Vocabulary range: Does your response demonstrate command of a broad vocabulary 
range? 

Vocabulary range is scored according to the variety of words in your response and their 
appropriateness in an academic environment. Synonyms, idiomatic expressions and academic 
terms are also assessed if appropriate. The best responses use precise academic terms and 
avoid repetition by using synonyms and idioms where appropriate. 

>- Spelling: Does your response demonstrate correct and consistent use of a single spelling 
convention? 

PTE Academic recognizes English spelling conventions from the United States, the United 
Kingdom, Australia and Canada. However, one spelling convention should be used consistently 
10 a given response. 



Partial credit scoring applies to Write essay. No credit is given for no response or an irrelevant 
response. This item type affects the scoring of the following: 

Overall score 
Communicative skills 

Enabling skills 

Writing skills 

Write essay tests your writing skills in an academic environment. Below are the key skills tested: 

• writing for a purpose (to learn, to inform, to persuade) 
• supporting an opinion with details, examples and explanations 
• organizing sentences and paragraphs in a logical way 
• developing complex ideas within a complete essay 
• using words and phrases appropriate to the context 
• using correct grammar 
• using correct spelling 
• using correct mechanics 
• writing under timed conditions 

Your listening and speaking skills are not tested by this item type, and your reading skills are only 
used to read the instructions and the prompt. 

. ~trat~gies 

Before writing 

• Read the essay prompt carefully. Consider exactly what the requirements of the essay are. For 
example, you may have to do one or more of the following: 

Agree or disagree with a statement. 
Argue for or against an opinion. 
Describe a situation. 
Answer a question. 
Discuss advantages or disadvantages. 

If your writing fails to meet anyone of the requirements of the essay, your score will be affected. 
If you write about something other than the topic presented in the prompt, your essay will be 
scored zero. 
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• Plan the content of your essay using the Erasable Noteboard Booklet and pen: 

Note any helpful ideas, phrases or words. 
Organize your ideas into groups. 
Sequence your ideas. 
Check your plan against the essay prompt. 

• Check the timer. Plan how much time you will use to write, allowing a few minutes at the end 
for revising and proofreading. 

While writing 

• Write quickly, referring to your plan when necessary. 
• Check the word count as you write. 

After writing 

• Read your essay and consider how effective it is: 

Is the content relevant to the topic given? 
Would the ideas and the way they are developed be clear to another reader? 
Is there an introduction to the topic? 
Is there a clear conclusion? 
Are new ideas introduced in separate paragraphs? 
Are the connections between sentences and paragraphs clear? 
Have a variety of words or phrases been used when referring to the same subject? 
Could the choice of words or phrases be improved? 

• Check the total word count. It should be between 200 and 300 words. If it is not, adjust the 
text length accordingly. 

• Check the grammar, spelling and punctuation, and make corrections where necessary. 

Practice 

Below is a Write essay item for you to respond to. 

You will h.J~e 10 mlnuref (OpI~,.. write lind revJro 3n .".Jy ,JfJourth. topic below. Your ""pOIllO will bejudgodon how well you develop" 
po,/rion. OlVJnizo your/do.n, prOJonr Jupportiflfl doullJ, ,mcieonfrol tho o/omom of .Und.mJ writton Eng/f.h. You shoutd wrlco100.JOO 
Word,. 

Tobxto, mOlinty In the form 01 cigarencs, is one 01 thc. mo~! lv.dc1y-uSCd drugs In the world. Over a ~on owiull.s rcga:ty smoltt tl)bacco every day. 
The lOng rerrn health costs are hlOh . for smokers themset--es. :1Od lor the ... older corrunun.'tyM'l terms oI l\ea/th care costs and lOst productMt'(. 

Do SCl't'trnmcnls have 31e1JI,m31e {Ol-e 10 IttJisiale to prOltt1 C!tllenS IT'Om the h;ltnlrul effects oIlheir O",'{I'I deCIsions 10 smoke, 01 are such decrsiMs 
uplolheloori.du:al? 

Totol Word CoUlt: 0 
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~ Read the topic. Then write an essay about the topic in the space provided below. 
You should write 200-300 words. To simulate the test conditions, give yourself only 20 

minutes to plan and respond to this item. 

Tobacco, mainly in the form of cigarettes, is one of the most widely-used 
drugs in the world. Over a billion adults legally smoke tobacco every day. 
The long term health costs are high-for smokers themselves, and for the 
wider community in terms of health care costs and lost productivity. 

Do governments have a legitimate role to legislate to protect citizens from 
the harmful effects of their own decisions to smoke, or are such decisions 
up to the individual? 

An swer key I!IIZl] Now check the Answer key. 
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Improving general writing skills 

Effective writing 

Effective writing, in both everyday and test situations, requires attention to the three areas listed 
below. Although not all of these areas will be tested in PTE Academic, improving your skills in 
each area will help your general language proficiency and improve your overall performance in 
the test. 

> Organization 
• State the purpose clearly. For example, "This report recommends the use of a new 

computer program." 
• Use topic sentences to convey the key ideas. 
• Arrange the sections, paragraphs and information in a logical order. For example, follow 

a sequence of introduction, body text and conclusion. 
• Use signposting words such as "first," "second," "finally" to indicate the overall organization 

and coherence of your writing. 
• Follow different structural conventions for different types of writing. For example, 

include sub-headings in a report. 

> Readers' needs 
• Think about what the target readers already know and what they need to know. Include 

all necessary information. For example, in an academic report, include the necessary 
background information to help readers understand what will be discussed. 

• Indicate your purpose at the beginning. For example, state what you will do or what 
argument and/or message you will put forward. 

• Arrange ideas or information in a way that is easy to follow and understand. 
• Use formatting, style and register that are appropriate for the target readers. Follow 

standard conventions for a specific genre. 

> Control of language 
• Ensure the range of vocabulary and choice of words are appropriate to the context and 

convey the intended meaning. For example, when describing a reputable university, use 
"well-known" instead of "famous." 

• Use different forms of expression to make your writing interesting. For example, "We 
need to consider this program because it will increase revenue," or "We should think about 
the increased revenue that this program can produce." 

• Use verb tenses correctly to reflect the intended times of and connections between events. 
For example, "Work on the study had only just started when the head of research resigned." 
This indicates that the head of research left the study soon after the work began. 

• Use grammatical structures correctly to construct complete sentences and to build 
connections between ideas. For example, "While we were searching for a solution" is not 
a complete sentence because the information is dependent on additional detail that has 
not been included. The idea needs to be constructed as "We found a possible answer while 



- ----------- -------- --------------- - ---- .... i"mm,,!If@iiu._ 

we were searching for a solution." The cause and effect relationship is clear in the sentence 
"Results were delayed because of problems with the database." 

• Use punctuation and spelling correctly to enhance the readers' understanding. 

Understanding your strengths and weaknesses 

Improving your writing skills starts with an understanding of your own strengths and weaknesses. 
This will allow you to concentrate on the areas which need to be improved in general, or specifically 
as preparation for taking PTE Academic. Use the checklist below to assess your current writing 
skills and to decide on priority areas for improvement. 

Effective writing 

Or anization 

I can use appropriate and standard structural 
conventions for different types of writing. 

Readers' needs 

I think about what my readers already know and 
what they need to know and include all necessary 
information. 

I follow normal organizational and language 
conventions for specific types of writing. 

Control of language 

I can use appropriate words and expressions to 
express the intended meaning. 

My current proficiency level 

High Low 
Priority for 

improvement 
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Developing your writing skills 

Follow the suggestions below to improve your general writing skills. 

>- Read more. 
• Read for pleasure and interest to build your language appreciation and knowledge. 
• Develop a habit of reading in English to become familiar with effective expressions in 

writing. 

Locate and read different types of texts, such as news reports, short stories, editorials, 
descriptions of places or trips, news about scientific inventions, or the development of 
new technology. 
Notice how the text is organized-main idea and examples, arguments for and against, 
past vs. present vs. future, eye-catching headline followed by facts, etc. 
Ask yourself what the purpose of the text is. 
Note words and expressions that are useful for topics that you may write about. 
Find and review sentences or phrases that show connections between different ideas. 
Check how the text ends. How does the writer reach a conclusion? What words or 
expressions are used to end the text? 

>- Practice writing. Take every opportunity to write in English. 
• Write emails and text messages in English. Exchange information with English-speaking 

friends or contacts. 
• Keep a journal. Write about your feelings and describe the events that happen. Explain 

your views about different topics. 
• Write about a topic under timed conditions. Choose a topic and set a time limit. Write as 

much as you can within the time limit. Then ask yourself what was most challenging
planning what to write, finding something to write about, writing enough words, getting 
your ideas conveyed within the time limit, or allocating time for planning and review. 
Practice again, focusing on the areas you found challenging and trying to improve your 
effectiveness each time you write. 

• Obtain feedback and revise. Show what you write to English-speaking teachers or friends 
for comments. Use their feedback to revise your writing. 

• Take an online or classroom-based writing course. This will allow you to get writing 
practice that is tailored to your proficiency level and needs. 

>- Develop an editing checklist for the areas that you need to improve, such as 
grammatical structures and vocabulary. 
• Note what you need to pay attention to and improve. For example, you may need to 

practice more on parts of speech, or subject-verb agreement. Add these items to your 
editing checklist under a heading, for example, "Grammar." 

• List areas that you are not sure about, for example, when to use "confidence" or 
"confident." Check with a textbook, the Internet, or ask a teacher or friend to find out the 
answers. Make notes in your editing checklist. 

• Use the "spellcheck" function when you are working on a computer, and note any spelling 
mistakes. Ask yourself which words you are not sure how to spell. Look up the spellings 
and add them to your checklist. 



• Add new words and phrases to your list regularly. Expand and consolida te your knowledge 
of the words used frequently in academic texts. You may refer to Longman Exams Dictionary 
for a list of academic words as well as lists of the most frequent words categorized by 
topic. 

• Review your checklist regularly to strengthen specific areas of your written English. 

Writing strategies 

Follow a sequence of "Plan, draft, check and finalize" to write effectively. 

>- Plan 
• Consider carefully: 

your purpose for writing, for example, to give information, or to persuade your readers 
to do something. 
the topic(s) you want to cover. 
who the intended readers are and what they may already know about the topic(s). 

• Make notes of the key ideas you want to include. 
• Arrange your notes in a logical order that will effectively convey your message to your 

readers. Remove any ideas you decide not to use. 

>- Draft 
• Draft your text, referring to the plan you have made. Aim to write quickly, expressing 

your ideas as best as you can. At this stage, try not to spend a lot of time composing each 
separate sentence. 

>- Check 
• Review what you have written. Try to put yourself in the position of your readers, and 

mark any expressions or points which you feel are unclear, or could be improved. 
• Make changes and review again. 
• Check grammar, spelling and punctuation, and make corrections where necessary. 

>- Finalize 
• Produce a final version. 

Sources of written English 

• The Internet includes examples of all types of writing. 
• News articles, essays and reports provide good examples of organization. They often put the 

main point at the beginning, use topic sentences to start paragraphs and develop an argument 
or discussion in a logical way. As these genres generally cover a range of topics, they are good 
sources of vocabulary and expressions in specific subject areas. They can also provide useful 
examples of logical argument and the use of linking words and phrases to express relationships 
between ideas. 

• Online English courses and textbooks provide models for different types of writing with 
common organizational structures and useful language. 

• 
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• Academic journals in different fields of study contain articles with abstracts which summarize 
purpose, content and conclusions. 

• Novels and short stories are useful sources of various written styles of English. They will also 
help to increase your vocabulary. 

Preparing for PTE Academic 

To prepare for PTE Academic, you should practice the writing skills that you will be assessed on 
in the test: 

• Read Chapter 4 of the Official Guide to obtain information on all aspects of the writing item 
types in the test and practice responding to the example items. 

• Use the CD-ROM included with the Official Guide to gain further practice in responding to 
writing items. 

• Use the PTE Academic Tutorial available at www.pearsonpte.com to learn how to respond to 
these items in the actual test. 

• Take a practice test available at www.pearsonpte.com. 

Refer to the section "Resources" in Chapter 2 of the Official Guide for further information. 



PTE Academic 

• 
In 

Part 2: Reading of PTE Academic tests your ability to understand written English in an academic 
environment. 

Reading skills 
The reading skills tested in PTE Academic include the following: 

• identifying the topic, theme or main ideas 
• identifying supporting points or examples 
• identifying words and phrases appropriate to the context 
• identifying a writer's purpose, style, tone, or attitude 
• identifying the relationships between sentences and paragraphs 
• understanding academic vocabulary 
• understanding the difference between connotation and denotation 
• inferring the meaning of unfamiliar words 
• comprehending explicit and implicit information 
• comprehending concrete and abstract information 
• classifying and categorizing information 
• following a logical or chronological sequence of events 
• evaluating the quality and usefulness of texts 
• reading a text under timed conditions 
• evaluating and synthesizing information 
• reading for information to infer meanings or find relationships 
• reading for overall organization and connections between pieces of information 
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• identifying specific details, facts, opinions, definitions or sequences of events 
• identifying the most accurate summary (in Part 3 Listening) 
• matching written text to speech (in Part 3 Listening) 

Overview 
Reading item types require you to understand an authentic text from an academic source. 

Five item types appear in the reading part of PTE Academic. The total time to complete the 
reading part of the test is approximately 32-41 minutes, depending on the combination of items 
in a given test. Reading & writing: Fill in the blanks is an integrated item type that assesses both 
reading and writing skills. 

Part 2 (reading) total time: 32-4 1 minutes 

Item type 

Multiple-choice, 
choose single 

Task 

After reading a text, answer a multiple-choice 
question on the content or tone of the text by 
selecting one response. 

Several text boxes appear on screen in 
random order. Put the text boxes in the 
correct order. 

A text appears on screen with several blanks. 
Drag words or phrases from the blue box to 
fflLin the blanks. 

A text appears on screen with several blanks. 
Fill in the blanks by selecting words from 
several drop down lists of response options. 
\. 

Skills 
assessed 

reading 

reading 
and writing 

Text length 

text up to 
300 words 

text up to 
80 words 

text up to 
300 words 

Authentic texts about academic subjects in the humanities, natural sciences or social sciences are 
presented. Although you may not be familiar with the topics presented, all the information you 
need to answer the items is contained in the texts. 

You may take notes using the Erasable Noteboard Booklet and pen, and use these notes as a guide 
when answering the items. 

Reading item types are not timed individually. You can refer to the timer in the upper right hand 
corner of the computer screen, "Time Remaining:' which counts down the time remaining for the 
reading part. 
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Multiple-choice, choose single answer 

Multiple-choice, choose single answer is a multiple-choice reading item type with a single correct 
response. It tests your ability to analyze, interpret and evaluate a short reading text on an academic 
subject. It assesses reading skills. The image below shows the item type. 

AIIftIon -...: of English kadal/c - Kalhedne Mlrie Glrda 

E-.oery dllY mil~OM of liglt and computers are left on in descr'led of1icts, 
apartrTlents and houses. ErMronmental aClMsts say that smply SWCChing 
them off could ClIt SydneYs greenhouse 03S elT\l5sions by five pCfcenl oYet 
Ulene:a~. 

Per ClI&lh. Australia Is one of the world's largeSt producers at carbon 
dcade and OCher gaSe:5 that many scientists believt are helpmg to watm (he 

reading text E","'",mosphm,caus., cOmote """t. 
~IoI'III-St3tld"mgd:rou9ht)(ldSenouswalers.hOrl<lgeSIn.6ustrahltiM:! 

tocus.ed moch atterdan on clmate chenge. Some expert's WlIm higher 
tef'l'lpCf2tUl1ls tOlAd Ie;we this nation oj 20 mdlon P!Ople 81 the mercy 01 
more S~re dJoughs and devaSlatlng tropica' cydones. 

R."d thl text :tnd .:an\w.r the muhlpl •• ~hole. qu.,don by • • 
sellcting the correct r"ponse. Only ona ruponse It ~ Instructions 
corner. . ~ 

One present inacalor of climate chanoe In AustJ"a!ia Is 

=~~~J 
...«e--------;-~-.  response options 

O carbonllKOOde 

Odtoughl 

tL... _ __________ --:-;_~-.  radio button 

PTE Academic: Multiple-choice. choose single answer 

Below are the features of Multiple-choice, choose single answer. 

1 Instructions are presented at the top right side of the computer screen. 

Read the text and answer the multiple-choice question by selecting the correct response. Only 
one response is correct. 

en 
c:::::: 

"C 
ctS 
Q) 

IX: 
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2 A reading text is presented on the left side. 

Every day millions of lights and computers are left on in deserted offices, apartments and houses. 
Environmental activists say that simply switching them off could cut Sydney's greenhouse gas 
emissions by five percent over the next year. 

Per capita, Australia is one of the world's largest producers of carbon dioxide and other gases that 
many scientists believe are helping to warm the Earth's atmosphere, causing climate upset. 

A long-standing drought and serious water shortages in Australia have focused much attention on 
climate change. Some experts warn higher temperatures could leave this nation of 20 million people 
at the mercy of more severe droughts and devastating tropical cyclones. 

3 A prompt with three to five response options follows the instructions. 

One present indicator of climate change in Australia is __ 

o environmental activists. 

o gas emissions. 

o carbon dioxide. 

o drought. 

To select a response, click on the corresponding radio button or the response itself. Your 
response will be highlighted in yellow. To deselect your response, click on the radio button or 
the response again. To change your response, click on a different radio button or a different 
response. 

4 Click on the "Next" button to go to the next item. The timer for the reading part will continue 
runnmg. 

The reading texts for this item type are up to 300 words in length. There are two to three Multiple
choice, choose single answer items in the reading part of PTE Academic, depending on the 
combination of items in a given test. They are presented together in a single block. 
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Scoring 

Your response is scored as either correct or incorrect. No credit is given for no response or an 
incorrect response. This item type affects the scoring of the following: 

Overall score 

Written discourse 

Reading skills 

Multiple -choice, choose single answer tests your reading skills in an academic environment. Any of 
the following reading skills could be tested by this item type: 

> Main idea or gist: Read for and identify the main idea or theme of the text. For example, 
"What is the central focus of the text?" 

> Detailed information: Read for and identify specific details , facts, opinions, definitions or 
sequences of events. For example, "According to the text, which of the following contributed 
to young people joining the movement?" 

> Writer's purpose: Read for and understand the function of what the writer says, or identify 
the reasons why the writer mentions specific pieces of information. For example, "What 
does the writer seek to achieve in the text?" 

> Organization: Read for and identify the overall organization and connections between 
pieces of information. This evaluates your ability to link different parts of the text together. 
For example, "What do the first sentence and third paragraph have in common?" 

> Inference: Read a text and infer meanings, form, generalizations, make predictions, find 
relationships or draw conclusions. For example, "What conclusion about the monarchy can 
be drawn from the arguments presented in the text?" 

> Textual value: Read for and assess the quality and usefulness of the text. For example, 
"Which of the following statements leads you to question the reliability of the information 
presented by the writer?" 
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> Stylistics: Read for and identify the writer's attitude, feelings or degree of certainty on 
an issue. For example, "In line five the writer uses the word 'guy.' What do you think is the 
reason for this?» 

Your listening, speaking and writing skills are not tested by this item type. 

Strategies 

Before reading 

• Read the prompt carefully. This will help you understand what to read for. 
• Skim the response options quickly. 

While reading 

• Read the whole text carefully. 
• Identify the main idea and supporting points. 
• Do not focus too much on unfamiliar words. Try to infer the meaning of these words from 

the context. 

After reading 

• Read the response options and select the correct one. 

First eliminate any response options which you feel sure are incorrect. 
Then select one of the remaining response options. Do not try to simply match words or 
phrases with those in the text. Sometimes incorrect options contain the same words as the 
text. 

• Check your response if you are not sure. 

If the prompt relates to a detail, find the relevant part of the text to check the response 
option you have chosen. 
If the prompt relates to a more general aspect of the text, quickly re-read the text to check 
the response option you have chosen. 

• Do not change your first response unless you feel sure that it is incorrect. 
• Make a guess if you are still not sure which is the correct response. It is better to attempt to 

answer the item rather than leave it unanswered. 
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Practice 

Below is a Multiple-choice, choose single answer item for you to respond to. 

The artists ~rr: not '" rid1 man's rrM:lIOU$ eCkJioon 10 his entourage tM an 
essential part 01 a Sciftfllll'lC I~ In the age oefore pfiOlOgrJphy. Their 
pnncipal task was ttl dfllW the specimens thai the sCientlslS ca~ecled. 
Alhough the naturalists, such as Bai'tks, LnC ended to preseM some of their 
specl~ns and tllkl! them home to England, II would nOI be practical to do 
so with all or them. Banks 31st! ttq]ecltd to M secl cerTall1 arWTt31s, an::l lhe 
artists WO\lId prtstM a rl!cortl oIlhl$ ~. In addidon to lneil sCIentific 
drawir.gs , Banks want2d the a~ts to $!«fth the people and places Uley 
visited 

Rud the tu t lnd .1nn~.' the mulriple< holu quutlon by 
ut., ting the corred u.lpons • . Only 0110 talPOnlC b 
t OtnlCt. 

\rVtHe h 01 the foUCPMng can be in(tlTt'd from the text? 

o =O~~~~=-nluar~ m.ade sctentiF.c eJqIe~ons 

o Artists: perlormed av.!netyof ladcs in earlySCient:i11C 
c-;.:pioratJOO5. 

o NalurakslS lhemstIo.1!:S\'Y(!re oftenlalerad artists . 

o Dissl!cling specimen was no: at osetv13t lalong !hem 
10 England. 

-
Read the prompt and the text. Then select the correct response. 

The artists were not a rich man 's frivolous addition to his entourage but an essential part of a 
scientific team in the age before photography. Their principal task was to draw the specimens 
that the scientists collected. Although the naturalists, such as Banks, intended to preserve some 
of their specimens and take them home to England, it would not be practical to do so with all of 
them. Banks also expected to dissect certain animals, and the artists would preserve a record of 
this work. In addition to their scientific drawings, Banks wanted the artists to sketch the people and 
places they visited . 

Which of the following can be inferred from the text? 

o Photography eventually made scientific expeditions more productive. 

o Artists performed a variety of tasks in early scientific explorations . 

o Naturalists themselves were often talented artists . 

o Dissecting specimens was not as useful as taking them to England. 

'4MM'ii¥8 p.181I Now check the Answer key. 

Remember, during 

PTE Academic you will 
give your response by 

clicking on a response 

at a test delivery 
workstation . 

II 
C') 
c::: 

"C 
«S 
Q) 

c:: 
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Multiple-choice, choose multiple answers 

Multiple-choice, choose multiple answers is a multiple-choice reading item type with more than 
one correct response. It tests your ability to analyze, interpret and evaluate a short reading text on 
an academic subject. It assesses reading skills. The image below shows the item type. 

"""...a....-.. 0 . .......... ~ tirnpr 
il'el. JIOII •• 'Ii.iISt. of.£ng!I •• sh. "-.II:ad . .... mI.c.·ii-i . ne. "-..... Gerdiii·iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil-.s.".lIiiiiiiiiiiii::::!1 ~ timer 

The T~ and Caitos I~ands tro a mUl:i-lNod archijlel3go ac Iho 
sOClthemllp OlIN Bahamas chain, app~tt550mies~eas! 
01 Florida , The Islands are an fM:l"Sa$lrnitofy Dllhf Ut'IIled Kingdom 
akhOugh 1t1~ ~rclse It hlgn degree 01 local po£tJCJI avtonomy. The 
economy 0( Itle islands rests many on founsm, wi[h some contribution 
rrom ot1shore banldtlg: and 1i~1l. 

p~ schOOling Is dMded 'do eight gt"3du. Wllh most puprls trUnng 
atlhe age affouryeat1 andlea-Mg at~.M.trlWOldndergartel\ 
years, Grades ' .6 ar!l Covtred bya graded curriculum In maIM , 
I~age and selenee that incrnsl!s In d~3$ pupils getok!er. 
There i9 I"aIt repe:tJIion and pup:ts art ~d to progre$1 ltvough 
primary KhOOl l'llheY aoe cohorts. AI the end 01 primary schoolng. 
pupils sil an ~tion thai: nrves to stream them In !he secoooatY 
school salling. Primary and SKOOO'8fy schOOl ervofment IS Wrually 

~""""".'. 
There are a total 0( len gavemmenl prirrwy schools OIl the islands. 01 
these, se-.oen a(~ large e-notJgh to ~ani2e pupils into single.grade 
classrooms. PupWs in lhese schools are gener1it IJrDUped by age me 
m~d 1b"v cI1SSCS. The remaining tho!e schools, becal,lu 01 their 
smatl pupil numbtrs, OJ)efale with IT'IlIIigrade greL.!pings. They serve 
commuooe s oMIh small populallonswhose children CaMel trMI lO a 
neighbOlJl'M-.g laroer primary school. PuplJs in thfSe ctastes $PM up to 
IhleC!gr:ktll!andage ~OIJps . 

As 1M H classroom Otganbodon ~ concemed,lhe rnutigrade and 
rl"IOI"IO!V3de classrooms ~ sunilIII' In tMns of the runbe( of pupils ¥ld 
the ge~ seating a~tnts:, 'MIh pupils in rows facing the 
blac~ l'hett Is no ""denCI! th3lthe fTlIAigrade teachers operate In 
a pof1icUMty ~source·poor erMrooOlenl in the Turlcs and Caltos 
ISlands This Is in contrUt 10 s~s·cooduct.e:d In other dew\opr.g 
counllycOOl.ex1S 

Re:1d the ten .1nd onswerthe quet.tlon by seteodna ~lIlh. ~ instructions 
oorr.ttr.$ponns.Yo"'wllll1udrOJcroctmoro~l1ol1o ~ 
relp-ol1JC, 

k cordrlg to II'e Ie>!, whtch 01 lite loCav.lflQ slatements can be 
coocioded abOU'l prim!fYclas~ In the TUM and Caicos I$lcmds? 

o Muiigrade clas$.ts arc mail'lly/'ound in smaijer schOOls 

OMoSf primary puptl$ are In mulligradc classes. 

o Parents can choose to sendthetr ctl!cllO a multigrade 
school. 

o Mulbgrade classes life ff)(the ~st me grades. 

response options 

tL--------------------~~~checkbox 

PTE Academic : Multiple-choice. choose multiple answers 

Below are the features of Multiple-choice, choose multiple answers. 

1 Instructions are presented at the top right side of the computer screen. 

Read the text and answer the question by selecting all the correct responses. More than one 
response is correct. 
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2 A reading text is presented on the left side. 

The Turks and Caicos Islands are a multi-island archipelago at the southern tip of the Bahamas 
chain, approximately 550 miles south-east of Florida. The islands are an overseas territory of the 
United Kingdom although they exercise a high degree of local political autonomy. The economy of 
the islands rests mainly on tourism, with some contribution from offshore banking and fishing. 

Primary schooling is divided into eight grades, with most pupils entering at the age of four years and 
leaving at twelve. After two kindergarten years, Grades 1-6 are covered by a graded curriculum in 
maths, language and science that increases in difficulty as pupils get older. There is little repetition 
and pupils are expected to progress through primary school in their age cohorts. At the end of 
primary schooling, pupils sit an examination that serves to stream them in the secondary school 
setting. Primary and secondary school enrolment is virtually universal. 

There are a total of ten government primary schools on the islands. Of these, seven are large 
enough to organize pupils into single-grade classrooms. Pupils in these schools are generally 
grouped by age into mixed ability classes. The remaining three schools, because of their small pupil 
numbers, operate with multigrade groupings. They serve communities with small populations whose 
children cannot travel to a neighboring larger primary school. Pupils in these classes span up to 
three grade and age groups. 

As far as classroom organization is concerned, the multigrade and monograde classrooms are 
similar in terms of the number of pupils and the general seating arrangements, with pupils in rows 
facing the blackboard. There is no evidence that the multigrade teachers operate in a particularly 
resource-poor environment in the Turks and Caicos Islands. This is in contrast to studies conducted 
in other developing country contexts. 

3 A prompt with five to seven response options follows the instructions. 

According to the text, which of the following statements can be 
concluded about primary classes in the Turks and Caicos Islands? 

o Multigrade classes are mainly found in smaller schools. 

o Most primary pupils are in multigrade classes. 

o Parents can choose to send their child to a multigrade school. 

o Most primary pupils are in mixed ability classes. 

o Multigrade classes are for the youngest three grades. 

To select a response, click on the corresponding checkbox or the response itself. Your response 
will be highlighted in yellow. To deselect your response, click on the checkbox or the response 
again. To change your responses, click on a different checkbox or a different response. 

4 Click on the "Next" button to go to the next item. The timer for the reading part will continue 
runnrng. 

II 
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The reading texts for this item type are up to 300 words in length. There are two to three Multiple
choice, choose multiple answers items in the reading part of PTE Academic, depending on the 
combination of items in a given test. They are presented together in a single block. 

Scoring 

If all response options are correct, you receive the maximum score points for this item type. If 
one or more response options are incorrect, partial credit scoring applies. This is the first of three 
item types where you can lose points if you choose any incorrect options. For any wrong options 
chosen 1 point is deducted, whilst correct options are given 1 point. Make sure you are confident 
in your choices. This item type affects the scoring of the following: 

Overall score 

Communicative skills 

Reading skills 

Multiple-choice, choose multiple answers tests your reading skills in an academic environment. Any 
of the following reading skills could be tested by this item type: 

~ Main idea or gist: Read for and identify the main idea or theme of the text. For example, 
"What are the main ideas in the text?" 

~ Detailed information: Read for and identify specific details, facts, opinions, definitions or 
sequences of events. For example, "According to the text, which of the following indicate 
sleep deprivation?" 

~ Writer's purpose: Read for and understand the function of what the writer says, or identify 
the reasons why the writer mentions specific pieces of information. For example, "What 
does the writer seek to achieve in the text?" 

~ Organization: Read for and identify the overall organization and connections between 
pieces of information. This evaluates your ability to link different parts of the text together. 
For example, "What are the relationships between the second and third paragraphs?" 



~ Inference: Read a text and infer meanings, form generalizations, make predictions, find 
relationships or draw conclusions. For example, "What conclusions about organic produce 
can be drawn from the arguments presented in the text?" 

~ Textual value: Read for and assess the quality and usefulness of the text. For example, 
"Which of the following statements leads you to question the reliability of the information 
presented by the writer?" 

~ Stylistics: Read for and identify the writer's attitude, feelings or degree of certainty on an 
issue. For example, "In line three the writer uses the phrase 'happy as a clam.' What do think 
are the reasons for this?" 

Your listening, speaking and writing skills are not tested by this item type. 

Strategies 

Before reading 

• Read the prompt carefully. This will help you understand what to read for. 
• Skim the response options quickly. 

While reading 

• Read the whole text carefully. 
• Identify the main idea and supporting points. 
• Do not focus too much on unfamiliar words. Try to infer the meaning of these words from 

the context. 

After reading 

• Read the response options and select the correct ones. 

First eliminate any response options which you feel sure are incorrect. 
Then select all the correct responses from the remaining response options. Do not try 
to simply match words or phrases with those in the text. Sometimes incorrect options 
contain the same words as the text. 

• Check your responses if you are not sure. 

If the prompt relates to a detail, find the relevant parts of the text to check the response 
options you have chosen. 
If the prompt relates to a more general aspect of the text, quickly re-read the text to check 
the response options you have chosen. 

• Do not change your first responses unless you feel sure that they are incorrect. 

II 
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Practice 

Below is a Multiple-choice, choose multiple answers item for you to respond to. 

There is :J part of Spain's SUl\-b3~ Andaluclll1h311s ~lIoo1inary 
not only because 01 its unspoiled terrain and autherlk: Spanish 
IIaclfions but also bKause at lIS caveS. These are not dark. damp 
holes:,.,..;m drippit'fg~ and evil smeis. They aTe residences, 
ancient Bronze Age dwelirlgs nnw being relurtlshed for hUndreds of 
2151 century Spaniards. In Galera, the region's most Importanl\.1llaGe. 
iI'$ nstimated Ihat there are at least 1,000 such habitations carved irlto 
its I"iIskles We take old caves, rellCl'V3te them, then sell them on: 
says Rob Oakley. office manager of leading developer Galera 
Enterprises 'Our company was set up by someone v.f1o d'"rSCovered 
Ihe area 01 Galera when it was just a lourist attraction 15 years ago 
and <aN its potential' The andent abod~ are transformed from 
rough cavts 111'10 relatively ILOO.Iriou$ homes, equipped out with 
amenities bke ele:ctriciry and sawage. phone rifles:. nKlning hot water. 
even Inu~mel connections. 

Rud \he text.lnd :tn,wer \he qu.nlon by IOlecrinlii 0111 the 
eorrut responns. You will nead to 'olect moM fbim ono 
",'ponso. 

VVh:ch 01 the follOWing words hava the same meaning In !he 
passage as: ',esidences"? 

o abodes 

Oamenaies 

o connections 

Odwenrngs 

OhaMatioM 

o hillSides 

Oltrraio 

Read the prompt and the text. Then select all the correct responses. 

There is a part of Spain's sun-baked Andalucia that is extraordinary not only because of its 
unspoiled terrain and authentic Spanish traditions but also because of its caves. These are not dark, 
damp holes, with dripping water and evil smells. They are residences, ancient Bronze Age dwellings 
now being refurbished for hundreds of 21 st century Spaniards. In Galera, the region's most 
important village, it's estimated that there are at least 1,000 such habitations carved into its hillsides. 
"We take old caves, renovate them, then sell them on," says Rob Oakley, office manager of leading 
developer Galera Enterprises. "Our company was set up by someone who discovered the area of 
Galera when it was just a tourist attraction 15 years ago and saw its potentiaL" The ancient abodes 
are transformed from rough caves into relatively luxurious homes, equipped out with amenities like 
electricity and sewage, phone lines, running hot water, even Internet connections. 

Which of the following words have the same meaning in the 
passage as "residences"? 

0 abodes 

[J amenities 

0 connections 

0 dwellings 

0 habitations 

0 hillsides 

0 terrain 

Answe r key I:i2im Now check the Answer key. 

Remember, during PTE Academic you 

will give your response by clicking 

on responses at a test delivery 

workstation . 
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Re-order paragraphs 

Re-order paragraphs is a reading item type with a single correct order for the text boxes in a 
reading text. It tests your ability to understand the organization and cohesion of an academic text. 
It assesses reading skills. The image below shows the item type. 

Pearson Test of english Academic - Kiltllerine Marie Garda timer 

instructions . .....-------. The tut bo.ICO f In the left p,Jnol h,Jve boon plolCed In" 'olndom order. ROitoro the orlgln,J/flrdcr by d'olSl9fng rho flIxt boxes from rho left 
~ 

pMolrofhor#ghrp02nof. 

Source 

f/ 
I 

He OC(W~ed Protcsscr FltlQefald 01 the Ullverslly of 
t-tJll to set \..P a SOAv Into this motte-. 

I 
[Professor Fltz(,'Efeld to:'J his tum stu::I!ed mae Ihcrl 

47CJXJwomen. 

~ fu! wo __•   .sked to 1111 In a """,Ucrru"lbrut I 
their det Q"'d «::o..Jt their soffe'lng from -'CT'Ie. 

right panel 

No IIrk was fCU"ld betweei'l ecne ax:I b"b11tlcnally 
SI...l:';:>eCt food su:h as cro:olete m::I chips. 

I~ I Doclrr Byron "" Ie<>;) hekllNllh«e Is. IWI< "'tween 

arrow buttons 

~~ 
diet lr'Id acne. 

arrow buttons 
(left/right) I 

I 

PTE Academic: Re-order paragraphs 

Below are the features of Re-order paragraphs. 

1 Instructions are presented at the top of the computer screen. 

The text boxes in the left panel have been placed in a random order. Restore the original order 
by dragging the text boxes from the left panel to the right panel. 

II 
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2 The left panel, "Source:' contains four or five text boxes. 

Source 

He convinced Professor Fitzgerald of the University of 
Hull to set up a study into this matter. 

Professor Fitzgerald and his team studied more than 
47000 women. 

The women were asked to fitl in a questionnaire about 
their diet and about their suHering from acne. 

No tink was found between acne and traditionally 
suspec1 food such as chocolate and chips. 

Doctor Byron has long held that there is a link between 
diet and acne. 

3 The right panel, "Target," is empty. 

Target 

To select a text box, click on the text box. The text box will be highlighted in blue. To deselect 
a text box, click on another text box. 

There are three ways to move a selected text box. 

• Hold the left button of the mouse down and drag the text box between the panels. You can 
also drag text boxes within a panel. 

• Click on the leftlright arrow buttons to move the text box between panels. You can also use 
the up/down arrow buttons to re-order the text boxes in the right panel. 

• Double click on a selected text box. It will move to the bottom of the opposite panel. 



4 Click on the "Next" button to go to the next item. The timer for the reading part will continue 
running. 

The reading texts for this item type are up to 150 words in length. There are two to three Re-order 
paragraphs items in PTE Academic, depending on the combination of items in a given test. They 
are presented together in a single block. 

Scoring 

If all text boxes are in the correct order, you receive the maximum score points for this item type. 
If one or more text boxes are in the wrong order, partial credit scoring applies. This item type 
affects the scoring of the following: 

Overall score 
Communicative skills 

Listening 

Reading 

Enabling skills 

Rea~ing skills 

Speaking 
. ................. ;. 

Writing 

Spelling Vo-

cabulary Written 

discourse 

Re-order paragraphs tests your reading skills in an academic environment. Below are the key skills 
tested: 

• identifying the topic, theme or main ideas 
• identifying supporting points or examples 
• identifying the relationships between sentences and paragraphs 
• understanding academic vocabulary 
• understanding the difference between connotation and denotation 
• inferring the meaning of unfamiliar words 
• comprehending explicit and implicit information 
• comprehending concrete and abstract information 

II 
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• classifying and categorizing information 
• following a logical or chronological sequence of events 

Your listening, speaking and writing skills are not tested by this item type. 

Strategies 

Before reading 

• Skim all the sentences in the text boxes quickly. This will help you understand the topic of 
the text. 

While reading 

• Read all the sentences in the text boxes carefully. 
• Look for the topic/main sentence. This is probably a general statement about the topic. It will 

not start with words such as «however" and "nevertheless," nor is it likely to contain pronouns 
that refer to anything in another sentence. 

• Think about the possible relationships between the sentences. 

After reading 

• Move the topic sentence to the right panel. Do not worry at this stage if you "feel unsure. You 
can re-order sentences la ter if you change your mind. 

• Select a sentence that follows logically from the topic sentence. Repeat this process until you 
have reconstructed the whole text. Use language clues as well as the meaning of the sentences 
to do this: 

Pay attention to grammatical relationships. For example, nouns are often replaced by 
pronouns in subsequent sentences, and an indefinite article frequently precedes a definite 
article before the same noun. 
Look for words and phrases that signal a transition between ideas, for example, "and," 
"but" or "finally." 
Pay attention to the sequence of information, such as the chronological order of a narrative 
or the order of a process. 

• Re-read the text after re-ordering the text boxes to check that it makes sense. 
• Attempt the item if you are not sure about the correct order. It is better to attempt it than to 

leave any text boxes unordered. 



Practice 

Below is a Re-order paragraphs item for you to respond to. 

Til. tw.1lrt ltol"" In the IefIp;JM' ho1vo hen plH~ 1t1 0 (:Jndom order, RoU!oro the orlgln:J/lJi'd" bydr.ttW1nghNXf boxe, (rom dteWt 
".,no' to u.. right p:UtOJ. 

SuitI. wlll~, Ihc>.ql rot _, crud ."-m J thlse~. 

I 
But hkeyw(¥j,,~etoreally feel....twtt-eod"'e' 
person cr P5'ty wcYlted.nj felt 
The c:ilmate or c::perness.nj 1T.n;p.senc:y he CTeded r, 
t'Is...w-o, If reollcat<d wllHn Ih! f"",I!y, Ih! 
""lXI"~. crinpolilks. wruId . ..... t n """.,,,,&"<1 
mcJ"9 o:::r6b'u:tIve <XA:comes. 

Aogo-s f.l< <hot ~ hod Ih! mosIlfr()C)'Urot 
IX> n tt-e wald, be<4.oe ""moteIv. It was not Ih! 
~I """"" 1M wcUd ""'" us. t>.t betbY _actIa"s between......., be"OS. 

" 

Read the text boxes. Then restore the original order by drawing a line from the text box on 
the left to the space provided on the right. 

Source 

Such a willingness, though not easy, could 
transform those involved. 

But the key was a desire to really feel what the 
other person or party wanted and felt. 

The climate of openness and transparency he 
created in his sessions, if replicated within the 
family, the corporation, or in politics, would 
result in less angst and more constructive 
outcomes. 

Rogers felt that psychologists had the most 
important job in the world, because ultimately, 
it was not the physical sciences that would 
save us, but better interactions between 
human beings. 

An swer key ~ Now check the Answer key. 

-

'-
Target 

Remember, during PTE Academic you will give 

your response by dragging text boxes to the 

right panel at a test delivery workstation . 
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Reading: Fill in the blanks 

Reading: Fill in the blanks is a reading item type with a single correct answer for each blank. It tests 
your ability to use context and grammatical cues to identify words that complete a reading text. It 
assesses reading skills. The image below shows the item type. 

Pearson Test of English Academic - Kathertne Marie Gln:ia 

instructions ./ ,., In UJIlIl'eXt below some words Qrtl missing. OrJg wort'/s from mo box b"ICIW ro rho ~pproprl .. te pl~.ln the rw:t. To undo oln iJnswerc/to/co. 
drag tho word bxll to tho box b-elow lho rmct. 

reading text ~ Muter or $(I.n~. In Inform3,tlon Technology (MSc: In IT); Our programme \~ dl!Velop your [I ====::JlkntMfedge 01 

~ ComptAer Science and your problem--soMng and I !sI.;US, . n~e enabling you ttl achil!ve the 

I !qualrflCation for the IT professional. The pmoramme stTuChlrc is extntmety iC===:JI, enab~ng 
you to personalISe your MSc Ihrough a \-\'Ide range of e!eCllve.s 

~ 

~~~~'''~S~~~~~":·'''~~C~'M~*~'~I=lc=="~ •• ~·~~~[~m~~~~~',~,I~I 
[ considerable declst.-e 

~ 

PTE Academic : Reading: Fill in the blanks 

Below are the features of Reading: Fill in the blanks. 

1 Instructions are presented at the top of the computer screen. 

In the text below some words are missing. Drag words from the box below to the appropriate 
place in the text. To undo an answer choice, drag the word back to the box below the text. 

2 A reading text with three to five blanks follows. 
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Master of Science in Information Technology (MSc in IT). Our programme will develop your 

'---______ ----'1 knowledge of Computer Science and your problem-solving and 

'---______ ----'1 skills, while enabling you to achieve the LI _______ ...J 

qualification for the IT professional. The programme structure is extremely 1 1 ' 
'---------~ 

enabling you to personalise your MSc through a wide range of electives. 

3 A blue box with six to eight words follows. 

ultimate 1 LI __ v_ar_ia_b_le_----'1 LI __ a_n_al..=.-yt_ic_a_1 _-,I LI _ _ fl_e_xi_bl_e_ ----'I I<--_th_e_o_re_ti_ca_I_-' 

considerable II<--__ de_c_is_iv_e_--...J 

In the box, there are three more words than the number of blanks in the text, so you will not 
use all the words provided. 

To fill a blank, click on a word to select it. Hold the left button of the mouse down and drag 
the word to the blank where you want to place it. You can also drag words between blanks. If 
you want to remove a word from a blank, drag the word back to the blue box. 

4 Click on the "Next" button to go to the next item. The timer for the reading part will continue 
runnmg. 

The reading texts for this item type are up to 80 words in length. There are four to five Reading: Fill 
in the blanks items in the reading part of PTE Academic, depending on the combination of items 
in a given test. They are presented together in a single block. 

Scoring 

If all blanks are filled correctly, you receive the maximum score points for this item type. If one or 
more blanks are filled incorrectly, partial credit scoring applies. This item type affects the scoring 
of the following: 

Overall score 
Communicative skills 
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Reading skills 

Reading: Fill in the blanks tests your reading skills in an academic environment. Below are the key 
skills tested: 

• identifying the topic, theme or main ideas 
• identifying words and phrases appropriate to the context 
• understanding academic vocabulary 
• understanding the difference between connotation and denotation 
• inferring the meaning of unfamiliar words 
• comprehending explicit and implicit information 
• comprehending concrete and abstract information 
• following a logical or chronological sequence of events 

Your listening, speaking and writing skills are not tested by this item type. 

Strategies 

Before reading 

• Skim the entire text quickly, ignoring the blanks. This will help you understand the topic. 

While reading 

• Fill in the blanks one by one. If you feel unsure about any particular blank, skip it. The more 
blanks you fill in, the easier the remaining ones will be. 

• Use language clues as well as word knowledge to fill in the blanks: 

• Pay attention to the grammar of the sentence. For example, if the blank should contain a 
plural noun, choose a plural noun from the blue box. 

• Pay attention to the pronouns and logical connectors in the text, and choose words that 
maintain the right relationships. 

• Pay attention to conventional phrasing. Choose words that normally appear before or 
after the particular words on either side of the blanks. 

After reading 

• Re-read the text to check that it makes sense. 
• Make changes if necessary and re-read the text. 
• Attempt the item if you are not sure about certain blanks. It is better to attempt the item than 

to leave empty blanks. 



Practice 

Below is a Reading: Fill in the blanks item for you to respond to. 

Fea_ ,.., ofEllgilsh AcecIemIc -l<atllerine MIlle Garda 

In die fOxt below f omo word, ~ro mhl/n;. DrJg words from tho box Iu/ow to dlo JppropriJfO pfJCO in tho klxt. To utldo JII J/u worchoko, 
drJg tho word bJck to tho box bet/ow tho fOn. 

SJ!on'> Even I I SCIent/it p3pe~ are now bel}lnn;ng to I I blogs as references . Second, me')' 
Science blogs "eM;) dU31 pur pose Fll st. t.hey COMeC! scie1lbSIS to t<lChl~"'~"~' 1~~~~~I~,,~modl!m dill intefttttull 

connect sc!en~ts to tnt gener')l! I.otfcnng "behloo.lhe-scenes I 131 h(,.o. sCience 

progresses 

public 'onnal .. ok -"" 
". prcscnbed 

Fill in the blanks by writing the words in the spaces. 

Science blogs serve a dual purpose. First, they connect scientists to 

each other, l i as modern day intellectual salons. 

Even I I scientific papers are now beginning to 

.----=======:;----' 
I blogs as references. Second. they connect 

scientists to the general I I. offering a behind-the-

scenes LI _________ -'I at how science progresses. 

Remember. during 
PTE Academic you will 

give your response by 
dragging words to blanks 
in the text at a test 

L-._-,p_u_b_liC _ _ ....J1 LI __ f_or_m_a_I _----'1 1-1 ___ Io_o_k _ _ -,ILI ___ v_ie_w __ -'IIL--__ w_o_r_ld __ ...J 

L-. _ _ c_it_e __ ...J11 prescribed II serving I 

I!"'Mig'ijWp·184I Now check the Answer key. 
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Reading & writing: Fill in the blanks 

Reading & writing: Fill in the blanks is a multiple choice reading item type with a single correct 
answer for each blank. It tests your ability to use contextual and grammatical cues to identify 
words that complete a reading text. It assesses both reading and writing skills. The image below 
shows the item type. 

timer 

instructions / .. Bolow', 12 ten wkh b/Ilnkr. Clfe/( em ~,h blJl1k.. a 11ft ofcholcaf will oppol)r. SO/DCf rho opproprl,)to "n,wttr cholcoforfJ,)ch bl,)I1k.. 

The imP-X1 01 a product n!caD can be ....,de-reacM'lg. and ....,~ almost certari,t e:.:tend beyond me purely financial 

of la!G{1g products aH shelve"'. D;Md Patrner. dlfecrot of product nsk man~emenl tot Aoo LJIYIUd, POlflts out, I( ~ read.·ng text 
1-----"'1 many """, " ",,'''" , '"ong '",no ",",0 .... ,.-----"". and • "'" I>k« one ",'duel ,,,., ID ''''' obser.raOons L--....iii! 

drop down list / » =.=~ 
conslderatloos 

Dt:spile he!ghltntd <JVW'Jrrness 3Iotmd producl f!'Catis, and segnkant ~,.. in product cOillrOl. some 

I fJP..,g c=:::EIwht1'l It corn!'$ to impremeNlng S lr a~gll~ s 10 deal Wih a cnSIS , 

~_-----:-____ --Jt J 
drop down arrow /~-----;-.;-______ ...J 

PTE Academic: Reading & writing: Fill in the blanks 

Below are the features of Reading & writing: Fill in the blanks. 

1 Instructions are presented at the top of the computer screen. 

Below is a text with blanks. Click on each blank, a list of choices will appear. Select the 
appropriate answer choice for each blank. 
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2 A reading text with up to six blanks follows. Each blank has up to five answer choices. 

The impact of a product recall can be wide-reaching, and will almost certainly extend beyond the 

purely financial LI _______ -->1_ of taking products off shelves. David Palmer, director of 

product risk management for Aon Limited, points out, "It takes companies many years to establish 

a strong brand name and LI _ ______ ----11_ and it only takes one product recall to bring it 

crashing down." Despite heightened awareness around product recalls, and significant investment 

in product control , some businesses are still falling LI _______ ----'I_ when it comes to 

implementing strategies to deal with a crisis. 

To fill a blank, click on the drop down arrow. This displays a drop down list. To select an 
answer choice, click on one of the answer choices from the drop down list. To change your 
choice, click on a different answer. 

3 Click on the "Next" button to go to the next item. The timer for the reading part will continue 
running. 

The reading texts for this item type are up to 300 words in length. There are five to six Reading 
& writing: Fill in the blanks items in the reading part of PTE Academic, depending on the 
combination of items in a given test. They are presented together in a single block. 

Scoring 

If all blanks are filled correctly, you receive the maximum score points for this item type. If one or 
more blanks are filled incorrectly, partial credit scoring applies. This item type affects the scoring 
of the following: 

Overall score 
Communicative skills 

Speaking 

Writing 

II 
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Reading and writing skills 

Reading & writing: Fill in the blanks is an integrated skills item type that tests both your reading 
and writing skills in an academic environment. Below are the key skills tested: 

"(001.1'&_ 
• identifying the topic, theme or main ideas 
• identifying words and phrases appropriate to the context 
• understanding academic vocabulary 
• understanding the difference between connotation and denotation 
• inferring the meaning of unfamiliar words 
• comprehending explicit and implicit information 
• comprehending concrete and abstract information 
• following a logical or chronological sequence of events 

_'mqui. 
• using words and phrases appropriate to the context 
• using correct grammar 

Your listening and speaking skills are not tested by this item type. 

Strategies 

Before reading 

• Skim the entire text quickly, ignoring the blanks. This will help you understand the topic. 

While reading 

• Fill in the blanks one by one. If you feel unsure about any particular blank, skip it. The more 
blanks you fill in, the easier the remaining ones will be. 

• Use language clues as well as word knowledge to fill in the blanks: 

Pay attention to the grammar of the sentence. For example, if the blank should contain a 
plural noun, choose a plural noun from the drop down list. 
Pay attention to the pronouns and logical connectors in the text, and choose words that 
maintain the right relationships. 
Pay attention to conventional phrasing. Choose words that normally appear before or 
after the particular words on either side of the blanks. 

After reading 

• Re-read the text to check that it makes sense. 
• Make changes if necessary and re-read the text. 
• Attempt an item if you are n~t sure about certain blanks. It is better to attempt it than to 

leave empty blanks. 



Practice 

Below is a Reading & writing: Fill in the blanks item for you to respond to. 

I'eIrsan Tell: of&gQsh ~c ·l(athedne Marie Garda 

Solow Is .I tDxtwlth hl.moh. Clld. on .4t-h bl.Jnit. .I list o'~horCOJ wlll.JfJPfl.Jr. So/oct rho ;,ppropr/.JtD .Jnlwor chol('O rorll.Jch bl,Jnlt. 

A C;";J War r~enaament is rI part a memon31 $eMee. n Is partly, too, a leisure actMty FUnMtmOrr most I'nnKtvrs anert itO 

eduutional Ifllport to the pttfonTW'oCe. a.nd 10 d~lop ""n roles ",any~,,,,,::.::::u.--.:,::.::,,""':=;·;; LI =--::-::=~81v.;lh 3 fitre dedication. 

On the OCher hand Cf4 War re~cltnents ¥e incrcningtt commercial LI __ ",,61 . v.ith as maN)' as f1ty thOunnd Nonn 

the Civil War reenactment comtnu1"liry by presentinf,j my own observations from the 2008 Gelfy$tH,H'g reenactment and by 

c==:El 0n a number of texts producecl by parTicip.anf-obse~rs. In particular I 'MlI mer to Robert Lee HoO'ge. vdlo V't3S made 

famous by Tony Horwitz's Igoo book. Cod~e6 in (he Allie, and who serwd as .!I IoOnd of Virgil to r.he 3u#1or on his joumey 

ttvc.-Jgh a Confederate Valhal~ . From these ~es I ~.c=:Ethat 1.Mng Hislo:y' prrlonn~s reqUW't an Interpretive 

apparatus Ulat l~keS genuine N story as its autflority. while rem~1nI1'"IQ extemal to both partic(p3n1S ~nd touriSM: . ..-.tIo may well be 

un3'N3:re at h~ clote~ th eir (JM'I Inwt.oemtnl apprO>lmates genuine historical e"Vl!nts . 

Circle the appropriate answer choice for each blank. 

A Civil War reenactment is in part a memorial service. It is partly, too, a 

leisure activity. Furthermore most reenactors assert an educational import 

to the performance, and to develop their roles many pursue archival 

LI(_l) _______ ----'I_ with a rare dedication. On the other hand Civil War 

reenactments are increasingly commercial LI(2_) _ _______ --"I_ 

with as many as fifty thousand Americans routinely gathering at (or near) 

historical Civil War battlefields to stage performances that purport to recreate 

the conflict, while hundreds of thousands more spectate. 

I will show how theoretical issues of IL(3_) ________ --"'I_ arise as 

practical problems in the Civil War reenactment community by presenting 

my own observations from the 2006 Gettysburg reenactment and by 

IL(4_) _______ --.llI_ on a number of texts produced by participant-

observers. In particular I will refer to Robert Lee Hodge, who was made 

famous by Tony Horwitz's 1996 book, Confederates in the Attic, and who 

served as a kind of Virgil to the author on his journey through a Confederate 

(1) 

filing 
research 

searching 
documentation 

II (2) 

illustrations en 
expeditions c:: 
spectacles "C 

~ 

outings Q) 

c::w:::: 

(3) 

authenticity 
pretence 
imitation 
realism 

(4) 

leaning 
resting 

counting 
relying 
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Valhalla. From these sources I Willi LI5_) _______ ---lI_ that 'Living 

History' performances require an interpretive apparatus that takes genuine 

history as its authority, while remaining external to both participants and 

tourists, who may well be unaware of how closely their own involvement 

approximates genuine historical events. 

Remember, during PTE Academic you will give your 

response by clicking on choices at a test delivery 
workstation. 

1!i@#§i@_ P.184 1 Now check the Answer key_ 

(5) 

write 
argue 

disprove 
interpret 



r----------------------------------------li"em"U'i$ii"._ 

Improving general reading skills 

Effective reading 

Effective reading, in both everyday and test situations, requires attention to the five areas listed 
below. Although not all of these areas will be tested in PTE Academic, improving your skills in 
each area will help your general language proficiency and improve your overall performance in 
the test. 

>- Text type 
• Recognize the text type from the context. For example, the presence of an abstract suggests 

an academic text. The use of formatting identifies genres such as letters, memos or reports. 
Scene-setting description or dialogue may introduce a story. 

• Match your reading style to your purpose for reading and the text type. For example, to 
understand the key ideas in a news article, you might read the article quickly for the main 
points. Focus on the title, introduction, opening sentences in paragraphs and the closing 
sentences at the end. To understand a text in more detail, you may read slowly to identify 
supporting details. Reading for pleasure can involve reading quickly to follow a storyline 
without understanding the meaning of every word. 

>- Topic and gist 
• Focus on the title as it often provides clues about the topic or content of the text. For 

example, the title "The Hope and Practice of Teaching" indicates that the article is about 
education. 

• Focus on the topic sentences in the paragraphs of a text as they usually provide the main 
ideas. 

>- Purpose 
• Refer to the topic and text type to understand the purpose of the text. Text type and topic 

indicate what the writer intends to do. For example, tell a story, describe an experiment, 
discuss a problem, or present a lecture. 

>- Structure and content 
• Pay attention to section headings and sub-headings, paragraphing or main titles to 

understand the structure of the text. 
• Identify basic components in different types of writing to understand the content of the 

text. For example, in an explanatory text, identify the main ideas, supporting information 
and conclusions. In a narrative text, recognize the storyline and character-building 
descriptions. 

• Guess the meanings of unfamiliar words and expressions from the context, without 
constantly referring to a dictionary during the reading process. 

• Understand the words and expressions which refer to information elsewhere in the 
text, such as "this,""in this way," "his," "her." Locate the information in the text. For example, 
in "Many children were found to have drunk bottled milk when they were infants. This is 
common behavior in young children," "This" refers to the act of drinking bottled milk. 

II 
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> Writer's point of view 
• Understand the writer's point of view by referring to the title, the topic sentences, 

organization of the argument, and concluding statements at the end. 
• Identify words and expressions signaling the writer's points of view, feelings or attitudes. 

For example, "I am uncomfortable with that argument" indicates that the writer has 
concerns about the argument and probably has a different point of view. 

Understanding your strengths and weaknesses 

Improving your reading skills starts with an understanding of your own strengths and weaknesses. 
This will allow you to concentrate on the areas which need to be improved in general, or specifically 
as preparation for taking PTE Academic. Use the checklist below to assess your current reading 
skills and to decide on priority areas for improvement. 

Effective reading 
f-------------.--~-

Textt e 

I can recognize text types quickly by scanning 
a text. 

I can match my reading style to my purpose for 
reading and the text type to read effectively. 

I can use the title to guess the content of the 
text. 

I can use the topiC sentences to understand 
the main ideas of the text . 

Pur ose 

I can understand the purpose of the text by 
referring to the topic and text type. 

Structure and content 

I can understand the structure of the text by 
paying attention to section headings and sub
headings, paragraphing or main titles. 

I can understand the content of the text by 
identifying basic components in different types 
of writing . 

I can guess the meaning of unfamil iar words 
from the context without checking a dictionary. 

I can locate and understand the words or 
expressions that refer to other information in 
the text. 

My current proficiency level 

High Low 
Priority for 

improvement 
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Effective reading 

Writer's oint of view 

I can understand the writer's point of view 
by referring to the title, the topic sentences, 
organization of the argument, and concluding 
statements at the end. 

I can identify words and expressions signaling 
the writer's point of view, feelings or attitude. 

Developing your reading skills 

My current proficiency level 

High Low 

Follow the suggestions below to improve your general reading skills: 

>- Read more. Take every opportunity to read. 

Priority for 
improvement 

• Read for pleasure. Choose topics that you enjoy and materials that are not too difficult. 
• Develop a habit of reading in English every day. 

>- Practice reading. 
• Read tables of content, chapter headings or summaries to get an overall idea of the book 

or text. Select chapters or parts of chapters for intensive reading for meaning. 
• Read lecture notes or presentation materials to understand the main points and identify 

linking expressions such as "However, the most important factor" or "The next section 
elaborates .... " 

• Try to answer comprehension questions for reading passages in online English language 
courses and textbooks. Use the answer keys provided to check your answers. 

• Take an online or classroom-based reading course. This will allow you to get reading 
practice that is tailored to your proficiency level and needs. 

>- Build your vocabulary. 
• Note words or expressions that you find useful during the reading process, and look up 

their meanings in a dictionary when necessary. 
• Develop a habit of noting definitions of words from the dictionary, including different 

parts of speech when necessary. For example, make a note of the difference between 
"diverge" and "divergence," or "critic" and "critical." 

• Use a thesaurus to find synonyms for familiar or unfamiliar words that you read. This will 
increase your range of expression. Check synonyms in a dictionary to understand their 
exact meanings. 

• Expand and consolidate your knowledge of the words used frequent ly in academic texts. 
You may refer to Longman Exams Dictionary for a list of academic words as well as lists of 
the most frequent words categorized by topic. 

II 
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Reading strategies 

~ Read for pleasure. 
• Do not interrupt your reading to look up words in a dictionary. Note unfamiliar words 

if you wish to check them later. Guess the meanings of words from the context, or simply 
carryon reading. Remember that even native speakers of English do not understand every 
word they read. 

• Do not continue any reading material you are not enjoying. Change what you are 
reading. 

• Build your reading fluency. Read fast so that you can follow the reading material in general. 
A general guideline for fast reading is to move your eyes over the text so quickly that you 
cannot comfortably pronounce the words as you read. 

~ Read for information. 
• Read the text quickly to determine the type of text and to find the title, section headings, 

table of contents or abstract. These provide clues to the content and structure of the 
text. 

• Read through the first two or three paragraphs to get a better idea of the topic and to 
discover the writer's point of view. 

• Read for main points and items of interest. Note the way in which the discussion or 
argument is developed. For example, is there a main point followed by examples? Are 
there arguments for or against a proposal? Does the writer use a past, present, or future 
time frame? 

~ Respond to comprehension questions. 
• Read the text quickly first, as described above in "Read for information:' 
• Read the questions quickly to get an idea of what you are required to look for. Some 

questions may ask for specific information, identification of the gist, or attitudes and 
points of view. Some questions may ask for understanding of what a word or expression 
refers to elsewhere in the text. For example, "\-Vhat does 'this' in line 12 refer to?" Some 
questions may ask for the meanings of words and expressions in the text. 

• Read each question again carefully to ensure that you understand what is being asked. 
Then skim the text to find the answer. 

Sources of reading material 

• The Internet includes examples of a wide variety of reading material. 
• News articles, essays and reports provide good examples of organization. They often put the 

main point at the beginning, use topic sentences to start paragraphs and develop an argument 
or discussion in a logical way. As these genres generally cover a range of topics, they are good 
sources of vocabulary and expressions in specific subject areas. They can also provide useful 
examples of logical argument and the use of linking words and phrases to express relationships 
between ideas. 

• Online English courses and textbooks provide material on topics related to different fields of 
study or personal interests. 
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• Academic journals in different fields of study contain articles with abstracts which summarize 
purpose, content and conclusions. 

• Novels and short stories are useful to enhance the pleasure of reading, and to build 
understanding of the expression of ideas and feelings. 

Preparing for PTE Academic 

To prepare for PTE Academic, you should practice the reading skills that you will be assessed on 
in the test. 

• Read Chapter 5 of the Official Guide to obtain information on all aspects of the reading item 
types in the test and practice responding to the example items. 

• Use the CD-ROM included with the Official Guide to gain further practice in responding to 
reading items. 

• Use the PTE Academic Tutorial available at www.pearsonpte.com to learn how to respond to 
these items in the actual test. 

• Take a practice test available at www.pearsonpte.com. 

Refer to the section "Resources" in Chapter 2 of the Official Guide for further information. 

CD 
c: 
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Part 3: Listening of PTE Academic tests your ability to understand spoken English in an 
academic environment. It also tests your ability to understand a variety of accents, both 
native and non-native. 

Listening skills 
The listening skills tested in PTE Academic include the following: 

• identifying the topic, theme or main ideas 
• summarizing the main idea 
• identifying supporting points or examples 
• understanding academic vocabulary 
• inferring the meaning of unfamiliar words 
• identifying words and phrases appropriate to the context 
• comprehending explicit and implicit information 
• comprehending concrete and abstract information 
• classifying and categorizing information 
• following an oral sequencing of information 
• forming a conclusion from what a speaker says 
• predicting how a speaker may continue 
• identifying errors in a transcription 
• identifying a speaker's purpose, style, tone or attitude 
• inferring the context, purpose or tone 
• comprehending variations in tone, speed, accent 
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• identifying specific details, facts, opinions and definitions or sequences of events 
• identifying the overall organization of information and connections between pieces of 

information 
• evaluating and synthesizing information 
• summarizing the main idea 

Overview 
General listening instructions are presented before Part 3: Listening. 

Pearson Test of english Academic - Katherine Marie Gan:ia 

Listening Instructions 

ThiS part 'Hill consist of queStiOllSlhat wi1 be based on audio or\lideo clips which wi:! SIM pla-y;ng aufoma~cally. You \'I':~ hear eaCh aooo or'Yieeo clip 
0I'l1.,. one, so be sure 1.0 lislen careflA)'. You 3rt' allowed t.o tala! notes. 

The timer shOVIS the CurrGnt StllU~ . 11 WIll count down !he number of $t"conos remall'liflg unlillt\e audIO Slads. <>oce the audiO hao; startedihe bllr\'o1l1 
IT"IOVf! 10 showprogres'.> of ttle 'MM. VYhCnll. retlches the right slde,.he aoo,o c.p ¥lil Irish. You can not res'3rt!he audio 

On each queSiion you wi2 have IJle opponun:1y [0 ,ldJus[ the \'O,'ume. 'Nhlle [he <Judro chil'S pla)1ng. move [he cooltcl bar \0 the ng..~llo Inerease the 
'w(Ilume or 10 !he [ell 10 decrease Ule 'o1)lume . 

• Thl! ne>t screen will presenllhe ' lfst ~slef'llng lasl< 

The audio status box on screen shows how long until the audio or video recording starts and the 
progress of the recording while you are listening and/or watching. You can adjust the volume by 
moving the slider on the volume control. You must listen to all the audio and cannot move on to 
the next item until the audio has finished playing. 

Listening item types require you to understand an audio or video recording of an authentic 
lecture, presentation or dialogue from an academic source. 

Eight item types appear in the listening part of PTE Academic. The total time to complete the 
listening part of the test is approximately 45-57 minutes, depending on the combination of items 
in a given test. Some of the item types are integrated and assess both listening as well as reading 
and writing skills. 



i,mm'nr"IQ,jj,u" 

Part 3 (listening) total time: 45-57 minutes 

Item type 

Summarize 
spoken text 

Multiple-choice, 
choose multiple 
answers 

Fill in the blanks 

Highlight correct 
summary 

Multiple-choice, 
choose single 
answer 

Select missing 
word 

Task 

After listening to a recording, write a summary 
of 50-70 words. 

After listening to a recording of a sentence, 
type the sentence. 

Skills 
assessed 

Recording 
length 

The recordings focus on academic subjects in the humanities, natural sciences or social sciences. 
They contain characteristics of actual speech, such as accents and dialects, fillers, hesitations, 
false starts, self corrections and variations in delivery speed. Although you may not be familiar 
with the topics presented, all the information you need to answer the items is contained in the 
recordings. 

Each recording is played only once. You may take notes using the Erasable Noteboard Booklet and 
pen, and use these notes as a guide when answering the items. 

With the exception of Summarize spoken text, listening item types are not timed individually. You 
can refer to the timer in the upper right-hand corner of the computer screen, "Time Remaining:' 
which counts down the amount of time remaining for the listening part. 
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Summarize spoken text 

Summarize spoken text is an item type that tests your ability to comprehend, analyze and combine 
information from a lecture, and then summarize the key points in writing. It assesses both listening 
and writing skills. The image below shows the item type. 

i1i1iliiiiili i_iiii~. timer 

instructions /" )II You will ho~r" rhon.lfew"" Wrn." Jumm"fY fora ftJllow nudontwho WOll1otpre,ent on tho IOCWnt. You .hould W(#rfl$O· ]O words. 

You h"v~ 10 m/nlltOf to flnl,h thl. t4,k. Your ~Jponle will b~Judg,d on flu' qUJf1ty of your wrltlng ,:md on how WflU your ,tlJpDIlU prrucfru 
rho "oy poInt. proumtr:d In tI\.o Itlcru-r.. 

Lr -""--- III ~ audio . 
status box ~~-:-7--------l.~ VoLme -;-:-0 . I ... O(f-----------'I-~ _________ volume control 

c 

audio progress 
indicator 

PTE Academic: Summarize spoken text 

Below are the features of Summarize spoken text. 

1 Instructions are presented at the top of the computer screen. 

You will hear a short lecture. Write a summary for a fellow student who was not present at the 
lecture. You should write 50-70 words. 

You will have 10 minutes to finish this task. Your response will be judged on the quality of your 
writing and on how well your response presents the key points presented in the lecture. 

2 In the audio status box, the status will count down from 12 seconds. Then a recording will 
play automatically. 
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Status: Beginning in 12 seconds. 

VokJme , ' , , , I) , , , 
,I 

The status will change to "Playing." To adjust the volume of the recording, move the slider left 
to decrease and right to increase. You can adjust the volume at any time while the recording is 
playing. The audio progress indicator features a blue bar that will gradually move to the right as 
the recording continues. When the recording finishes, the status will change to "Completed." 

3 A response box follows. 

Total Word Colnt: 0 

Use this space to type your summary. You can select text within the response box with the 
mouse, and use the "Cut," "Copy" and "Paste" buttons to edit your response. The "Total Word 
Count" keeps track of the number of words written and updates as you type. 

Play the CD to listen to the recording that goes with this item. 

4 The timer will count down from 10 minutes for this item type. Click on the "Next" button to 
go to the next item. 

The recordings for this item type run for approximately 60-90 seconds. Each recording will play 
only once. There are two to three Summarize spoken text items in PTE Academic, depending on 
the combination of items in a given test. They are presented together in a single block. This item 
type is individually timed. You have 10 minutes to answer each item of this type. After 10 minutes, 
the test will automatically move on to the next item. 

Scoring 

Your response for Summarize spoken text is judged on the quality of your writing and on how well 
your response presents the key points in the lecture. Your score is based on five factors: 
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>- Content: Does your response summarize the main points in the lecture? 

Content is scored by determining if all the key points of the lecture have been addressed 
without misrepresenting the purpose or topic. If your summary misinterprets the topic or the 
purpose of the lecture, you will not receive any score points for your summary on any of the 
five factors. Your summary will be scored zero. The best responses clearly summarize the main 
points and condense essential supporting points. They focus on the topic, including only key 
information and essential supporting points. 

>- Form: Does your response meet the length requirement of between 50 and 70 words? 

Form is scored by counting the number of words in your response. You will receive full credit 
if your response is between 50 and 70 words. Writing less than 50 words or more than 70 
words will decrease your score. If your summary contains less than 40 words or more than 100 
words, you will not receive any score points for your summary on any of the five factors. Your 
summary will be scored zero. 

>- Grammar: Does your response demonstrate correct grammatical usage? 

Grammar is scored by determining if the basic structure of the sentences is correct. The best 
responses use concise sentences that clearly communicate the intended meaning. 

>- Vocabulary: Does your response demonstrate correct and appropriate word choice and 
usage? 

Vocabulary is scored according to its relevance to the lecture and its appropriateness in an 
academic environment. The appropriate use of synonyms is also scored. The best responses 
use words from the lecture appropriately, demonstrate an understanding of the context and 
use synonyms effectively to show variety in language use. 

>- Spelling: Does your response demonstrate correct and consistent use of a single spelling 
convention? 

PTE Academic recognizes English spelling conventions from the United States, the United 
Kingdom, Australia and Canada. However, one spelling convention should be used consistently 
in a given response. 

Partial credit scoring applies to Summarize spoken text. No credit is given for no response or an 
irrelevant response. This item type affects the scoring of the following: 

Overall score V' 

Communicative skills 
Listening V' 

Reading 

Enablin skills 
Grammar V' Spelling V' 

Oral fluency 

Pronunciation 



Listening and writing skills 

Summarize spoken text is an integrated skills item type that tests both your listening and writing 
skills in an academic environment. Below are the key skills tested: 

listening 

• identifying the topic, theme or main ideas 
• summarizing the main idea 
• identifying supporting points or examples 
• identifying a speaker's purpose, style, tone or attitude 
• understanding academic vocabulary 
• inferring the meaning of unfamiliar words 
• comprehending explicit and implicit information 
• comprehending concrete and abstract information 
• classifying and categorizing information 
• following an oral sequencing of information 
• comprehending variations in tone, speed, accent 

'\'40 .. '. 
• writing a summary 
• writing under timed conditions 
• taking notes while listening to a recording 
• communicating the main points of a lecture in writing 
• organizing sentences and paragraphs in a logical way 
• using words and phrases appropriate to the context 
• using correct grammar 
• using correct spelling 
• using correct mechanics 

Your speaking skills are not tested by this item type, and your reading skills are only used to read 
the instructions. 

Strategies 

While listening 

• Pay attention to the content of the lecture. It is important that you understand what you hear 
because you will have to summarize the lecture in your own words. 

• Take notes using the Erasable Noteboard Booklet and pen. Focus on key words. Do not 
attempt to take notes word-for-word. You may miss important information if you try to write 
too much. 

• Review your notes and plan your summary when the recording stops. 
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While writing 

• Summarize the lecture in your own words. Refer to your notes when necessary. 
• Use an overview sentence to introduce the summary. 
• Include all of the main ideas from the lecture and provide some supporting details. 
• Use grammatical structures that you feel confident about. 

After writing 

• Check the content of your summary. Does it contain all of the key information? 
• Check the total word count. Does it fall between 50 and 70 words? If not, adjust the text length 

accordingly. 
• Check grammar, spelling and punctuation, and make corrections where necessary. 

Practice 

Below is a Summarize spoken text item for you to respond to. 

I'eiIlSCln 1l!st of English kademlc -l(alhetlne Marie Garda 

You will hfl.Jr ~ ,hort rep4tf. Write Q ,umm,uy for.l follow student who W.lI nor p rO lflnt (It tho report. You should writ>& 5C·ro word,. 

You h.:lvo 10 mln~J to fInis h OIJ, '.:lilt. Your ruponso will bejudgcd on the qU.:l lity of your writing .:Indon how well your I'OJponlCI prof.flU 
lho Aey pofnu prolon~d In 1M report. 

Total Word Coult: a 

StMus: ~ n 12 seconds. 

V","", ~f-. --

C 

:I 

I.9J.iI •• ~ Listen to the lecture only once. Then write your summary in the space 
provided on the next page. To simulate the test conditions, give yourself only 10 minutes to 
respond to this item. 
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Multiple-choice, choose multiple answers 

Multiple-choice, choose multiple answers is a multiple-choice listening item type with more than 
one correct response. It tests your ability to analyze, interpret and evaluate a brief audio or video 
recording on an academic subject. It assesses listening skills. The image below shows the item type. 

I.PearIan •• 1ist. ofiiEng!. 'ii
sh
ii
Aaodeml 
•• 

C

ii" katherI •• neiiMall. ·iiGlnla •••••••• iioii=. ::.':"'" . .... iiiiiI~ 
instructions ./ ~ LfJfrm to rIIo ",¢<>rdlng (lrtd ~,uWD'the quo.Uon by s%l;dnglJlltho I;om::ctrospons()s. Youw/ll need to sfk¢t mof'l! th~n ono NuponrtJ. 

[

ISIO
'''''' -" , SO()O<'<js. 0( I ~ audio . I SIO',,", Beg....,.,,, ,"""""'. 

status box /~~--------;)o~ i VoU,", -, -, - 9 .... :-------------:---~ volume control 
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PTE Academic: Multiple-choice. choose multiple answers 

Below are the features of Multiple-choice, choose multiple answers. 

1 Instructions are presented at the top of the computer screen. 

Listen to the recording and answer the question by selecting all the correct responses. You will 
need to select more than one response. 

2 In the audio status box, the status will count down from seven seconds. Then a recording will 
play automatically. 



Volume , , , , , c) , , , , , 

The audio progress indicator rep-
resents the entire duration of the 
record ing. So if the recording is 
short, the bar moves faster. If the 
reco rding is long, the bar moves 
slower . 
............................................................... 

~

The status will change to "Playing." To adjust the volume of the recording, move the slider left 
to decrease and right to increase. You can adjust the volume at any time while the recording is 
playing. The audio progress indicator features a blue bar that will gradually move to the right 
as the recording continues. When the recording finishes, the status will change to "Completed." 

3 A prompt with five to seven response options follows. 

According to the speaker, how are online news sources making the news industry 
more competitive? 

o There are more media options to choose from. 

o More advertising revenue comes from online news articles. 

o People care less about the national news. 

o The national stations have taken over the online media market. 

o It is easier to get the news from outside sources. 

To select a response, click on the corresponding checkbox or the response itself. Your response 
will be highlighted in yellow. To deselect your response, click on the checkbox or the response 
again. To change your responses, click on a different checkbox or a different response. 

~ O.r!II Play the CD to listen to the recording that goes with this item. 

4 Click on the "Next" button to go to the next item. The timer for the listening part will continue 
runnmg. 

The recordings for this item type run for approximately 40-90 seconds. Each recording will play 
only once. There are two to three Multiple-choice, choose multiple answers items in the listening 
part of PTE Academic, depending on the combination of items in a given test. They are presented 
together in a single block. 
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Scoring 

If all response options are correct, you receive the maximum score points for this item type. If one 
or more response options are incorrect, partial credit scoring applies. This item type affects the 
scoring of the following: 

Overall score 

Enabling skills 

listening skills 

Multiple-choice, choose multiple answers tests your listening skills in an academic environment. 
Any of the following listening skills could be tested by this item type: 

>- Main idea or gist: Listen for and identify the main idea or theme of the recording. For 
example, "What aspects of commercial airline travel does the speaker discuss?" 

>- Detailed information: Listen for and identify specific details, facts, opinions, definitions 
or sequences of events. For example, "According to the speaker what are the benefits of 
flexitime?" 

>- Speaker's purpose: Listen for and understand the function of what the speaker says, or 
identify the reasons why the speaker mentions specific pieces of information. For example, 
"Why does the speaker say 'music is language'?" 

>- Organization: Listen for and identify the overall organization and connections between 
pieces of information. This evaluates your ability to link different parts of the recording 
together. For example, "How does the speaker link the opening to the main argument of the 
lecture?" 

>- Inference: Listen for information that helps you infer meanings, form generalizations, make 
predictions, find relationships or draw conclusions. For example, "What can be inferred 
about the role of small businesses in the United States described by the speaker?" 

:>- Stylistics: Listen for and identify the speaker's attitude, feelings or degree of certainty on 
an issue. For example, "What are the speaker's attitudes towards electronic surveillance 
systems?" 

Your speaking and writing skills are not tested by this item type, and your reading skills are only 
used to read the instructions, prompt and response options. 
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Strategies 

Before listening 

• Read the prompt carefully. This will help you understand what to listen for. 
• Skim the response options quickly. 

While listening 

• Take notes using the Erasable Noteboard Booklet and pen if you want to. Focus on key words. 
Do not attempt to take notes word-for-word. You may miss important information if you try 
to write too much. 

• Continue listening until the end of the recording, even if you think you have already heard 

the information you need . Sometimes speakers revise what they have said, or add extra 
information . 

After listening 

• Re-read the prompt. 
• Read the response options and select the correct ones. 

First eliminate any response options which you feel sure are incorrect. 
Then eliminate response options containing information that is not mentioned. 
Do not select an option just because it contains words from the recording. Sometimes 
incorrect options contain the same words from the recording. 

• Do not change your first responses unless you feel sure that they are incorrect. 

Practice 

Below is a Multiple-choice, choose multiple answers item for you to respond to. 

Pearson 1l!st of ~sb Academic • Katherine Marie Garda 

LIH~fl to rho n;cordlrtg .;md .:JnJwertlle quol l'1on by so/eerlng,;,/I me c orrecr ffHfKJn f CJ. You will flu ,d to lo/e(:( m orel ttl'}" on(l rospon u', 

I 
Status: eegnr.g., 7 seconcts. 

I v"-~I-.---

i_' 

lNhlCh 01 these counlnes us-e electronIC voting machines 1 

O SouLhNnc:~ 

o India 

o Holland 

II 
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Read the prompt. Then listen to the recording only once and select all the correct 
responses. 

Which of these countries use electronic voting machines? 

0 South Africa 

0 India 

0 Indonesia 

0 Holland 

0 the United Kingdom 

Answer key mm!lJ Now check the Answer key. 



Fill in the blanks 

Fill in the blanks is an item type that tests your ability to listen for missing words in a recording 
and type the missing words into a transcription. It assesses both listening and writing skills. The 
image below shows the item type. 

timer 

[ 

....... ~n7~o( I ~ 
audio . 

status box ~~-'-'-------~) v""",,, ~I-.---"""O(:-----------~~ volume control 

'-______ --" \aUdio progress 
indicator 

Wei. wme~, ulpreser.tetr.oes 0( II c~ mZIkr: I I· They get ~ \o'IfO!'IQ rq¥dng I I 
t . t · ' policy. And Ih~. sCII'I"IefirnM tie s:wot'tm 1$ ju~ letting peoPe l¢ont know !hat S'Or'I'rines INs happens , and t I 
~ quickt( ~   it does. \o\tIlIt some cO/T1Iaries do as OVI .em"" Is have. Is ~ er. ~sts.1 lrun lhe 

dLscussion boards and then rrpres~ n !hal, but then they have much le'ss ! 1 as t.w' as I 

can teD. 

blank 

PTE Academic: Fill in the blanks 

Below are the features of Fill in the blanks. 

1 Instructions are presented at the top of the computer screen. 

You will hear a recording. Type the missing words in each blank. 

2 In the audio status box, the status will count down from seven seconds. Then a recording will 
play automatically. 

Status: Beginning in 7 seconds. 

Volume • • . . . f~)I-_--'-__ 

------------------ --~~ 

The audio progress indicator rep-

resents the entire duration of the 

recording. So if the recording is 

short, the bar moves faster. If the 

recording is long, the bar moves 

slower . 
.............................................................. 
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The status will change to "Playing." To adjust the volume.of the recording, move the slider left 
to decrease and right to increase. You can adjust the volume at any time while the recording is 
playing. The audio progress indicator features a blue bar that will gradually move to the right as 
the recording continues. When the recording finishes, the status will change to "Completed." 

3 A transcription of the recording with up to seven blanks follows. 

Well, sometimes, representatives of a company make misstatements. They get something wrong 

regarding LI _______ ---'1 policy. And there, sometimes the problem is just letting people 

upfront know that sometimes this happens, and I 1 quickly when it does. 
~------~ 

What some companies do as an alternative is have ... 1 1 ' aficionados run 

the discussion boards and then representatives participate in that , but then they have much less 

'--______ ---'1 as far as I can tell . 

To respond, type the missing words into the blanks. To change your response, select your 
original response and then retype it. You can also use the "Tab" key on your keyboard to move 
the cursor between the blanks. 

Play the CD to listen to the recording that goes with this item. 

4 Click on the "Next" button to go to the next item. The timer for the listening part will continue 
runnmg. 

The recordings for this item type run for approximately 30-60 seconds. Each recording will play 
only once. There are two to three Fill in the blanks items in the listening part of PTE Academic, 
depending on the combination of items in a given test. They are presented together in a single 
block. 

Scoring 

Your score on Fill in the blanks is based on the following factor: 

> Content: Does your response include all the missing words? 

Content is scored by counting the number of right words with correct spelling in your 
response. Each correct word spelled correctly scores 1 point. 
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If all blanks are filled with the right word spelled correctly, you receive the maximum score points 
for this item type. If one or more blanks are filled incorrectly, partial credit scoring applies. This 
item type affects the scoring of the following: 

Overall score 
Communicative skills 

Listening 

Reading 

Enabling skills 

I.~~gand .writing skills 

Fill in the blanks is an integrated skills item type that tests both your listening and writing skills in 
an academic environment. Below are the key skills tested: 

Listening 

• identifying words and phrases appropriate to the context 
• understanding academic vocabulary 
• comprehending explicit and implicit information 
• following an oral sequencing of information 

-'1101.1. 
• writing from dictation 
• using words and phrases appropriate to the context 
• using correct grammar 
• using correct spelling 

Your speaking skills are not tested by this item type, and your reading skills are only used to read 
the instructions and the transcription. 

Before listening 

• Skim the text quickly. This will help you understand what you hear. 
• Place the cursor in the first blank so that you are prepared to type. 
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While listening 

• Follow the written text as you hear it spoken. 
• Take notes using the Erasable Noteboard Booklet and pen if you want to, and fill in the blanks 

after listening. 
• Type a word in the first blank. Do not stop to re-read what you have typed. 
• Move the cursor to the next blank so you are prepared to type. 
• Continue filling in the blanks until the recording stops. 

After listening 

• Check your responses and correct them if necessary. 

Do the completed sentences make sense? 
Do the words you have typed fit the sentences grammatically? 
Are the spellings of the words you have typed correct? 

• Make changes only if you are sure that the words you typed are incorrect. 

Practice 

Below is a Fill in the blanks item for you to respond to. 

You wm ho,)( oJ n COI'd/ng. Typt: thft mIsting word, In c.:u:h b/;Jn/f.. 

SlalUS: 8egn1'.ng In 7 socorda. _ 

I SIDIl..t5 : Beginning ln7soconc1s, 

I 
I

V . ...... , 9 .. . 
I 

Ok. we're DOirog to beg ... our lectl..ln tOO"'I on the LI __ ...J!b<lsis 01 ml!rQI lie. PS),'CTlolcgv was defned at !he wry 

begnni1g of the I 101' !tie science I7,t W.am .RInes 3S the sCience at mental We. As II Ilast time, 

James argued thai !tie whole purpose 01 p!OyChOlogy is tn tty to undenttnd the I I. erTlOtional and moWaIb'Ial 

~ns Imt I lhuman e;q,eriencc. thought and action. But because the br.lin Is the I lbasis 01 the 

/uncli()f1 . 

Listen to the recording only once. As you listen, write the missing words in the 
blanks of the transcription. 
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OK, we're going to begin our lectures today on the I I basis of mental life. 

"-;=======~ 
Psychology was defined at the very beginning of the I I of the science by 

William James as the science of mental life. As II I last time, James argued 

that the whole purpose of psychology is to try to understand the I I, emotional 

and motivational processes that I I human experience, thought and action. But 

because the brain is the I I basis of the mind, the mind is what the brain does, 

James began his famous I I on psychology with a discussion of brain function . 

: Remember, during PTE Academic you will 
: give your response by typing words into 
: blanks at a test delivery workstation. 

Now check the Answer key. 
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Highlight correct summary 

Highlight correct summary is an item type that tests your ability to comprehend, analyze and 
combine information from a recording and identify the most accurate summary of the recording. 
It assesses both listening and reading skills. The image below shows the item type. 

Pearson Test of English Academic -Katherine Marie Garcia 

instructions / ... You wl/J hll-Jr<l rTcordlng. Clid, on rho p.lr~,~ph th~r boil HIlMeS to the rocotdlng. 
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01 the people S\IMIyed ~I .. d lMt thty had avo/(fed 31 store due 10 anDlhtr ~3rS negatMe tl;Ierience. 
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kS'l(',w. Funh~rmore. 70% of people 'I'It'oo heJf .100ut OnQt'her indMdual's neg3lrve ~tlr.tence WIll ONOH:! a stora Msed en wtlal ~ heard 
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I'I'iJlteUotht'rs<lbouttha\e::tpenence.o.ndofl~n~goe;.nethc51cwy 

PTE Academic: Highlight correct summary 

Below are the features of Highlight correct summary. 

1 Instructions are presented at the top of the computer screen. 

indicator 

~ response options 

You will hear a recording. Click on the paragraph that best relates to the recording. 

2 In the audio status box, the status will count down from 10 seconds. Then a recording will 
play automatically. 
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Status: Beginning in 10 seconds. 

Voome , . . . . )f-.---

The audio progress indicator 
represents the entire duration of 
the recording. So if the recording is 
short, the bar moves faster. If the 
recording is long, the bar moves 
slower. 

The status will change to "Playing." To adjust the volume of the recording, move the slider left 
to decrease and right to increase. You can adjust the volume at any time while the recording is 
playing. The audio progress indicator features a blue bar that will gradually move to the right as 
the recording continues. When the recording finishes, the status will change to "Completed." 

3 Three to five paragraphs follow. 

o Recent research shows that when customers are dissatisfied with service or products, they 

usually inform the company of their complaint. They tend to only talk about their negative 

experience with others if the company doesn't respond to their initial complaint. 

o Recent research shows that nearly one third of dissatisfied customers will share a negative retail 

experience with someone else. Nearly half of the people surveyed said that they had avoided a 

store due to another individual's negative experience. 

o Recent research shows that nearly 80% of customers who had a bad experience with a 

company will share that experience with people they know. Furthermore, 70% of people who 

hear about another individual's negative experience will avoid a store based on what they've 

heard. 

o Recent research shows that most customers have had a negative experience with a company 

at some time. When this happens, the majority tend to avoid the store in future. More seriously 

for the companies, however, between 32 and 36 out of every hundred customers will tell others 

about that experience, and exaggerate the story. 

To select a paragraph, click on the corresponding radio button or the paragraph itself. Your 
response will be highlighted in yellow. To deselect your response, click on the radio button or 
the paragraph again. To change your response, click on a different radio button or a different 
paragraph. 

Play the CD to listen to the recording that goes with this item. 

4 Click on the "Next" button to go to the next item. The timer for the listening part will continue 
runnmg. 

The recordings for this item type run for approximately 30-90 seconds. Each recording will play 
only once. The paragraphs for this item type are up to 60 words in length. There are two to three 
Highlight correct summary items in PTE Academic, depending on the combination of items in a 
given test. They are presented together in a single block. 
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Scoring 

Your response is scored as either correct or incorrect. No credit is given for no response or an 
incorrect response. This item type affects the scoring of the following: 

Overall score 
Communicative skills 
Listening V" 

Reading V" 
Enabling skills 

Spelling 

Listening and reading skills 

Highlight correct summary is an integrated skills item type that tests both your listening and 
reading skills in an academic environment. Below are the key skills tested: 

Listening 

• identifying the topic, theme or main ideas 
• identifying supporting points or examples 
• understanding academic vocabulary 
• inferring the meaning of unfamiliar words 
• comprehending explicit and implicit information 
• comprehending concrete and abstract information 
• classifying and categorizing information 
• following an oral sequencing of information 
• comprehending variations in tone, speed, accent 

Id¥t.lhi,W 
• identifying supporting points or examples 
• identifying the most accurate summary 
• understanding academic vocabulary 
• inferring the meaning of unfamiliar words 
• comprehending concrete and abstract information 
• classifying and categorizing information 
• following a logical or chronological sequence of events 
• evaluating the quality and usefulness of texts 

Your speaking and writing skills are not tested by this item type. 
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. Strategies 

Before listening 

• Watch the status in the audio status box and be prepared to focus on listening when the 
recording begins. 

• Skim the response options quickly. 

While listening 

• Concentrate on what you hear. Do not read the paragraphs. 
• Take notes using the Erasable Noteboard Booklet and pen if you want to. Focus on key words. 

Do not attempt to take notes word-for-word. You may miss important information if you try 
to write too much. 

After listening 

• Read the paragraphs carefully. Choose the one that best summarizes the recording. 

First eliminate the paragraphs containing incorrect information. 
Then eliminate the paragraphs containing information which is not mentioned In the 
recording. 
Eliminate the paragraphs which contain details, but omit the main points. 

• Attempt the item if you are not sure which is the correct paragraph. It is better to attempt the 
item than to leave it unanswered. 

Practice 

Below is a Highlight correct summary item for you to respond to. 

Status: Begi'ri1onl1~. 

V""me -. -, -, -, -, ~ 

o The speaker explain' the djlerente between electrochemtstl'y and c~m;cal melaaurgy The smlarities and dllttrences ~rween Ihe f'M) 

are discusS!d, as wtl as ratLOrS that determine the d~lerences. 

o The spealau explains the class ObJec~ and prtlcedl.ll'H (0 students. Ht also te-Us It'le clus his baCkground In/ormation and that Ihey h~ 
'Itlecholce Df3'ltend,no' class cllhetaleighIANtorni'lePM. 

o The spealcrf gives. hi$. pert.OtIaI baeJcgn3und rtl3ltd to the s.ubjeCl m.JtI.el 01 the course. He discusses his bacla)rourod in eooC3tron as wd 
a:;. rueiJlch, and 1'lIS ~~tieocc (tithing OIl this uniwniry. 

o The speakEr ItDs abeMA his !ltperitnce at the UniwrsiCy of Tornrto <tOO his PhD s.tudin In electrochmslry thert. He e:xpIains wtrt he 
51~d ., Cil'l~3 to, II lOnger period of bl'l'lt than tt'It f'M) years thai he had plaMed. 

II 
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Listen to the recording only once. Then select the paragraph that best relates to 
the recording. 

o The speaker explains the difference between electrochemistry and chemical 

metallurgy. The similarities and differences between the two are discussed, as 

well as factors that determine the differences. 

o The speaker explains the class objective and procedures to students . He also 

tells the class his background information and that they have the choice of 

attending a class either at 8 AM or 9 AM. 

o The speaker gives his personal background related to the subject matter of the 

course. He discusses his background in education as well as research, and his 

experience teaching at this university. 

The speaker tells about his experience at the University of Toronto and his PhD 

studies in electrochemistry there. He explains why he stayed in Canada for a 

longer period of time than the two years that he had planned. 

Answer Kev !:1m Now check the Answer key. 

Remember, 

during PTE 

Academic you 
will give your 
response by 

clicking on a 
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Multiple-choice, choose single answer 

Multiple-choice, choose single answer is a multiple-choice listening item type with a single correct 
response. It tests your ability to analyze, interpret and evaluate a brief recording on an academic 
subject. It assesses listening skills. The image below shows the item type. 

Pearson Test of english AcademIc - l<all1erine Marie Garda timer 

instructions /'----+ .. LlJ ton(Olhoruordlfl.fl.JmloRlW"f,,",muldpk-thoko qUOfdon by .~ktt#nothocolR'trto.poltlo..Only one ro.ponlofl correct. 

audio 
status box ~----------~ [

~1 s_~.~~~=. n 5=~=·~~=i~--------~-~ 
VO<> .... --Dl-- - --+-------------;-___. volume control I . . . . . 

audio progress 
indicator 

prompt /---~ ... WI'laI. doesthespe;,kerbenevei~IikEJyIOhawenll'llherl.<Ue? 

OThe media 'M11 be awned by 3 small nlllTlber of corporatiol'l'$ , 

radio button /----+ .. OThepub~CY<lll eve/'llu3l1yp¥y forLhe rvndl ng ofthemt1:l 1a 

OThe media Wlf( be run pnm:!,...,. for th£ pul'pOSl! 01 malcng prof,t . 

o Most medaa ana~ls WIl l conn~e tD repOrt ,-.flat !hey see, 

PTE Academic: Multiple-choice. choose single answer 

Below are the features of Multiple-choice, choose single answer. 

1 Instructions are presented at the top of the computer screen. 

Listen to the recording and answer the multiple-choice question by selecting the correct 
response. Only one response is correct. 

response options 

2 In the audio status box, the status will count down from five seconds. Then a recording will 
play automatically. 

II 
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Status: Beginning in 5 seconds. 

Volume , . , , , ~ , , , , 

The audio progress indicator 

represents the entire duration of 
the recording. So ifthe recording is 

short. the bar moves faster. If the 

recording is long. the bar moves 
slower. 

The status will change to "Playing." To adjust the volume of the recording, move the slider left 
to decrease and right to increase. You can adjust the volume at any time while the recording is 
playing. The audio progress indicator features a blue bar that will gradually move to the right as 
the recording continues. When the recording finishes, the status will change to "Completed." 

3 A prompt with three to five response options follows. 

What does the speaker believe is likely to happen in the future? 

o The media will be owned by a small number of corporations. 

o The public will eventually pay for the funding of the media. 

o The media will be run primarily for the purpose of making profit. 

o Most media analysts will continue to report what they see. 

To select a response, click on the corresponding radio button or the response itself. Your 
response will be highlighted in yellow. To desele.ct your response, click on the radio button or 
the response again. To change your response, click on a different radio button or a different 
response. 

Play the CD to listen to the recording that goes with this item. 

4 Click on the "Next" button to go to the next item. The timer for the listening part will continue 
runnmg. 

The recordings for this item type run for approximately 30-60 seconds. Each recording will play 
only once. There are two to three Multiple-choice, choose single answer items in the listening part 
of PTE Academic, depending on the combination of items in a given test. They are presented 
together in a single block. 
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Scoring 

Your response is scored as either correct or incorrect. No credit is given for no response or an 
incorrect response. This item type affects the scoring of the following: 

Overall score 

listening skills 

Multiple-choice, choose single answer tests your listening skills in an academic environment. Any of 
the following listening skills could be tested by this item type: 

>- Main idea or gist: Listen for and identify the main idea or theme of the recording. For 
example, "Which of the following statements is the best summary of the speaker's main 
point?" 

>- Detailed information: Listen for and identify specific details, facts, opinions, definitions 
or sequences of events. For example, "According to the speaker what is the main benefit of 
nuclear energy?" 

>- Speaker's purpose: Listen for and understand the function of what the speaker says, or 
identify the reasons why the speaker mentions specific pieces of information. For example, 
"Why does the speaker say 'globalization is nothing new'?" 

>- Organization: Listen for and identify the overall organization and connections between 
pieces of information. This evaluates your ability to link different parts of the recording 
together. For example, "How does the speaker link the opening to the main argument of the 
lecture?" 

>- Inference: Listen for information that helps you infer meanings, form generalizations, make 
predictions, find relationships or draw conclusions. For example, "What can be inferred 
about early childhood education described by the speaker?" 

>- Stylistics: Listen for and identify the speaker's attitude, feelings or degree of certainty on 
an issue. For example, "What is the speaker's attitude towards Tupper's project?" 

Your speaking and writing skills are not tested with this item type, and your reading skills are only 
used to read the instructions, prompt, and response options. 
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Strategies 

Before listening 

• Read the prompt carefully. This will help you understand what to listen for. 
• Skim the response options quickly. 

While listening 

• Take notes using the Erasable Noteboard Booklet and pen if you want to. Focus on key words. 
Do not attempt to take notes word-for-word. You may miss important information if you try 
to write too much. 

• Continue listening until the end of the recording, even if you think you have already heard 
the information you need. Sometimes speakers revise what they have said, or add extra 
information. 

After listening 

• Re-read the prompt. 
• Read the response options and select the correct one. 

First eliminate any response options which you feel sure are incorrect. 
Then eliminate the response options containing information which is not mentioned. 
Do not select an option just because it contains words from the recording. Sometimes 
incorrect options contain the same words from the recording. 

• Do not change your first response unless you feel sure that it is incorrect. 
• Attempt the item if you are not sure which is the correct response. It is better to attempt the 

item than to leave it unanswered. 
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Practice 

Below is a Multiple-choice, choose single answer item for you to respond to. 

UrN,. to Ute fOCOrdlllf/.nd .1nlWer the multJplo-cholce queltlon by folocdng the C"OmK1 ,...ponr • . Only one N,pomo J. COtTO<'t 

St3M: 8eQi'ri'vh5S1eOOnd:s. 

v"'"" ~I-.-.---

[i __ _ 

o II ltd 8rQIn to tnOl'IU)f more cJosettits C060rQI irUJ'ests. 

o I ~nable<l BritM'I to I'\Jr1hef stm'th !he boul1dMes Ol.lS ~. 

Read the prompt. Then listen to the recording only once and select the correct 
response. 

According to the speaker, how did the Seven Years' War contribute to the start 
of the American Revolution? 

o The British Parliament refused consent for higher taxes. 

o It led Britain to monitor more closely its colonial interests. 

It caused the colonies to seek greater financial support from Britain. 

It enabled Britain to further stretch the boundaries of its empire. 

Allswer key mIE!J Now check the Answer key. 

Remember, during 
PTE Academic you will 

give your response by 
clicking on a response 

at a test delivery 
workstation . 
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Select missing word 

Select missing word is an item type that tests your ability to predict what a speaker will say based on 
contextual clues in a recording. It assesses listening skills. The image below shows the item type. 

status 
audio . 

[

11 s. ....,-"''''''''"'· 

status box ~---'--------------~" I VoL"" ~ . O(f----------------...;-~ ________ volume control 
' I I .... O(f-----------------:--.... 

\

audio progress 
indicator 

radio button ~ .. O",,,,b=m'de"'~ed 

o they get mJoostui 

o meyrrqLlltecornpettnt 

o they're qureuuifferenl. 

PTE Academic: Select missing word 

Below are the features of Select missing word. 

1 Instructions are presented at the top of the computer screen. 

response options 

You will hear a recording about medicine. At the end of the recording the last word or group of 
words has been replaced by a beep. Select the correct option to complete the recording. 

The topic of the recording will vary by item. The topic will be stated in the instructions. 

2 In the audio status box, the status will count down from seven seconds. Then a recording will 
play automatically. 



H,mm"!I,'!§.ihu,, 

Status: Beginning in 7 seconds. 

Volume" ... ~) • ... , 

The audio progress indicator rep-
resents the entire duration of the 
recording. So if the recording is 
short, the bar moves faster. If the 
recording is long, the bar moves 
slower . 
.......................................... ..... ..... ... ... .... .. . 

The status will change to "Playing." To adjust the volume of the recording, move the slider left 
to decrease and right to increase. You can adjust the volume at any time while the recording is 
playing. The audio progress indicator features a blue bar that will gradually move to the right as 
the recording continues. When the recording finishes, the status will change to "Completed:' 

The last word or group of words in the recording is replaced by a beep. 

3 Three to five response options follow. 

0 they become dedicated 

0 they get exhausted 

0 they're rather improved 

0 they're quite competent 

0 they're quite indifferent 

To select a response, click on the corresponding radio button or the response itself. Your 
response will be highlighted in yellow. To deselect your response, click on the radio button or 
the response again. To change your response, click on a different radio button or a different 
response. 

o Play the CD to listen to the recording that goes with this item. 

4 Click on the "Next" button to go to the next item. The timer for the listening part will continue 
runnIng. 

The recordings for this item type run for approximately 20-70 seconds. Each recording will play 
only once. There are two to three Select missing word items in PTE Academic, depending on the 
combination of items in a given test. They are presented together in a single block. 

II 
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Scoring 

Your response is scored as either correct or incorrect. No credit is given for no response or an 
incorrect response. This item type affects the scoring of the following: 

Overall score 
Communicative skills 

Speaking 
........................ , ... 

Writing 

Enabling skills 

Listening skills 

Select missing word tests your listening skills in an academic environment. Below are the key skills 
tested: 

• identifying the topic, theme or main idea 
• identifying words and phrases appropriate to the context 
• understanding academic vocabulary 
• inferring the meaning of unfamiliar words 
• comprehending explicit and implicit information 
• comprehending concrete and abstract information 
• following an oral sequencing of information 
• predicting how a speaker may continue 
• forming a conclusion from what a speaker says 
• comprehending variations in tone, speed, accent 

Your speaking and writing skills are not tested by this item type, and your reading skills are only 
used to read the instructions and the response options. 

Strategies 

Before listening 

• Read the instructions. The first sentence of the instructions describes the topic of the recording. 
Knowing the topic of the recording helps you prepare for it. 

While listening 

• Focus on the general content of the recording. You need to understand the main points as 
well as the details. 



• Pay attention to the audio progress indicator. This helps you anticipate the end of the 
recording. 

After listening 

• Read the response options and select the correct one. 
• Think about the option you have chosen. Does it have the right meaning to be the missing 

word? Is it the right part of speech to be the missing word? 
• Attempt the item if you are not sure which is the correct response. It is better to attempt the 

item than to leave it unanswered. 

Below is a Select missing word item for you to respond to. 

o 

You"'h ... a'HOt'Atg .. owJwat~.Ar_ .. ",,,.fYItOOffIItrttI_"M1rd • .,..,""M1Ifhhln""',.,..,,,,,.hIp.. 
hJ.adJoe CCJ'InCI opd6nto u.,f-"" rHOt .... 

-.' _ ... 7 . .......... 

-~I----

0..-0_ 

0 . .... 

Listen to the recording only once. Then select the correct response. 

0 blood 

0 mood 

0 damage 

0 failure 

0 heart 

I!i.LtMiij¥.p.191I Now check the Answer key. 

• en 
C 
C 
Q) -en 
:::i 
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Highlight incorrect words 

Highlight incorrect words is an item type that tests your ability to listen for and point out the 
differences between a recording and a transcription. It assesses both listening and reading skills. 
The image below shows the item type. 

PUrson 'Jest of English AcademIc • Katherine Marie Garda e ~:.=""'''''. 

iiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilllliiiii~E~~ 
instructions / .. YOII w/{f he.]," ftf(;ordfng. B~/ow Is., Ulmscrlption afrhe !'&Cording. Sarno words In tho tr.JnJcript/on dlHerfrom whoJt thlll sPC')ker(s) '.lId. 

Plo.]'" ollek on thft words rh.Jt are dflforom. 

audio [1--""- - /1 
status box /"~--------~)o I vwrro ~:J , ' , ~----------;-I ----

II ~--------'-I -----; 

Whtn ~Itlref Roald .AmU1'1dsen set OUI In rind the NonlT.Yesl Pasture, his offic1al mission 'f't'3S scierU'1C . a search for the 

transcription /' )I :::i:e 
~~~n:a::,.B~~nae$ ;,(s:en:::nasndlh:::dnd::C:~~ ~~e8~e::-:;::n lh~ e:oe1l::~as~~p::ao: ~:e~Un:e~~Iha~ 

it was one 01 the last great OCO(pphlcal ooalS accotnplished. What yO\! hiM! 10 rulile is lh.af by the: 1890$, mosl 01 tho earth 

had been dlSCavered: 

PTE Academic: Highlight incorrect words 

Below are the features of Highlight incorrect words. 

1 Instructions are presented at the top of the computer screen. 

status 

volume control 

audio progress 
indicator 

You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the 
transcription differ from what the speaker(s) said. Please click on the words that are different. 

2 In the audio status box, the status will count down from 10 seconds. Then a recording will 
play automatically. 
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Status: Beginning In 10 seconds. 

VokJrne , , , , , ") , , , 

The audio progress indicator 
represents the entire duration of 
the recording. So if the recording is 
short, the bar moves faster. If the 
record ing is long, the bar moves 

The status will change to "Playing." To adjust the volume of the recording, move the slider left 
to decrease and right to increase. You can adjust the volume at any time while the recording is 
playing. The audio progress indicator features a blue bar that will gradually move to the right as 
the recording continues. When the recording finishes, the status will change to "Completed." 

3 A transcription of the recording with up to seven deliberate errors follows. 

When explorer Roald Amundsen set out to find the Northwest Pasture, his official mission was 
scientific-a search for the magnetic south pole. But as historian Roland Huntford describes, the 
real drive behind the expedition came from a deep desire to colonize the unknown. "One of the 
reasons that Amundsen would have been challenged by the Northwest Passage is simply that it 
was one of the last great geographical goals accomplished. What you have to realize is that by the 
1880s, most of the earth had been discovered." 

To respond, click on the words in the transcription that differ from what you hear on the 
recording. Each word you select will be highlighted in yellow. To deselect a word, click on the 
word again. 

Play the CD to listen to the recording that goes with this item. 

4 Click on the "Next" button to go to the next item. The timer for the listening part will continue 
runnl11g. 

The recordings for this item type run for approximately 15-50 seconds. Each recording will play 
only once. Any word in the transcription may differ from the recordings. There are two to three 
Highlight incorrect words items in PTE Academic, depending on the combination of items in a 
given test. They are presented together in a single block. • 
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Scoring-

Each selected word is scored as either correct or incorrect. If all the selected words are correct, you 
receive the maximum score points for this item type. If one or more selected words are incorrect, 
partial credit scoring applies. This is the third of three item types where you can lose points if you 
choose any incorrect options. For any wrong options chosen 1 point is deducted, whilst correct 
options are given 1 point. Make sure you are confident in your choices. This item type affects the 
scoring of the following: 

Overall score 
Communicative skills 

Listening 

Reading 

Enabling skills 

listening and reading skills 

Speaking 

Writing 

Spelling 

Vocabulary 

Written discourse 

Highlight incorrect words is an integrated skills item type that tests both your listening and reading 
skills in an academic environment. Below are the key skills tested: 

Listening 

• identifying errors in a transcription 
• understanding academic vocabulary 
• following an oral sequencing of information 
• comprehending variations in tone, speed, accent 

l;i¥i.IiUii 
• understanding academic vocabulary 
• following a logical or chronological sequence of events 
• reading a text under timed conditions 
• matching written text to speech 

Your speaking and writing skills are not tested by this item type. 



-----------------------------------------------1"'-14"lI,mm",,,,_ 

Strategies 

Before listening 

• Skim the transcription quickly. This will help you understand what you hear. 
• Position the cursor at the beginning of the text so that you are prepared to click and select. 
• Watch the status in the audio status box, and be prepared to follow the text with the cursor 

when the recording begins. 

While listening 

• Focus on identifying words in the transcription. 
• Move the cursor along the text as you hear the words. Be prepared to click on any word which 

does not match what is said . 
• Do not make guesses. Only click on a word in the text when you are sure it is different from 

the word in the recording. 

Practice 

Below is a Highlight incorrect words item for you to respond to. 

PelllIIOn Test ofEnglls~ Academic· Kiltllerine Marie Garcia 

YOII w/(/ hOlT ~ ,.cordlng. Selow I, 01 mnscrlptJon 01 tho rocordlng. Somo word, In tho mnscrlpfJon dfffor from wholt £he .".der(s) uld. 
Ploo •• cllcll on tho words tM(.:Ire dllfortnt. 

~:~i110~. 

VoLn-o -;-:-:-iJ)----

So f'aJ in OUt (frsc.ussion 0/ therneal ~ltIions we h3va asst.rT'led that these ~ rrif go in one Ifll"ettiln, !hit forward 

cJrection, Irom left til rigtl n we tnd " in !he e'QUation. Th.rs v.tr( O\r atT'O'l'lhe3'd poiu from Itf\ 10 rigf'C reactants rtact 
IOOrttm \XI maX:JJ produtt$. ~r. IN$ Is not ~ how lhings OCCUf in reality. In hll:l practit<llly ~ ckemkal reac:ti Dl'l Is 

rtYfrsJbIe, meanInv !he products can aIs:o re.ac:t 1DQethe1' ID refolm the. rumnts Ihat they wrl'e mads of. So In~ of writing 

lhlt SIIl9IIt 1IITf1N "cno from light to top, a more appropriate s-,mbol would be a ~ 1W'I'r1N, ana QOing trom Ir:ft to riOI'C lI'Id 

one gofng from righ( to 11!1t. Reactants aro cnnuaDr • continuously • reacting to fOf'm produce. But at Ihe SDmt! tiTle as those 

PlOOutts are fOfl'l'led. !hey remake the re«!.IIttS. ~re bo(h oolnQ smutAneDUStt. tonnng each other. ThIs Is ~8t we would 

~ a ~Ic of equaity. 
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Listen to the recording only once. As you listen, circle the words in the 
transcription that differ from what the speaker says. 

So far in our discussion of chemical equations we have assumed that 
these reactions only go in one direction, the forward direction, from left 
to right as we read it in the equation . That's why our arrowhead points 
from left to right: reactants react together to make products. However, 
this is not exactly how things occur in reality. In fact, practically every 
chemical reaction is reversible, meaning the products can also react 
together to reform the reactants that they were made of. So instead of 
writing that single arrow facing from right to top, a more appropriate 
symbol would be a double arrow, one going from left to right and one 
going from right to left. Reactants are continually, continuously reacting 
to form produce. But at the same time as those products are formed, 
they remake the reactants. They're both going simultaneously, forming 
each other. This is what we would call a state of equality. 

Answer key mim Now check the Answer key. 



Write from dictation 

Write from dictation is an item type that tests your ability to understand and remember a sentence 
you hear, and then write it exactly as you hear it using correct spelling. It assesses both listening 
and writing skills. The image below shows the item type. 

ii i ili~iinRii~ii~li·i*-ii-inic-~~iiM~iie~ilaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilil"iiii'~ 
instructions / ... YO/Jwillhe,u. Jontoneo. Typo rhesontoltC6lnthe boxboIOw.}(IIWy,uyouho~rtt. Wrlle.:J, much of tho "ntome ",)'Oue:,,,, You will he .. , 

rbt sentence only onn. 

statu:u:~~ ~~--:.;.-------. n; :"'- , . ::-----------;..:.~~ ::::e control 

\
aUdio progress 
indicator 

responsebox~~====~ _______ ~==~ ________ ~==~(1 
~ ~ ~ 

word count ~ • TotoIWOf"deo"'t: 0 

PTE Academic: Write from dictation 

Below are the features of Write from dictation. 

1 Instructions are presented at the top of the computer screen. 

You will hear a sentence. Type the sentence in the box below exactly as you hear it. Write as 
much of the sentence as you can. You will hear the sentence only once. 

2 In the audio status box, the status will count down from seven seconds. Then a recording will 
play automatically. 
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Status: Beginning in 7 seconds. 

Volume , , . . . G) . , . , , 

The audio progress indicator rep-
resents the entire duration of the 
recording. So if the recording is 
short, the bar moves faster. If the 
recording is long, the bar moves 
slower . 
. , ................................................................................... . 

The status will change to "Playing." To adjust the volume of the recording, move the slider left 
to decrease and right to increase. You can adjust the volume at any time while the recording is 
playing. The audio progress indicator features a blue bar that will gradually move to the right as 
the recording continues. When the recording finishes, the status will change to "Completed." 

3 A response box follows. 

Total Word COU1t: 0 

Use this space to type the sentence. You can select text within the response box with the mouse, 
and use the "Cut," "Copy" and "Paste" buttons to edit your response. The "Total Word Count" 
keeps track of the number of words written and updates as you type. 

o Play the CD to listen to the recording that goes with this item. 

4 Click on the "Next" button to go to the next item. The timer for the listening part will continue 
runnmg. 

The recordings for this item type run for approximately three to five seconds. Each recording will 
play only once. There are three to four Write from dictation items in PTE Academic, depending on 
the combination of items in a given test. They are presented together in a single block. 

Scoring 

Your score on Write from dictation is based on the following factor: 

~ Content: Does your response include all the words in the sentence, and only these words? 

Content is scored by counting the number of correct words in your response. 



If all the words are right and spelled correctly, you receive the maximum score points for this item 
type. If one or more words are incorrect, partial credit scoring applies. This item type affects the 
scoring of the following: 

Overall score 
Communicative skills 

Listening 

. 'Listening and writing skills 

Write from dictation is an integrated skills item type that tests both your listening and writing 
skills in an academic environment. Below are the key skills tested: 

Listening 

• understanding academic vocabulary 
• following an oral sequencing of information 
• comprehending variations in tone, speed, accent 

wmm.ui 
• writing from dictation 
• using correct spelling 

Your speaking skills are not tested by this item type, and your reading skills are only used to read 
the instructions. 

Before listening 

• Place the cursor in the response box so that you are prepared to type. 

While listening 

• Focus on the meaning of the sentence. This will help you remember it. 
• Write the sentence immediately. 

If you can type fast, type the sentence directly into the response box. 
If you can write fast, write the sentence, or take notes using the Erasable Noteboard Booklet 
and pen. Type the sentence into the response box after listening. 

c:: 
Q.) -en 
--I 
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• Finish typing or writing the sentence before correcting any mistakes you make. 

After listening 

• Re-read the sentence and correct any grammar, spelling, punctuation or capitalization 
mistakes. 

Practice 

Below is a Write from dictation item for you to respond to. 

You wll/ ho~t. sonflClne-tl. Typo rho sOnfl:lneo In rho box ~Iow ox~cr'y.u you htl02r/l. Write M' much of tho S'''lINnet! liS you can. You will hOllt 
rhtl s~ntolKo only once, 

Total Word Coult: 0 

Listen to the recording only once. Then write the sentence exactly as you hear it 
in the space provided below. 

'4!~ij§i@l.p·1921 Now check the Answer key. 
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Improving general listening skills 

Effective listening 

Effective listening, in both everyday and test situations, requires attention to the four areas listed 
below. Although not all of these areas will be tested in PTE Academic, improving your skills in 
each area will help your general language proficiency and improve your overall performance in 
the test. 

>- Context 
• Identify the context in which a speaking activity takes place by recognizing words, 

phrases or commonly used utterances, or exchanges in different contexts. For example, 
the expression "What's the special today?" might be heard in a restaurant. "We begin this 
evening with a discussion of Chapter 3" could be heard in a lecture hall. 

>- Topic and gist 
• Understand the topic and logical development of a speaking activity. 

Recognize the key words or phrases which provide clues to the topic, for example, 
"environmental problem" or "scientific solution." 
Understand the key expressions which help structure a speech. For example, 
recognize sign posting words and phrases such as "first;' "finally," "Our last point is 
about .... " Recognize cohesive devices such as "so that," "if ... then ... ;' "only if," 
"consequen tly." 

>- Specific information 
• Identify the key words or phrases that refer to specific information. For example, 

understand references to day, time and place, key points in an argument, or facts in a 
presentation. 

• Identify and ask for specific information, using clarification techniques. For example, 
"I'm sorry, could you remind me about where we're meeting?" 

>- Speaker's point of view 
• Understand the speaker's point of view. For example, recognize words and phrases such 

as "I think," "In my opinion." 
• Understand the speaker's feelings by recognizing stress, tone, intonation and body 

language that are used to convey emotion. For example, saying "told" with a higher tone in 
"I told you" may indicate impatience. Stressing "offer" in "The student did not even offer a 
reason for ... " may indicate indignation and disapproval of the student's behavior. 

II 
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Understanding your strengths and weaknesses 

Improving your listening skills starts with an understanding of your own strengths and weaknesses. 
This will allow you to concentrate on areas which need to be improved in general, or specifically 
as preparation for taking PTE Academic. Use the checklist below to assess your current listening 
skills and to decide on priority areas for improvement. 

Effective listening 

Context 

I can understand the context in which a 
speaking activity takes place. 

I can recognize the key words or phrases 
which provide clues to the topic or gist. 

I can understand the key expressions which 
help structure the speech. 

Specific information 

I can identify the key words or phrases about 
specific information. 

I can identify specific gaps in my listening 
comprehension, and ask questions 
appropriately to clarify what was said. 

I can understand the speaker's point of view 
and feelings by recognizing relevant words and 
phrases. 

I can understand the speaker's feelings by 
listening for stress, tone and intonation, and by 
noticing body language. 

Developing your listening skills 

My current proficiency level 

High Low 

Follow the suggestions below to improve your general listening skills. 

~ Listen more. Look for opportunities to hear English. 

Priority for 
improvement 

• Join English-speaking groups to listen to English in a range of authentic settings. 

Participants in these activities often come from different regions, so you have a chance 
to listen to different accents. 
Note informal and idiomatic expressions that you hear. 

• Attend face-to-face presentations, lectures and discussion sessions that are held in English. 
Some English language learning websites offer access to events that you can participate in 
online. 



Pay particular attention to the ways in which speakers organize their presentations, 
how they express their points of view and how they respond to questions. 
Listen closely to questions to check the structures that are used and the ways in which 
polite questions are formulated. 

• Listen to news broadcasts. Aim to understand the topic of each news item without 
necessarily knowing the meaning of every word. 

• Use free Internet listening resources and activities on educational websites for learners of 
English as a foreign or second language (EFL or ESL). 

• Watch or listen to TV or Internet programs that you are interested in. Quiz programs, for 
example, provide useful practice in listening to questions and responses. 

• Observe native English speakers and listen to the language used for different purposes 
in different contexts. Pay attention to their body language, gestures and informal 
expressIOns. 

> Practice your listening skills. 
• Use online listening comprehension courses or textbooks and CDs to practice regularly. 

Work through the questions and check your answers with the answer key. Listen again to 
check your understanding when necessary. 

• Practice predicting what will come next when you are listening. 

Think about how you predict what you will hear when you are listening in your first 
language. Then try it out in English. Pause the audio recording in the middle of a 
sentence. Ask yourself what might come next. Then play the recording to check. 

• Take an online or classroom-based listening course. This will allow you to get listening 
practice that is tailored to your proficiency level and needs. 

listening strategies 

> Be prepared to make inferences. 
• Infer the meanings of unfamiliar words using context clues. You can get a general idea of 

what is said without understanding everything you hear. 

> Use clarification and confirmation techniques. 
• Use clarification techniques to check for information. For example, "What time did you 

say?" or "Can you repeat the population figures?" Ask specifically for the information you 
need. 

• Use confirmation techniques to ensure that you are getting the message correctly. For 
example, in making arrangements, you might say "Right, that's lunch at 12:30." This 
gives you and your conversation partner the chance to confirm that you have understood 
correctly. 

Sources of listeni.ng material -

• Online English courses or textbooks with accompanying CDs or DVDs provide samples of 
authentic or adapted listening materials. Choose materials which have written scripts and/or 
answers to questions, so that you can check your listening comprehension. 
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• English-speaking groups offer the opportunity to practice both listening and speaking skills. 
Search for global groups on the Internet and find out about local clubs in your area . 

• The Internet offers the opportunity to listen to a wide range of genres including presentations, 
lectures, descriptions, stories, commentaries and more. 

• Television programs offer a range of situations in which authentic and scripted language is 
used. Some programs are subtitled, which can be helpful for overall comprehension and for 
exposure to a wide range of topics and language. 

• Radio broadcasts provide listening material on a range of topics. News broadcasts provide 
exposure to short, well-organized presentations on a number of topics. Stories or dramas 
provide practice in following the gist of description or dialogue, including recognition of how 
emotions are conveyed in speech. 

• Face-to-face public lectures or short talks are usually well-structured and are sometimes 
accompanied by written outlines, which can be helpful for both listening and speaking 
practice. 

Preparing for PTE Academic 

To prepare for PTE Academic, you should practice the listening skills that you will be assessed on 
in the test. 

• Read Chapter 6 of the Official Guide to obtain information on all aspects of the listening item 
types in the test and practice responding to the example items. 

• Use the CD-ROM included with the Official Guide to gain further practice in responding to 
listening items. 

• Use the PTE Academic Tutorial available at www.pearsonpte.com to learn how to respond to 
these items in the actual test. 

• Take a practice test available at ,;vww.pearsonpte.com. 

Refer to the section "Resources" in Chapter 2 of the Official Guide for further information. 



Answer key and transcripts 

Task items 

Chjter 5 pea ki n g 

P·45 

P·55 

p.61 

Repeat sentence 

Transcript 

It's a good idea to begin your dissertation with a review of the literature. 

Re-telllecture 

Transcript 

It's now well established that real and active participation in development has many positives for 

women-and as a flow-on-for households, children and communities, and um even in the most remote 

communities there has at least been discussion of women's rights to participate, and women are having a 

voice. Let's not be na'''ve about this-there is still a long way to go! 

M any of the women we have talked about today have become more financially independent, or at least less 
financially dependent, they have developed their skills, their economic potential, and their participation 

has provided opportunities for increased gender equity for- I can't read what I've ... here for improved 

resources and conditions and these have enabled girls to go to school, all of which will have a profound 
impact on future generations of women. 

Answer short question 

newspaper, a newspaper, newspapers 

Transcript 

What type of periodical is published on a daily basis? 
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Chster Reading 

P·91 

p. 101 

Multiple-choice, choose single answer 

One present indicator of climate change in Australia is __ 

o environmental activists. 

o gas emissions. 

o carbon dioxide. 

@ drought. 

Multiple-choice, choose multiple answers 

According to the text, which of the following statements can be concluded about primary 
classes in the Turks and Caicos Islands? 

00 Multigrade classes are mainly found in smaller schools. 

OJ Most primary pupils are in multigrade classes. 

o Parents can choose to send their child to a multigrade school. 

00 Most primary pupils are in mixed ability classes. 

o Multigrade classes are for the youngest three grades. 

Re-order paragraphs 

Doctor Byron has long held that there is a link between diet and acne. 

He convinced Professor Fitzgerald of the University of Hull to set up a study into this matter. 

Professor Fitzgerald and his team studied more than 47000 women. 

The women were asked to fill in a questionnaire about their diet and about their suffering 
from acne. 

No link was found between acne and traditionally suspect food such as chocolate and chips. 



p.l06 
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Reading: Fill in the blanks 

Master of Science in Information Technology (MSc in IT). Our programme will develop your 

,--__ th_e_o_re_t_ic_a_1 _----'I knowledge of Computer Science and your problem-solving and 

'--__ a_n_a_lyt_ic_a_I __ --'1 skills, while enabling you to achieve the . 1 ___ u_lt_im_a_t_e __ ----' 

qualification for the IT professional. The programme structure is extremely 

'--___ fl_ex_i_b_le __ ----'1 ' enabling you to personalise your MSc through a wide range of 

electives. 

Reading & writing: Fill in the blanks 

The impact of a product recall can be wide-reaching, and will almost certainly extend beyond 

the purely financial 1 considerations . of taking products off shelves. David Palmer, 

director of product risk management for Aon Limited , points out, "It takes companies many 

years to establish a strong brand name and 1 reputation • and it only takes one 
'--------~--

product recall to bring it crashing down. " Despite heightened awareness around product 

recalls, and significant investment in product control , some businesses are still falling 

short • when it comes to implementing strategies to deal with a crisis . 

Ch6ter Listen ing 

p. 124 Summarize spoken text 

Transcript 

I have chosen The Search for Stability as the title of my lectures, because I want to deal specifically with 
macroeconomics, the question of how we can keep the economy on a reasonably stable growth path . While 
there are disagreements about many aspects of economics, such as those dealing with effiCiency, income 
distribution, or the role of the market versus the role of the state, I think there is widespread agreement 
across the political spectrum that stability is a good thing. 
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Economically, the first half of the 20th century was disfigured by the Great Depression of the 1930s, and 

the second half by the high inflation of the 1970s. No one wants a repeat of these episodes, nor of some of 

the other disruptions that have marked the past 60 years. To some, the word "stability" sounds unexciting, 

and probably more so if I use the term "economic stability." But stability is not just an economic concept; 

it has a profound impact on the lives of people. Instability can create havoc, damage institutions, and 

leave a legacy from which some families and nations will take many years to recover. For example, the 

rise of Nazism in Germany was helped by the preceding Weimar hyper-inflation. Fortunately, in Australia, 

we've had nothing like that, but the effects of the Depression left scars that lasted for lifetimes. Likewise, 

the effects of the big rise in unemployment and inflation in the 1970s have not fully passed out of our 

economy. 

Multiple-choice, choose multiple answers 

According to the speaker, how are online news sources making the news industry more 
competitive? 

~ There are more media options to choose from. 

o More advertising revenue comes from online news articles. 

o People care less about the national news. 

o The national stations have taken over the online media market. 

~ It is easier to get the news from outside sources. 

Transcript 

I hate to say it, but probably the best thing that could happen right now is a little consolidation, because 

one of the reasons that we have so many news sources out there is because up until recently, the local 

newspaper in everybody's town was the only newspaper they got, pretty much. Well, now, if you're 

consuming news online, then what's the difference between the local newspaper that I read in Kentucky 

versus the one that the guy reads in Dallas, or the one that somebody reads out in IIJ0rth Dakota? And 

it turns out that if you did a comparison, I'm just making this figure up, but I'm going to guess that it's 

about 90% similar stuff. I mean, when you take out High School football scores, restaurant reviews, and 

local social gatherings, and you just have, like, you know, regional and national stuff in there, you really 

can get that stuff from anywhere. And so, I think what's happened is that a lot of these newspapers and 

local TV stations don't t'ealize that now they're all in direct competition with not only each other but the 

nationals as well. 
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Fill in the blanks 

Well, sometimes, representatives of a company make misstatements. They get 

something wrong regarding LI ___ c_o_r_p_o_ra_t_e __ --'I policy. And there, sometimes 

the problem is just letting people upfront know that sometimes this happens, and 

I apologize / apologise I quickly when it does. What some companies do as an alternative 

is have ... 1 hobbyists I , aficionados run the discussion boards and then 

representatives participate in that, but then they have much less I liability 

as far as I can tell. 

Transcript 

Well, sometimes, representatives of a co mpany make misstatements. They get something wrong regarding 
corporate policy. And there, sometimes the problem is just letting people upfront know that sometimes 
this happens, and apologize quickly when it does. What some companies do as an alternative is have ... 
hobbyists, aficionados run the discussion boards and then representatives participate in that, but then they 
have much less liability as far as I can tell. 

Highlight correct summary 

o Recent research shows that when customers are dissatisfied with service or products, 
they usually inform the company of their complaint. They tend to talk about their 
negative experience with others if the company doesn't respond to their initial complaint. 

@ Recent research shows that nearly one third of dissatisfied customers will share a 
negative retail experience with someone else. Nearly half of the people surveyed said 
that they had avoided a store due to another individual's negative experience. 

o Recent research shows that nearly 80% of customers who had a bad experience with a 
company will share that experience with people they know. Furthermore, 70% of people 
who hear about another individual's negative experience will avoid a store based on 
what they've heard. 

o Recent research shows that most customers have had a negative experience with a 
company at some time. When this happens, the majority tend to avoid the store in future. 
More seriously for the companies, however, between 32 and 36 out of every hundred 
customers will tell others about that experience, and exaggerate the story. 
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Transcript 

Wharton Marketing Professor Stephen Hoch, who suffered through this scenario first-hand during a 
recent shopping trip, says customers are bound to talk about these kinds of experiences. And, according to 
new Wharton research, such word-of-mouth communication should be a big cause of concern to retailers. 
Results of The Retail Customer Dissatisfaction Study 2006-conducted by The Jay H. Baker Retailing 
Initiative at Wharton and The Verde Group, a Toronto consulting firm, in the weeks before and after 
Christmas 2005 - show that only 6 % of shoppers who experienced a problem with a retailer contacted 
the company, but 31 % went on to tell friends, family or colleagues what happened . Of those, 8% told one 
person, another 8% told two people, but 6% told six or more people. " Even though these shoppers don't 
share their pain with the store, they do share their pain with other people. Apparently, quite a few other 
people/' says Hoch. Overall, if 100 people have a bad experience, a retailer stands to lose between 32 and 
36 current or potential customers, according to the study. The complaints have an even greater impact 
on shoppers who were not directly involved as the story spreads and is embellished, researchers found . 
Almost half of those surveyed, 48 %, reported they have avoided a store in the past because of someone 
else's negative experience. 

Multiple-choice, choose single answer 

What does the speaker believe is likely to happen in the future? 

@ The media will be owned by a small number of corporations. 

o The public will eventually pay for the funding of the media. 

o The media will be run primarily for the purpose of making profit. 

Q Most media analysts will continue to report what they see. 

Transcript 

It's, it's particularly harmful to democracy when media systems are in the hands of private tyrannies. I 
mean it's bad enough if the guys who you know, making shoes or cars, that's bad enough, but when it's 
control over the doctrinal system and information, that's much worse. That's why I think the stuff that's 
going on in telecommunications now is so, should really have a lot more attention than it does. I mean 
here's thi s huge system, you know, built at public expense, I mean you guys paid for it, you know, and as 
usual being handed over to private power now that it's profitable, and it's very likely I think most media 
analysts with their heads screwed on see and indeed even report that it's going to end up in the hands of 
the half a dozen mega corporations internationally. 

Select missing word 

o they become dedicated 

Q they get exhausted 
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o they're rather improved 

@ they're quite competent 

o they're quite indifferent 

Transcript 

The Surgical Simulation Project is designed to provide an environment where people can practice doing 
surgery where the surgeon can see and feel a scenario that they would be seeing and interacting with in 
the actual surgery. It's sort of like flight simulation in that if your pilot is flying a 747, you would like to 
have had that pilot fly a simulator until they're quite competent. 

Highlight incorrect words 

When explorer Roald Amundsen set out to find the Northwest Pasture, his official mission 
was scientific-a search for the magnetic south pole. But as historian Roland Huntford 
describes, the real drive behind the expedition came from a deep desire to colonize the 
unknown. "One of the reasons that Amundsen would have been challenged by the Northwest 
Passage is simply that it was one of the last great geographical goals accomplished. What 
you have to realize is that by the 1880s, most of the earth had been discovered." 

Transcript 

When explorer Roald Amundsen set out to find the Northwest Passage, his official mission was scientific
a search for the magnetic north pole. But as historian Roland Huntford describes, the real drive behind the 
expedition came from a deep desire to conquer the unknown. "One of the reasons that Amundsen would 
have been inspired by the Northwest Passage is simply that it was one of the last great geographical goals 
unaccomplished. What you have to realize is that by the 1870s, most of the earth had been discovered." 

Write from dictation 

The cart carries a single object. 

Transcript 

The cart carries a single object. 
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Ch3ter Speaking 

P·44 

P·49 

Read aloud 

Compare your response with the three sample responses on the Audio CD. Each one was given 
by a PTE Academic test taker. They illustrate the CEF levels of competence Cl, B2 and Bl. See the 
Appendix for information on the CEF language descriptors. 

The content of this response is excellent. This response is spoken at a conversational rate of 
speech and demonstrates good phrasing and smooth word emphasis. Additionally, there are 
no hesitations, repetitions or false starts. The pronunciation of most vowels and consonants 
is standard. Word and phrase stress is also appropriate. 

The content of this response is excellent. Disconnected phrasing and uneven rate of speech 
prevents the response from receiving full credit for fluency. There are no hesitations, 
repetitions or false starts. The pronunciation of several vowels and consonants is not 
standard and there are also several word and phrase stress errors. 

The content of this response is weak. Some words in the text are omitted, and some words 
that are not in the text are added. Disconnected phrasing and uneven rate of speech prevents 
the response from receiving full credit for fluency. There is also a hesitation and false start. 
Additionally, missing or incorrect pronunciation of vowels and consonants makes several 
words and phrases incomprehensible to most regular speakers of English. 

Transcript 

Photography's gaze widened during the early years of the twentieth century and, as the snapshot camera 

became increasingly popular, the making of photographs became increasingly available to a wide cross
section of the public . The British people grew accustomed to, and were hungry for, the photographic image. 

Repeat sentence 

Compare your response with the three sample responses on the Audio CD. Each one was given 
by a PTE Academic test taker. They illustrate the CEF levels of competence Cl, B2 and Bl. See the 
Appendix for information on the CEF language descriptors. 

The content of this response is excellent. The response is spoken at a conversational rate of 
speech and the phrasing is appropriate. There are no repetitions, hesitations or false starts. 
Additionally, vowels and consonants are pronounced correctly. 
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The content of this response is excellent. Uneven phrasing prevents the response from 
receiving full credit for fluency. There are no hesitations, repetitions or false starts. Minor 
pronunciation and stress errors do not affect intelligibility. 

The content of this response is weak. Some words in the sentence are omitted, and some 
words that are not in the sentence are added. The rate of speech is uneven and there is 
one hesitation. However, most words are spoken in continuous phrases. Some consonants 
are not pronounced and other consonants and vowels are mispronounced. Stress is placed 
incorrectly on some words. 

Transcript 

Please submit your work electronically, if you can. 

Describe image 

Compare your response with the three sample responses on the Audio CD. Each one was given 
by a PTE Academic test taker. They illustrate the CEF levels of competence C1, B2 and B1. See the 
Appendix for information on the CEF language descriptors. 

The graph shows the development in comparing more or less developed countries, which, 
um, it compares to date against the amount by which it develops. And it shows that the less 
developed regions by year from 1950 to 2050 will have a significant or wider development 
compared to more developed regions. 

The content of this response is fairly good. The major aspects of the graph and relationships 
between elements are accurately discussed. However, the test taker does not mention 
population growth, rather the test taker says the graph is showing the amount of development 
in developing and developed countries. The response is spoken at a conversational rate 
of speech and the phrasing is appropriate. This response demonstrates good control of 
grammar with very few errors. The vocabulary used is precise and appropriate for the 
context. The pronunciation is standard and all words are easily understandable. Stress is 
placed correctly on common words. This response is 22 seconds long. 

This graph shows that in less developed regions, the population has grown in the last 
years. Meanwhile the developed regions has maintained their growth even in the last. 
The projections show that the the more developed regions will will continue being stable. 
Meanwhile the less developed regions will continue their grow to almost nine bil-

The content of this response is just adequate. While the response describes major aspects 
of the graph, the content is repetitive and several key details are not included. The response 
is spoken at an acceptable rate and in continuous phrases. There are several hesitations, 
false starts and repetitions which prevent the response from receiving full credit for fluency. 
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Sentence structure is basic and there are obvious grammar and vocabulary errors. The 
pronunciation of several vowels and consonants is not standard and there are also several 
word and phrase stress errors. This response is 40 seconds long. 

The grap shows the grow in more and less to (unintelligible) countries from 1950 to 2050. 

The content of this response is weak. There is no discussion of the relationships between 
elements of the graph, and only major aspects are described. Fluency is negatively affected 
by uneven rhythm, poor phrasing and multiple hesitations. The vocabulary is basic and 
limited to words that appear on the graph. This response demonstrates limited control 
over simple grammatical structures. Certain consonants are consistently pronounced in a 
non-native manner, which requires the listener to adjust to the accent. Stress placement on 
common words is not standard. This response is 13 seconds long. 

Re-telliecture 

Compare your response with the three sample responses on the Audio CD. Each one was given 
by a PTE Academic test taker. They illustrate the CEF levels of competence CI, B2 and Bl. See the 
Appendix for information on the CEF language descriptors. 

The lecturer was just talking about a rocket that was, um, that is launched by the Russians. 
Um yep. In the lecture he was just mentioning that this rocket was going to be launched to 
the International Space Station. And, um, what was interesting about this was not the rocket 
itself but that, um, the Russians actually developed the rocket ages ago and they are still 
using the same rocket, um, nowadays. 

The content of this response is excellent. The topic has been accurately discussed and the 
supporting points are included. The response is spoken at a conversational rate of speech 
and the phrasing is appropriate. Word emphasis is smooth. This response demonstrates 
good control of grammar. The vocabulary used is appropriate for the context and varied. 
Also, simple connectors and cohesive devices are used. The pronunciation of most vowels 
and consonants is standard. Word and phrase stress is also appropriate. This response is 35 
seconds long. 

Uh. In this picture it is a rocket. Uh. And it is, um, it is a rocket which can have for space 
station which is built by Russian 30 years ago. And what is, uh, what is drawing our 
attention is the back field. Uh, half ago, uh, half a century ago, the Russian has have the, uh, 
technology to, uh, support a rocket. 

The content of this response is good. While the response includes some main points, other 
key information from the lecture is omitted. Uneven phrasing, several hesitations, repetitions 
and false starts prevent this response from receiving full credit for fluency. Language use 
is weak. Basic grammar and vocabulary errors are present. The pronunciation of several 
vowels and consonants is not standard. Several word and phrase stress errors require the 
listener to adjust to the accent. This response is 35 seconds long. 
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Urn. Very old type of locket type like a screw, a screw (unintelligible). That rocket is made in 
(unintelligible). It is a very old type of locket. Urn. There are characteristic of the back part of 
the locket is are a kind of very old fashion . And, uh, but it it is still used in, uh, used now. 

The content of this response is weak. While the response includes some main points, other 
key information from the lecture is misrepresented. Fluency is affected by uneven rhythm, 
poor phrasing, multiple hesitations, false starts and repetitions. This response demonstrates 
limited control over simple grammatical structures. The vocabulary is basic and the word 
choice is repetitive. Certain vowels and consonants are consistently mispronounced. Stress 
placement on common words is not standard. This response is 34 seconds long. 

Transcript 

N ow you can't have escaped hearing about Sputnik over the last few days-the newspapers have mentioned 
it. There was a symbol on Google - I don't know how many of you used Google on Thursday but there was 
a little symbol for Sputnik there. What we're looking at is the machine that launched Sputnik. Well, not 
quite: this is called a Soyuz rocket, and it's what takes the crews up to the International Space Station. 
It's the rocket that the Russians sti ll use today. I t's not that view that I'm interested in, it's the back view 
of the rocket. And the back view of this rocket is indistinguishable in almost every regard from the rocket 
that began the space age half a century ago. Because what the Russians have done is, they found a rocket 
that worked half a century ago, and they've stuck with it. 

Answer short question 

(the) equator or (the) equatorial line 

Transcript 

What is the demarcation point that divides the Earth into a Northern Hemisphere and a Southern 
Hemisphere? 
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Ch4ter Writi ng 

P·77 

p. 82 

Summarize written text 

Compare your response with the three sample responses below. Each one was given by a PTE 
Academic test taker. They illustrate the CEF levels of competence Cl, B2 and Bl. See the Appendix 
for information on the CEF language descriptors. 

Legal rights and safeguards lead to long-lived investments by individuals, which has a far 
higher impact on raising living standards of countries than these countries' natural resources. 

The content of this response is excellent. The topic has been accurately discussed and the 
supporting points are included. The grammar follows standard conventions. All words are 
spelled correctly. The vocabulary used is appropriate for the context. The response is one 
complete sentence. 

Natural resources such as proper lands to be cultivated and ample energy help a country 
becoming rich, but laws and stable political situations are more important in developing a 
nation. 

The content of this response is adequate, although the summary does not demonstrate a 
complete understanding of the main point of the passage. Rather, the response summarizes 
a supporting point. The vocabulary used is appropriate for the context and contains one 
spelling mistake. The response is one complete sentence. 

Variaty reason affect our wealth may involved political and legislation requirment on short
term and long-term investment. 

The content of this response is weak. While the information provided in the response is 
relevant, the response is not an accurate summary of the passage. Missing or incorrect use 
of prepositions and verbs compromises understanding and prevents the response from 
receiving full credit for grammar. The vocabulary used is appropriate for the context. 
There are two spelling errors. Although weakly constructed, the response is one complete 
sentence. 

Write essay 

Compare your response with the three sample responses below. Each one was given by a PTE 
Academic test taker. They illustrate the CEF levels of competence Cl, B2 and Bl. See the Appendix 
for information on the CEF language descriptors. 



Tobacco is one of the most widely-used drugs of the world. Over a billion adults legally 
smoke tobacco every day. Tobacco is slowing taking a billion people in the world towards 
doom. The long term health costs are high for smokers, who suffer from various heart and 
lung diseases, reduced concentration and continually diminishing immunity. 

Non-smokers, accompanying smokers or those who are in their close vicinity, also become 
"Passive" smokers and bear the toll of various inevitable diseases as they inhale the smoke 
which has an ill -effect on their respiratory systems. Thus, the health costs are high -for 
smokers themselves, and for wider community in terms of health care costs and lost 
productivity. 

There has been awareness among people from many years, about the ill-effects of smoking 
and various campaigns run by the government, NGOs and local bodies to encourage people 
to quit smoking but the result have not been impressive. The solution is to nip the problem 
in the bud. School authorities and parents should keep a close eye so that children dont 
start to smoke because they think it is "cool". They should be made aware about the harmful 
effects of smoking. 

Government could playa vital role too. Smoking should not be high-hand in advertisements 
and movie commercials which have a huge impact on people. It could levy high taxes on 
tobacco products to keep people away from its reach. Rules for checking children buying 
such products should be made stringent. 

The onus to protect from such products also lie on individuals as will-power always does 
the trick . The knowledge of importance of being healthy has to be realized from within . It 
goes a long way to check the problem. Thus, the solution requires both legitimate action of 
Government and strong individual decisions to eliminate the problem. 

This essay answers the question on topic. The roles of the government and the individual are 
well explained and supporting details are provided. There is good development of ideas and 
a logical structure. The main ideas are introduced in the first paragraph and the test taker's 
answer to the question is restated in the conclusion. General linguistic and vocabulary ranges 
are excellent. The vocabulary is precise and expresses subtleties and nuances. Idioms are 
also used appropriately. Minor grammatical errors prevent this response from receiving full 
credit for grammar usage and mechanics, although the intended meaning of the sentences 
is dear. Spelling is excellent. This essay is 300 words long. 

These days, statistics have shown that all around the world, over a billion adults legally 
smoke tobacco every day. Also, these numbers are expected to increase if nothing is done. 
It takes two to stop the numbers arising and therefore, the government and the smokers 
have to cooperate to make the country smoke-free. 

The government should control the amount of smokers as the rising numbers could 
cause lost productivity and an increase in the crime rate. Campaigns should be created 
and advertisements using the mass media can actually help the smokers realize the 
disadvantages of smoking . 

Besides that, smokers should also learn the gruesome facts on smoking. They should 
also realize that there's more to life than just smoking and that people near and dear to 
them could be affected from their habit. Studies have shown that people who have family 
members who are smokers can actually contract diseases such as cancer and other lung 

diseases. 
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Moreover, the increase in the number of smokers can actually mean that there would 
probably be an increase in crime rates as well. Smoking would then lead to other dangerous 
issues like drugs, prostitution, theft and even murder. Therefore, the government should act 
immediately to avoid further damage to society. 

Certain smokers who want to quit can find it hard to do so and this is when the government's 
help can come in handy. That is by increasing the age limit for adolescents to smoke, 
increasing tax on tobacco products to make it a lot more expensive and also to provide 
support gropus for smokers who wish to quit. 

In a nutshell, smoking is indeed a problem to the nation and it takes two to work it out. The 
government and the smokers themselves should work side by side to solve this issue. 

This essay answers the question on topic and is well organized. There is a clear introduction, 
body and conclusion. In the body, the main ideas and details relate to the main point of 
the essay. However, some main ideas are not well supported with details, examples or 
explanations. There are obvious grammatical errors in sentences with complex structures. 
However, most grammatical errors do not hinder communication. Imprecise vocabulary 
prevents the response from receiving full credit for general linguistic range. The vocabulary 
range is good and cliches are used sparingly. There are no significant spelling errors. This 
essay is 300 words long. 

Cigarettes is one kind of tobacco which actually is one of the most widely-used drugs in 
the world. It is common in our everyday lives for that there are so many people smoking. 
However, nowadays more and more people pay much attention to their healthes, so the 
concept of "Smoking is unhealthy" is accepted by most people who reject in smoking. But 
there are still over a billion adults legally smoke tobacco every day that will costs a lot both 
for smokers themselves and for the wider community in terms of health care costs and lost 
productivity. Do governments have a legitimate role to legislate to protect citizens from the 
harmful effects of smoking? The answer will be yes for most of people. The first, smoking will 
do harm for smokers' health. The second, somking will do harm for people who are arround 
smokers such as families. And smoking is always a lead of a fire desaster. There are many 
reasons to restrict smoking. The point is how to do this. We know that every policy will make 
a consequence. If government shut down the tobacco facotories, it will definitely increase 
the price of cigarettes which will affect smokers-over a billion people-heavily because they 
won't change their habit just because there are fewer Cigarettes. So I think the government 
should guide these people not t 

This essay minimally answers the question on topic. The details and examples do not follow 
a well-developed logic that supports the test taker's position on the topic. The essay does 
not have a good organizational pattern. The introduction rephrases the topic, the body 
contains minimal supporting points and the conclusion is unfinished. Missing or incorrect 
use of verbs and nouns prevents this essay from receiving full credit for grammar usage and 
spelling. The vocabulary is limited and imprecise. Some words are not appropriate for the 
context. Spelling errors are numerous. This response is 227 words long. 



Chster Read ing 

P·95 Multiple-choice, choose single answer 

Which of the following can be inferred from the text? 

o Photography eventually made scientific expeditions more productive. 

@ Artists performed a variety of tasks}n early scientific exploratio~s. 

o Naturalists themselves were often talented artists. 

o Dissecting specimens was not as useful as taking them to England. 

D 0 Photography eventually made scientific expeditions more productive. 

This response is incorrect. Although the text implies that photography became a part of 
scientific expeditions, the text does not imply that photography made scientific expeditions 
more productive. 

PJ @ Artists performed a variety of tasks in early scientific explorations. 

This response is correct because the writer states that artists drew specimens, recorded 
dissections and sketched the people and places visited during early scientific explorations. 

D 0 Naturalists themselves were often talented artists. 

This response is incorrect because this point is not addressed in the text. The writer does not 
state whether naturalists were or were not talented artists. 

a 0 Dissecting specimens was not as useful as taking them to England. 

This response is incorrect because the writer states that naturalists preserved or dissected 
some of the specimens they found. The writer neither implies nor states whether preservation 
was more useful than dissection. 
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Multiple-choice, choose multiple answers 

Which of the following words have the same meaning in the passage as "residences"? 

00 abodes 

0 amenities 

0 connections 

~ dwellings 

~ habitations 

0 hillsides 

0 terrain 

PJ 00 abodes 

This response is correct because "abodes" is a synonym for "residences." "Abodes" is described 
as "ancient," and since the residences were previously described as "ancient Bronze Age 
dwellings:' it can be inferred that they are the same thing. 

a 0 amenities 

This response is incorrect because "amenities" are things that the residences are "equipped 
out with" but not equivalent to. 

a 0 connections 

This response is incorrect because "connections" is listed as one of the amenities provided 
by the residences. 

m 00 dwellings 

This response is correct because "dwellings" is a synonym for "residences." In the text, 
"dwellings" is used to further explain "residences." 

PJ [!] habitations 

This response is correct because "habitations" is a synonym for "residences." Also, the word 
"such" modifies "habitations," and links it to the "residences" mentioned in the previous 
sentence. 
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III 0 hillsides 

This response is incorrect because "hillsides" refers to the location of the residences, not the 
residences themselves. 

III 0 terrain 

This response is incorrect because "terrain" is a type of landscape. Also, Spain's "unspoiled 
terrain" is contrasted in the passage with the "caves" that are used as residences. 

Re-order paragraphs 

Rogers felt that psychologists had the most important job in the world, because ultimately, 
it was not the physical sciences that would save us, but better interactions between human 
beings. 

The climate of openness and transparency he created in his sessions, if replicated within 
the family, the corporation, or in politics, would result in less angst and more constructive 
outcomes. 

But the key was a desire to really feel what the other person or party wanted and felt. 

Such a willingness, though not easy, could transform those involved. 

Rogers felt that psychologists had the most important job in the world, because ultimately, 
it was not the physical sciences that would save us, but better interactions between human 
beings. 

This is the first text box because it introduces the topic and contains the main idea of the 
text. In addition, it attributes ideas to "Rogers;' the only individual named in this text. 

The climate of openness and transparency he created in his sessions, if replicated within 
the family, the corporation, or in politics, would result in less angst and more constructive 
outcomes. 

This is the second text box because it expands the main idea by describing the results of 
better interactions. Additionally, the pronouns "he" and "his" indicate that this person was 
named in a preceding text box. 

But the key was a desire to really feel what the other person or party wanted and felt. 

This is the third text box because it describes how to obtain the described results. The 
coordinating conjunction "but;' at the beginning of the text box, also indicates that 
information preceded this text box. 
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Such a willingness, though not easy, could transform those involved. 

This is the fourth and last text box because it concludes the paragraph by suggesting overall 
results or consequences. In addition, "such a willingness" refers to the phrase, "a desire to 
really feel what the other person or party wanted and felt:' indicating that this text box 
comes after the third text box. 

Reading: Fill in the blanks 

Science blogs serve a dual purpose. First, they connect scientists to each other, 

serving 1 as modern day intellectual salons. Even 1 formal 

scientific papers are now beginning to 1 cite 1 blogs as references. Second, 

they connect scientists to the general 1 public 1 ' offering a behind-the-

scenes LI ____ I_O_O_k ___ ...J1 at how science progresses. 

Reading & writing: Fill in the blanks 

A Civil War reenactment is in part a memorial service. It is partly, too, a leisure activity. 

Furthermore most reenactors assert an educational import to the performance, and to 

develop their roles many pursue archival LI (_1) _ _ r_e_se_a_r_c_h_---"I_ with a rare dedication. On 

the other hand Civil War reenactments are increasingly commercial 1 (2) spectacles . ' 

with as many as fifty thousand Americans routinely gathering at (or near) historical Civil War 

battlefields to stage performances that purport to recreate the conflict, while hundreds of 

thousands more spectate. 

I will show how theoretical issues of 1 (3) authenticity I arise as practical problems 

in the Civil War reenactment community by presenting my own observations from the 2006 

Gettysburg reenactment and by LI (_41 ___ r_e_ly_in_g __ .
...................................... _ on a number of texts produced by 

participant-observers. In particular I will refer to Robert Lee Hodge, who was made famous 

by Tony Horwitz's 1996 book, Confederates in the Attic, and who served as a kind of Virgil 
to 

the author on his journey through a Confederate Valhalla. From these sources I will 



LI (_51 ___ a_r_g_ue __ ----->I_ that 'Living History' performances require an interpretive apparatus 

that takes genuine history as its authority, while remaining external to both partiCipants 

and tourists, who may well be unaware of how closely their own involvement approximates 

genuine historical events. 

Ch6te r Listen i ng 

p.128 Summarize spoken text 

Compare your response with the three sample responses below. Each one was given by a PTE 
Academic test taker. They illustrate the CEF levels of competence Cl, B2 and Bl. See the Appendix 
for information on the CEF language descriptors. 

In an interview with the CEO of Disney, the importance of locally produced content was 
raised: there is a global growth imperative, even with companies as well-established as 
Disney, not only to sell products in the language of a particular region, but also to make 
products locally relevant. Operating locally, companies can use local creativity and interests 
to enhance the relevancy of their products to their customers in that location. 

The content of this response is excellent. The response is an accurate and detailed summary 
of the main point and several supporting points discussed in the lecture. The grammar 
follows standard conventions. The vocabulary used is appropriate for the context. All words 
are spelled correctly. This response is 70 words long. 

As doing business in globalized world, Disney is trying to extend markets by targetting global 
grosses. This includes applying brand and non brand products. It is not just that strategy, 
the more important thing is by being locally relevant, moving people to market. By doing this , 
Disney is able to being creative locally. This means that Disney can pull them to its market by 
using their culture to attract them. 

The content of this response is good. The main point has been discussed and supporting 
points are included. This response demonstrates limited grammatical control. Several errors 
on choice of word hinder understanding. There are two spelling errors. This response is 70 
words long. 
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With the global ecnomic increasing sharply, we have to strong ourselves. I think we have 
ability to enter the global world and we will have a position. I believe the most important 
thing for us is how to send our production, our culture ana the belief to the global market, 
and how should we do to make these things accepted by the world and people lived in other 
contries. I have the strong belief that we will win. 

The content of this response is weak. While the response contains information related to 
the lecture, the test taker misrepresents the main point. This response demonstrates weak 
grammatical control, which hinders understanding. The vocabulary is basic and imprecise. 
There are several spelling errors. This response is 79 words long, which is over the maximum 
length of 70 words. 

Transcript 

I nterviewer: International expansion is also something that you've emphasised as C EO, and one interesting 
aspect of that has been a focus on locally-produced content. I wonder if you could talk about 
the ways in which, in a globalised world, in a global economy, locally-produced content is 
important for an iconic company like Disney. 

Jger: Well, first of all, global growth is imperative for us. We are not only a very durable brand 
worldwide, but we are a very well-known brand, so I think we have the ability to not just 
succeed, but to grow and to thrive in many markets around the country for years to come. 
But in order to do so, it's not just about putting our product there, meaning taking something 
that's been made for another market, putting a local language track on it, and distributing 
it locally. It's about being locally relevant, and that means operating locally, meaning moving 
our people to markets so that they understand the markets, the culture, the interests. It's 
also about being creative locally: there 's a lot of talent and a lot of creativ ity in many, many 
places around the world, and we have to tap into that content. 

Multiple-choice, choose multiple answers 

Which of these countries use electronic voting machines? 

0 South Africa 

[!] India 

0 Indonesia 

[!] Holland 

0 United Kingdom 



a 0 South Africa 

This response is incorrect because South Africa is not mentioned as having voting technology. 
It can be inferred from the speaker's statement, "everyone votes on good old paper ballots" 
that "everyone" refers to any nation not mentioned. 

PJ ~ India 

This response is correct because the speaker states that "the whole country of ... India uses 
electronic voting machines." 

a 0 Indonesia 

This response is incorrect because Indonesia is not mentioned as having voting technology. 
It can be inferred from the speaker's statement, "everyone votes on good old paper ballots" 
that "everyone" refers to any nation not mentioned. 

PJ ~ Holland 

This response is correct because the speaker states that Holland has voting machines. 

a 0 United Kingdom 

This response is incorrect because the United Kingdom is not mentioned. It can be inferred 
from the speaker's statement, "everyone votes on good old paper ballots" that "everyone" 
refers to any nation not mentioned. Furthermore, the speaker says, "voting machines don't 
exist in most of the rest of the world, including Western Europe." 

Transcript 

Alright, a little bit of history. Well, the current debate we are having is a uniquely American phenomenon, 
uniquely American because voting machines don't exist in most of the rest of the world, including erm, 
western Europe, where one might think we'd find them. We really only have voting machines, I think about 
a third or a half of South America uses voting technology, uh, Holland does because there's a machine 
manufacturer there and the whole country of indria, India uses electronic vot ing machines, which is quite 
interesting . Those machines are made by the Indian government. But other than that, everyone votes on 

good old paper ballots. 
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Fill in the blanks 

OK, we're going to begin our lectures today on the I biological I basis of 

mental life. Psychology was defined at the very beginning of the I existence 

of the science by William James as the science of mental life. As II described 

last time, James argued that the whole purpose of psychology is to try to understand the 

underlie '---__ c_O_g_n_it_iv_e __ -----'1 ' emotional and motivational processes that I 
~=========~ 

human experience, thought and action. But because the brain is the 1L-__ P_h_y_S_iC_a_1 __ ---' 

basis of the mind, the mind is what the brain does, James began his famous 

'-----___ t_re_a_ti_s_e __ -----'I on psychology with a discussion of brain function. 

Transcript 

01<, we're going to begin our lectures today on the biological basis of mental life. Psychology was defined 
at the very beginning of the existence of the science by William James as the science of mental life. As 
I described last time, James argued that the whole purpose of psychology is to try to understand the 
cognitive, emotional and motivational processes that underlie human experience, thought and action. But 
because the brain is the physical basis of the mind, the mind is what the brain does, James began his 
famous treatise on psychology with a discussion of brain function. 

Highlight correct summary 

o The speaker explains the difference between electrochemistry and chemical metallurgy. 
The similarities and differences between the two are discussed, as well as factors that 
determine the differences. 

o The speaker explains the class objective and procedures to students. He also tells the 
class his background information and that they have the choice of attending a class 
either at 8 AM or 9 AM. 

@ The speaker gives his personal background related to the subject matter of the course. 
He discusses his background in education as well as research, and his experience 
teaching at this university. ---:_._-----

o The speaker tells about his experience at the University of Toronto and his PhD studies 
in electrochemistry there. He explains why he stayed in Canada for a longer period of 
time than the two years that he had planned. 



- ------------------ --------- - - ------------ ------

o The speaker explains the difference between electrochemistry and chemical metallurgy. 
The similarities and differences between the two are discussed, as well as factors that 
determine the differences. 

This response is incorrect because the speaker does not explain the difference between 
electrochemistry and chemical metallurgy. 

o The speaker explains the class objective and procedures to students. He also tells the 
class his background information and that they have the choice of attending a class 
either at 8 AM or 9 AM. 

This response is incorrect because the speaker does not explain the class objective and 
procedures. Although two class sections are mentioned, the reference is to the speaker's first 
teaching assignment instead of the current one. 

@ The speaker gives his personal background related to the subject matter of the course. 
He discusses his background in education as well as research, and his experience 
teaching at this university. 

This response is correct because it accurately covers the key points made by the speaker. 

o The speaker tells about his experience at the University of Toronto and his PhD studies 
in electrochemistry there. He explains why he stayed in Canada for a longer period of 
time than the two years that he had planned. 

This response is incorrect because the speaker says that he studied chemical metallurgy 
at the University of Toronto, not electrochemistry, and that he had planned to go back to 
Canada after one or two years. 

Transcript 

So let me begin by doing a little bit of background so that you know what's going on here. Uh, I was born 
in Canada. I went to the University of Toronto, and I studied chemical metallurgy. Chemical metallurgy, 
well you might say, "What's a person who studied chemical metallurgy doing teaching chemistry here?/I 
Well, after my Ph D [ came here as a postdoctoral fellow in 1977. The plan was to stay for a year or two 
and go back to Canada. And I lost track of time. So I joined the faculty in 1978 and my first teaching 

assignment was 309-1 recitation. I had two sections: one met at 8 A M and one met at 9 AM. We don' t 
have 8 A M sections; at least we haven't in recent years. Maybe it's time to revisit that. So my research 
is electrochemistry, that's why I'm teaching chemistry. Electrochemistry is the most important branch of 
chemistry. Why not? Find your passion and pursue it. So I'm interested in non-aqueous electrochemistry. 
I don't care about water. I'm interested in non-aqueous electrochemistry. 
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Multiple-choice, choose single answer 

According to the speaker, how did the Seven Years ' War contribute to the start of the 
American Revolution? 

o The British Parliament refused consent for higher taxes. 

@ It led Britain to monitor more closely its colonial interests. 

o It caused the colonies to seek greater financial support from Britain . 

o It enabled Britain to further stretch the boundaries of its empire. 

a 0 The British Parliament refused consent for higher taxes. 

This response is incorrect because the speaker talks about Britain's attempt to tax the 
American colonies without their consent, not about the British Parliament refusing consent 
for higher taxes. 

PJ @ It led Britain to monitor more closely its colonial interests. 

This response is correct. The speaker states that the Seven Years' War created a new sense of 
empire, which resulted in Britain's determination to govern its empire more closely, in other 
words, to monitor more closely its colonial interests. 

a 0 It caused the colonies to seek greater financial support from Britain. 

This response is incorrect. The speaker states that the Seven Years' War intensified Britain's 
interest in things imperial. Whether the colonies sought financial support from Britain is 
not discussed. 

a 0 It enabled Britain to further stretch the boundaries of its empire. 

This response is incorrect because this point is not addressed by the speaker. 

Transcript 

And then finally, briefly, ... [I want to] say a little bit about the way in which the Seven Years' War 
created a new sense of empire. [] have put a] question mark, [here] because there are questions about 
how new this [sense] is, but it certainly intensified Britain's interest in things imperial and, and I think 
most historians, both British and American, would agree that that new interest and that determination to 
govern the empire more closely played a key role in preparing the ground for the series of parliamentary 
attempts to tax the American colonies without their consent, which culminated in the rebellion and 
eventual independence of thirteen of them. So there 's a close connect ion, and historians have always seen 
this, between the Seven Years' War and the American Revol ution. 



------------------------------ - ----- - ---

P·tS3 Select missing word 

o blood 

@ mood 

o damage 

o failure 

o heart 

a 0 blood 

This response is incorrect. Although the speaker mentions the fact that patients with heart 
failure have damaged hearts that are unable to pump blood effectively round the body, 
in the final part of the recording she refers to a psychological study of these patients. A 
psychological study would look at the mental well-being of the patients rather than their 
physical condition. 

PJ @ mood 

This response is correct. In the final part of the recording, the speaker refers to a psychological 
study of cardiac patients which was carried out to assess the link between heart failure and 
depression. Psychologists study depression by studying a patient's mood. 

a 0 damage 

This response is incorrect. Although the speaker mentions the phrase "damage to internal 
organs;' this physical condition would not be the focus of a psychological study. Also, the 
meaning of the word "damage" by itself is too general to complete the final sentence. There 
is no evidence that the cardiac patients are psychologically "damaged." 

a 0 failure 

This response is incorrect. Although the speaker mentions the phrase "heart failure;' this 
physical condition would not be the focus of a psychological study. Also, the meaning of the 
word "failure" by itself is too general to complete the final sentence. There is no evidence 
that the cardiac patients have "failed" in any psychological way. 

a 0 heart 

This response is incorrect. Although cardiac patients have problems with their heart, in the 
final part of the recording the speaker refers to a psychological study of these patients. A 
psychological study would look at the mental well-being of the patients rather than their 
physical condition. 
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Transcript 

When a patient has heart failure, their damaged heart isn ' t able to pump blood, and the oxygen that 
carries, effectively to the rest of the body. Symptoms of the condition, al so known as congestive heart 
failure, range from swelling in the hands and feet to fatigue to damage to internal organs. 

Close to half of patients diagnosed with heart failure will report being depressed, and of those people, 
about a third will experience serious depression. Now, it appears that having depression can make heart 
failure worse. Psychologist James Blumenthal, from Duke University in Durham, North Carolina, led a 
study in which researchers surveyed several hundred cardiac patients about their mood. 

Highlight incorrect words 

So far in our discussion of chemical equations we have assumed that these reactions only go 
in one direction, the forward direction, from left to right as we read it in the equation. That's 
why our arrowhead pOints from left to right: reactants react together to make products. 
However, this is not exactly how things occur in reality. In fact, practically every chemical 
reaction is reversible, meaning the products can also react together to reform the reactants 
that they were made of. So instead of writing that single arrow facing from right to top, a 
more appropriate symbol would be a double arrow, one going from left to right and one 
going from right to left. Reactants are continually, continuously reacting to form produce. 
But at the same time as those products are formed, they remake the reactants. They're both 
going simultaneously, forming each other. This is what we would call a state of equality. 

Transcript 

So far in our discuss ion of chemical reactions we have assumed that these reactions only go in one 
direction, the forward direction, from left to right as we read it in the equation. That's why our arrow 
points from left to right: reactants react together to make products. However, this is not exactly how things 
occur in nature. In fact, practically every chemical reaction is reversible, meaning the products can also 
react together to reform the reactants that they were made of. So instead of writing that single arrow 
facing from left to right, a more appropriate symbol would be a double arrow, one going from left to right 
and one going from right to left. Reactants are continually, continuously reacting to form products. But at 
the same time as those products are formed, they remake the reactants. They're both going simultaneously, 
forming each other. This is what we would call a state of equilibrium. 

Write from dictation 

These arguments are accepted by most researchers in the field . 

Transcript 

These arguments are accepted by most researchers in the field. 



Glossary 

abstract (adj.) 

abstract (n.) 

audio progress indicator 

audio status box 

authentic 

automated scoring system 

beep 

biometrics 

blanks 

blue box 

breach 

checkbox 

checkmark 

cliche 

coherence 

colloquialism 

communicative skills 

concordance 

concrete (adj.) 

connotation 

relating to ideas rather than things; the opposite of concrete 

summary of an academic text or document 

bar within the audio status box showing the elapsed time of the 
audio 

box controlling audio functions for item types with audio 
recordings 

taken from real situations 

computer-based speech recognition and essay-scoring engines 

sound used to indicate the missing word(s) in the item type 
Select missing word 

measurement of physical or behavioral characteristics as a 
means of verifying personal identity 

gaps in text 

word bank in the item type Reading: Fill in the blanks 

an action that breaks a rule, or agreement 

box featured next to a response option for selecting more 
than one response option as in the item type Multiple-choice, 
choose multiple answers; the response option can be selected or 
deselected by clicking on the checkbox. 

symbol used inside a checkbox or radio button to show that the 
response option has been selected 

overused expression or idea that has lost its impact 

logic, or overall sense of being clear and easy to understand 

informal expression often used in conversation 

key language skills required to interact in social situations: 
listening, reading, speaking, writing 

agreement with 

relating to real or actual things 

the implied meaning of a word or expression; the meanings 
associated with a word 
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denotation the direct or actual meaning of a word or expression 

deselect undo or remove a selection made in a checkbox or radio button 

discourse written or spoken communication 

discourse marker a word or phrase used to organize or fulfil a function within 
written or spoken language. For example, "anyway" is a 
discourse marker to change topic. 

drop down arrow clickable button positioned to the right of a blank in the item 
type Reading & writing: Fill in the blanks, used to display the 
drop down list 

drop down list list that displays in the blanks of the item type Reading & 
writing: Fill in the blanks 

enabling skills skills contributing to communicative ability: grammar, oral 
fluency, pronunciation, spelling, vocabulary, written discourse 

Erasable Noteboard Booklet writing surface provided for note taking 

exchange the act of giving and receiving information in communication 

explicit clearly and fully expressed 

false starts occasions when a speaker stops in the middle of speaking to 
reformulate the message and then starts again 

headset headphones and microphone 

hesitation pause or unsteadiness in speech 

idiom expression with a meaning that differs from the meaning of the 
actual words 

image visual input for the item type Describe image 

implicit implied rather than expressed; the opposite of explicit 

increment the amount by which a number, value or amount increases 

infringe break or exceed the limits of 

integrated skills item type item type that assesses more than one skill, for example, 
listening and speaking, reading and writing 

item task in the test consisting of instructions, question or prompt, 

answer opportunities, and scoring rules 



item type 

lecture 

long-answer item type 

"Next" button 

non-verbal 

palm vein scans 

partial credit 

passage 

pen 

prompt 

radio button 

register 

response 

response box 

response option 

score (v.) 

score (n.) 

select text 

short-answer item type 

synonym 

form of an item defined by the presentation, the nature of the 
task, the skills addressed and the scoring rules 

talk or presentation 

item type that requires an extended response 

button on the test screen that allows you to move to the next 
screen 

not involving words 

a means of verifying identity using technology that recognizes 
palm vein patterns 

score on an item that is more than zero but less than the 
maximum score points available for the item 

text 

writing tool provided for note taking on an Erasable Noteboard 
Booklet 

stimulus to an item or a task 

button featured next to a response option for selecting a single 
response option as in the item type Multiple-choice, choose 
single answer; the response option can be selected or deselected 
by clicking on the radio button 

the style of language used to communicate in particular 
contexts for specific purposes 

answer 

typing area for item types that require written responses 

answer choice 

assign points to responses 

points assigned to responses 

choose text in the response box 

item type that requires a brief (one word or phrase) response 

word with the same meaning, or similar meaning, as another 
word 
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test administrator 

test delivery workstation 
or workstation 

test taker 

testing room 

timer 

tone 

topic sentence 

transcript 

turn-taking 

utterance 

verbal 

a member of staff at a test center 

computer terminal used to take PTE Academic 

examinee, candidate 

place where PTE Academic is taken 

clock featured on screen that counts down the remaining time 

sound used to indicate the end of preparation time for some 
speaking item types 

sentence that explains what a paragraph or passage is about 

written copy of audio material 

the convention that people follow in oral communication, in 
which participants respond or volunteer information one by 
one 

speech that people produce for oral communication 

involving spoken words 



Appendix CEF language descriptors 

The Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEF or CEFR; Council of 
Europe, 2001) is a widely accepted standard of ability or performance in language testing and 
contains scales that describe a series of levels of language proficiency. According to the CEF, there 
are six levels. 

Proficient User: CI (Effective Operational Proficiency); C2 (Mastery) 
BI (Threshold); B2 (Vantage) Independent User: 

Basic User: Al (Breakthrough); A2 (Waystage) 

"1" and "2" indicate respectively lower and higher levels of ability within the broad bands 
A (Basic), B (Independent) and C (Proficient). 

Common Reference Levels: global scale 

Proficient 
User 

Independent 
User 

Basic User 

Can understand with ease virtually everything heard or read. Can summarise in-
formation from different spoken and written sources, reconstructing arguments 

(2 and accounts in a coherent presentation. Can express him/herself spontaneous-
ly, very fluently and precisely, differentiating finer shades of meaning even in 
more complex situations. 

r---- ' .. .. .. ..................................................... .............. .. ... . ..... .... ... . .. 

(1 

B2 

Can understand a wide range of demanding, longer texts, and recognise 
implicit meaning. Can express him/herself fluently and spontaneously without 
much obvious searching for expressions. Can use language flexibly and 
effectively for social , academic and professional purposes. Can produce clear, 
well-structured, detailed text on complex subjects, showing controlled use of 
organisational patterns, connectors and cohesive devices. 

Can understand the main ideas of complex text on both concrete and abstract top-
ics, including technical discussions in his/her field of specialisation . Can interact 
with a degree of fluency and spontaneity that makes regular interaction with native 
speakers quite possible without strain for either party. Can produce clear, detailed 
text on a wide range of subjects and explain a viewpoint on a topical issue giving 
the advantages and disadvantages of various options. 

r---- .. .. .. . . "... .. . .. ...... .. 

B1 

A2 

- .. 

Can understand the main points of clear standard input on familiar matters regularly 
encountered in work, school, leisure, etc. Can deal with most situations likely to 
arise whilst travelling in an area where the language is spoken. Can produce simple 
connected text on topics which are familiar or of personal interest. Can describe 
experiences and events, dreams, hopes and ambitions and briefly give reasons and 
explanations for opinions and plans. 

Can understand sentences and frequently used expressions related to areas 
of most immediate relevance (e.g. very basic personal and family information, 
shopping, local geography, employment). Can communicate in simple and routine 
tasks requiring a simple and direct exchange of information on familiar and routine 
matters. Can describe in simple terms aspects of his/her background, immediate 
environment and matters in areas of immediate need. 

Can understand and use familiar everyday expressions and very basic phrases 
aimed at the satisfaction of needs of a concrete type. Can introduce him/herself 

A1 and others and can ask and answer questions about personal details such as where 
he/she lives, people he/she knows and things he/she has. Can interact in a simple 
way provided the other person talks slowly and clearly and is prepared to help. 

© Council of Europe 
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Common Reference Levels: self-assessment grid 

Ai A2 81 

listening I can recognise familiar words I can understand phrases I can understand the main 
and very basic phrases and the highest frequency points of clear standard speech 
concerning myself, my family vocabulary related to on familiar matters regularly 
and immediate concrete areas of most immediate encountered in work, school, 

U surroundings when people personal relevance (e.g. very leisure, etc. I can understand 
N speak slowly and clearly. basic personal and family the main point of many radio 
0 information, shopping, local or 1V programmes on current 
E area, employment). I can affairs or topics of personal or 
R catch the main point in short, professional interest when the 
S clear, simple messages and delivery is relatively slow and 
T announcements. clear. 
A 
N Reading I can understand familiar I can read very short, simple 

0 names, words and very simple texts. I can find specific, consist mainly of high frequency 

I sentences, for example on predictable information in everyday or job-related 

N notices and posters or in simple everyday material language. I can understand the 

G catalogues. such as advertisements, description of events, feelings 
prospectuses, menus and wishes in personal letters. 
and timetables and I can 

............................•... . 

Spoken I can interact in a simple way I can communicate in simple I can deal with most situations 
Interaction provided the other person and routine tasks requiring a likely to arise whilst travelling in 

is prepared to repeat or simple and direct exchange of an area where the language is 
rephrase things at a slower information on familiar topics spoken . I can enter unprepared 
rate of speech and help me and activities. I can handle into conversation on topics that 
formulate what I'm trying to very short social exchanges, are familiar, of personal interest 

S say. I can ask and answer even though I can't usually or pertinent to everyday life (e.g. 
p simple questions in areas of understand enough to keep family, hobbies, work, travel and 
E the immediate need or on very the conversation going myself. current events). 
A familiar topics . 
K 
I Spoken I can use simple phrases and I can use a series of phrases I can connect phrases in a 

N Production sentences to describe where I and sentences to describe in simple way in order to describe 

G live and people I know. simple terms my family and experiences and events, my 
other people, living conditions, dreams, hopes and ambitions. 
my educational background I can briefly give reasons and 
and my present or most recent explanations for opinions and 
job. plans. I can narrate a story or 

relate the plot of a book or film 
and describe my reactions. 

Writing I can write a short, simple I can write short, simple notes I can write simple connected 
W postcard, for example sending and messages relating to text on topics which are familiar 
R holiday greetings. I can fill in matters in areas of immediate or of personal interest. I can 
I forms with personal details, for need. I can write a very write personal letters describing 
T example entering my name, simple personal letter, for experiences and impressions. 
I nationality and address on a example thanking someone for 
N hotel registration form. something. 
G 
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I can understand extended speech 
and lectures and follow even 
complex lines of argument provided 
the topic is reasonably familiar. I 
can understand most TV news and 
current affairs programmes. I can 
understand the majority of films in 
standard dialect. 

I can read articles and reports 
concerned with contemporary 
problems in which the writers adopt 
particular attitudes or viewpoints. 
I can understand contemporary 
literary prose. 

I can interact with a degree of fluency 
and spontaneity that makes regular 
interaction with native speakers quite 
possible. I can take an active part 
in discussion in familiar contexts, 
accounting for and sustaining my 

I can present clear, detailed 
descriptions on a wide range of 
subjects related to my field of 
interest. I can explain a viewpoint on 
a topical issue giving the advantages 
and disadvantages of various 
options. 

I can write clear, detailed text on a 
wide range of subjects related to 
my interests. I can write an essay 
or report, passing on information 
or giving reasons in support of or 
against a particular point of view. 

, I can write letters highlighting the 
personal significance of events and 
experiences. 

C1 

I can understand extended 
speech even when it is not clearly 
structured and when relationships 
are only implied and not signalled 
explicitly. I can understand television 
programmes and films without too 
much effort. 

I can understand long and 
complex factual and literary texts, 
appreciating distinctions of style. I 
can understand specialised articles 
and longer technical instructions, 
even when they do not relate to my 
field . 

I can express myself fluently and 
spontaneously without much obvious 
searching for expressions. I can use 
language flexibly and effectively for 
social and professional purposes. 
I can formulate ideas and opinions 
with precision and relate my 
contribution skifully to those of other 
speakers. 

I can present clear, detailed 
description of complex subjects 
integrating sub-themes, developing 
particular points and rounding off 
with an appropriate conclusion. 

I can express myself in clear, well
structured text, expressing points 
of view at some length. I can write 

: about complex subjects in a letter, an 
. essay or a report, underlining what 

I consider to be the salient issues. I 
can select style apopropriate to the 
reader in mind. 

I have no difficulty in understanding 
any kind of spoken language, 
whether live or broadcast, even 
when delivered at fast native speed, 
provided I have some time to get 
familiar with the accent. 

I can read with ease virtually all 
forms of the written language, 
including abstract, structurally or 
linguistically complex texts such as 
manuals, specialised articles and 
literary works. 

I can take part effortlessly in any 
conversation or discussion and have 
a good familiarity with idiomatic 
expressions and colloquialisms. I can 
express myself fluently and convey 
finer shades of meaning precisely. If 
I do have a problem I can backtrack 
and restructure around the difficulty 
so smoothly that other people are 
hardly aware of it. 

I can present a clear, smoothly 
flowing description or argument in a 
style appropriate to the context and 
with an effective logical structure 
which helps the recipient to notice 
and remember significant points. 

I can write clear, smoothly flowing 
text in an appropriate style. I can 
write complex letters, reports or 
articles which present a case with 
an effective logical structure which 
helps the recipient to notice and 
remember significant points. I can 
write summaries and reviews of 
professional or literary works. 
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(ommon Reference Levels: qualitative aspects of spoken 
language use 

(2 

(1 

B2+ 

RANG E 

Shows great flexibility reformulating 
ideas in differing linguistic forms 
to convey finer shades of meaning 
precisely, to give emphasis, to 
differentiate and to eliminate 
ambiguity. Also has a good 
command of idiomatic expressions 
and colloquialisms. 

Has a good command of a broad 
range of language allowing him/her 
to select a formulation to express 
him/herself clearly in an appropriate 
style on a wide range of general, 
academic, professional or leisure 
topics without having to restrict 
what he/she wants to say. 

Has a sufficient range of 
language to be able to give clear 
descriptions, express viewpoints on 

B2 most general topics, without much 
conspicuous searching for words, 
using some complex sentence 
forms to do so. 

B1+ 

Has enough language to get 
by, with sufficient vocabulary to 
express him/herself .with some 

B1 hesitation and circumlocutions on 
topics such as family, hobbies and 
interests, work, travel, and current 

A2+ 

Uses basic sentence patterns with 
memorised phrases, groups of a 

A2 few words and formulae in order to 
communicate limited information in 

A1 

Has a very basic repertoire of 
words and simple phrases related 
to personal details and particular 
concrete situations. 

© Counci l of Europe 

ACCURACY 

Maintains consistent grammatical 
control of complex language, 
even while attention is otherwise 
engaged (e.g. in forward planning, 
in monitoring others' reactions). 

Consistently maintains a high 
degree of grammatical accuracy; 
errors are rare, difficult to spot and 
generally corrected when they do 
occur. 

Shows a relatively high degree 
of grammatical control. Does 
not make errors which cause 
misunderstanding, and can correct 
most of his/her mistakes. 

Uses reasonably accurately a 
repertoire of frequently used 
'routines' and patterns associated 
with more predictable situations. 

Uses some simple structures 
correctly, but still systematically 
makes basic mistakes. 

Shows only limited control of a few 
simple grammatical structures and 
sentence patterns in a memorised 
repertoire. 

FLUENCY 

Can express him/herself 
spontaneously at length with a 
natural colloquial flow, avoiding or 
backtracking around any difficulty 
so smoothly that the interlocutor is 
hardly aware of it. 

Can express him/herself fluently 
and spontaneously, almost 
effortlessly. Only a conceptually 
difficult subject can hinder a 
natural, smooth flow of language. 

Can produce stretches of language 
with a fairly even tempo; although 
he/she can be hesitant as 
he/she searches for patterns 
and expressions. There are few 
noticeably long pauses. 

Can keep going comprehensibly, 
even though pausing for 
grammatical and lexical planning 
and repair is very evident, 
especially in longer stretches of free 
production. 

in very short utterances, even 
though pauses, false starts and 
reformulation are very evident. 

Can manage very short, isolated, 
mainly pre-packaged utterances, 
with much pausing to search for 
expressions, to articulate less 
familiar words, and to repair 
communication. 



INTERACTION 

Can interact with ease and skill, picking 
up and using non-verbal and intonational 
cues apparently effortlessly. Can 
interweave his/her contribution into the 
jOint discourse with fully natural turntaking, 
referencing, allusion making, etc. 

Can select a suitable phrase from a readily 
available range of discourse functions to 
preface his remarks in order to get or to 
keep the floor and to relate his/her own 
contributions skilfully to those of other 
speakers. 

Can initiate discourse, take his/her turn 
when appropriate and end conversation 
when he/she needs to, though he/she 
may not always do this elegantly. Can help 
the discussion along on familiar ground 
confirming comprehension, inviting others 
in, etc. 

Can initiate, maintain and close simple 
face-to-face conversation on topics that 
are familiar or of personal interest. Can 
repeat back part of what someone has 
said to confirm mutual understanding. 

Can ask and answer questions about 
personal details. Can interact in a 
simple way but communication is totally 
dependent on repetition, rephrasing and 

COHERENCE 

Can create coherent and cohesive 
discourse making full and appropriate 
use of a variety of organisational patterns 
and a wide range of connectors and other 
cohesive devices. 

Can produce clear, smoothly flowing, well
structured speech, showing controlled use 
of organisational patterns, connectors and 
cohesive devices. 

Can use a limited number of cohesive 
devices to link his/her utterances into 
clear, coherent discourse, though there 
may be some 'jumpiness' in a long 
contribution. 

Can link a series of shorter, discrete 
simple elements into a connected, linear 
sequence of points. 

Can link groups of words with simple 
connectors like 'but' and 'because'. 

Can link words or groups of words with 
very basic linear connectors like 'and' or 
'then'. 
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Overall listening comprehension 

(2 

r-- " 

OVERALL LISTENING COMPREHENSION 

Has no difficulty in understanding any kind of spoken language, whether live or broadcast, 
delivered at fast native speed. 

Can understand enough to follow extended speech on abstract and complex topics beyond his/her 
own field, though he/she may need to confirm occasional details, especially if the accent is unfamiliar. 

(1 Can recognise a wide range of idiomatic expressions and colloquialisms, appreciating register shifts. 
Can follow extended speech even when it is not clearly structured and when relationships are only 
implied and not signalled explicitly. r-- ...... ...... ........ ... ......... . 
Can understand standard spoken language, live or broadcast, on both familiar and unfamiliar 
topics normally encountered in personal, social, academic or vocational life. Only extreme 
background noise, inadequate discourse structure and/or idiomatic usage influences the ability to 
understand. 

82 Can understand the main ideas of propositionally and linguistically complex speech on both 
concrete and abstract topics delivered in a standard dialect, including technical discussions in his/
her field of specialisation. 
Can follow extended speech and complex lines of argument provided the topic is reasonably familiar, 
and the direction of the talk is sign-posted by explicit markers. 

Can understand straightforward factual information about common everyday or job-related top-
ics, identifying both general messages and specific details, provided speech is clearly articulated 
in a 

81 generally familiar accent. 

Can understand the main points of clear standard speech on familiar matters regularly encountered in 
work, school , leisure etc., including short narratives. 

r--- . ............ . 

A2 

r-- " 

A1 

Can understand enough to be able to meet needs of a concrete type provided speech is clearly and 
slowly articulated. 

Can understand phrases and expressions related to areas of most immediate priority (e.g. very basic 
personal and family information , shopping, local geography, employment) provided speech is clearly 
and slowly articulated. 

Can follow speech which is very slow and carefully articulated, with long pauses for him/her to 
assimilate meaning. 
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Overall reading comprehension 

(2 

OVERALL READING COMPREHENSION 

Can understand and interpret critically virtually all forms of the written language including 
abstract, structurally complex, or highly colloquial literary and non-literary writings. 
Can understand a wide range of long and complex texts , appreciating subtle distinctions of style and 
implicit as well as explicit meaning. 

1--- .. .. ... . .................... ...... . .. ..... , ... , ... ...... .. . 

(1 
Can understand in detail lengthy, complex texts , whether or not they relate to his/her own area 
of speciality, provided he/she can reread difficult sections. 

1--- .... 

82 

1--- " 

81 

1--- " 

Can read with a large degree of independence, adapting style and speed of reading to different 
texts and purposes, and using appropriate reference sources selectively. Has a broad active reading 
vocabulary, but may experience some difficulty with low frequency idioms. 

Can read straightforward factual texts on subjects related to his/her field and interest with a 
satisfactory level of comprehension, 

Can understand short, simple texts on familiar matters of a concrete type which consist of high 
frequency everyday or job-related language. 

Can understand short, simple texts containing the highest frequency vocabulary, including a 
proportion of shared international vocabulal)C items. 

- .... .. .. .. .. .. .......... . ................. . 

A1 Can understand very short, simple texts a single phrase at a time, picking up familiar names, words 
and basic phrases and rereading as required . 

© Council of Europe 

Overall oral production 

(2 

OVERALL ORAL PRODUCTION 

Can produce clear, smoothly flowing well-structured speech with an effective logical structure 
which helps the recipient to notice and remember significant points. - .............................................................................................................................. . 

(1 

B2 

Can give clear, systematically developed descriptions and presentations, with appropri-
ate highlighting of significant points, and relevant supporting detail. 

Can give clear, detailed descriptions and presentations on a wide range of subjects related to his/
her field of interest, expanding and supporting ideas with subsidiary points and relevant examples, 

- ...... . 

B1 Can reasonably fluently sustain a straightforward description of one of a variety of subjects 
within his/her field of interest, presenting it as a linear sequence of pOints. 

'-- . ......................................... , ....... . 

1--- .. 

Can give a simple description or presentation of people, living or working conditions, daily routines, 
likes/dislikes, etc. as a short series of simple phrases and sentences linked into a list. 

At Can produce simple mainly isolated phrases about people and places. 
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Overall written production 

(1 

82 

81 

A2 

OVERALL WRITTEN PRODUCTION 

Can write clear, smoothly flowing, complex texts in an appropriate and effective style and a logical 
structure which helps the reader to find significant points. 

Can write clear, well-structured texts of complex subjects, underlining the relevant salient issues, 
expanding and supporting pOints of view at some length with subsidiary pOints, reasons and relevant 
examples, and rounding off with an appropriate conclusion. 

Can write clear, detailed texts on a variety of subjects related to his/her field of interest, synthesiSing 
and evaluating information and arguments from a number of sources. 

Can write straightforward connected texts on a range of familiar subjects within his/her field of 
interest, by linking a series of shorter discrete elements into a linear sequence. 

Can write a series of simple phrases and sentences linked with simple connectors like 'and ', 'but' 
and 'because'. 

A1 Can write simple isolated phrases and sentences. 

© Council of Europe 
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Patrick Wright (item 13); A day in the life of a hospital ward: Working in Teams from Album Introducing professionaL 
practice (item 14); Student Views of the OU from Album the Student Experience (items IS, 16 and 17) 

While every effort has been made to contact copyright holders, the Publishers apologize for any omissions, 
which they will be pleased to rectify at the earliest opportunity. 
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The Official Guide to PTE Academic CD-ROM 
Installing the software 

To use the CD-ROM included with The Official Guide to PTE Academic, you must first install Adobe® Reader® 6 or above on your 
computer. You can download the software from the Internet. 

Using the program 

Close all open applications, then insert the CD-ROM into the CD-ROM drive. 
The program will run automatically. You will see the main menu of the CD-ROM on screen. 
If the program does not run automatically, open "My computer" and double-click on the CD-ROM icon. Then click on the PTE 
icon to go to the main menu. 
Click on "Introduction" for an overview of the CD-ROM content and study hints. 
Click on "User manual" for a general outline of interface features and functionality, and instructions on operating the CD-ROM 
software. 
Click on "Item practice" to start the practice. 
Submit your responses to the items in a practice set to access the Answer key for the set. 

System requirements 
1024 x 768 screen resolution or above 
32 million (32-bit) color display 
Pentium 41.6GHz CPU or above 
512MB RAM or above 
32MB RAM or above XGA display card 
16-bit Sound Blaster or compatible sound card 
24x speed or higher CD-ROM drive 
Headphones or speakers, built-in or external 
Microphone, built-in or external 

Supported operating systems 
Microsoft® Windows® 2000 (SP4), XP (SP2) or 
Windows® Vista 
Mac OS X 10.4, 10.5 or 10.6; Recommended language: English 

Software requirements 
Adobe® Reader® 6 or above 






